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Appendix A: Glossary

GlOssAry Of HiGHwAy COst AllOCAtiON tErms

GLOSSARY OF HIGHWAY COST ALLOCATION TERMS
LIST OF ACRONYMS
AAA

American Automobile
Association

DEFINITIONS
Alternative Fee: A fee charged to some
Cost Allocation: The analytical process of

AMT
Arterial

ATR

system users.
Cost-Occasioned Approach: An approach

DAS
Attributable Costs: Costs that are a function
DL

expenditures/costs based on the costs

Dead Load
characteristics and can therefore be attributed to

DMV
ESAL

Axle Miles of Travel (AMT): Vehicle miles of

FHWA
HCAS

Cost Responsibility: The principle that those

HPMS
Monitoring System
LL
MCTD

users should be in proportion to the road costs
Motor Carrier Transportation
Axle Weight or Axle Load: The gross load carried

NAPCOM
NAPHCAS
ODOT

Cost-Based Approach:
Oregon Department of
Transportation

OHCAS
Study
OTIA

Oregon Transportation

PCE
SRT
VMT
WIM

measures of the costs imposed during the study

Collector
arterial roads.
Common Costs: Expenditures that are
operating characteristics and so cannot be
Cross-Subsidization
These expenditures must therefore be treated as
and are most typically assigned to all classes on
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responsibilities.

GlOssAry Of HiGHwAy COst AllOCAtiON tErms
Dead Load

Equity Ratio

Debt Financing
issuing debt to be repaid in the future.

costs imposed by that group.

Debt Service

Equivalent Single Axle Load (ESAL): The

Deck:

Fungibility

they may be spent; to the extent that those funds

Gross Vehicle Weight: The maximum loaded

Declared Weight
exponential relationship; ESALs therefore rise

Heavy Vehicles

Excise Tax
pounds or more.
expects to be a part of.
Depreciation
of a physical asset due to aging in a time period.

: Setting prices for the use of
the costs it imposes at the time and place it is

Expenditure: The amount of money spent in a
time period.

Highway Cost Allocation Study (HCAS): A study
that estimates and compares the costs imposed

External Cost:
Federal Highway Funds

for spending on transportation projects by state

collects and reports data about a sample of
format.
Highway User: A person responsible for the

of maintenance.
Equity: Generally interpreted as the state of
goods.
Incremental Cost: The additional costs

circumstances.

and Urban Local.
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GlOssAry Of HiGHwAy COst AllOCAtiON tErms
A

Incremental Method: A method of assigning

Right of Way

the costs of constructing and maintaining
Road Use Assessment Fee
pounds on special permit pay a fee based

the incremental cost of a facility designed to
Non-Divisible Load:

Social (or Indirect) Costs

Light (or Basic) Vehicles

Costs typically included in this category are

account for more than 90 percent of the total
limits.
Live Load: The additional load on a structure

Span: A section of a bridge.

Operating Weight
at a particular time.

State Highway System: Roads under the
jurisdiction of the Oregon Department of
Transportation.

Overhead Costs
Load-Related Costs:

Studded Tire
in its tread for better traction on icy roads.

Marginal Cost: The increase in total cost that
results from producing one additional unit

A measure

Tax Avoidance
Tax Evasion: The illegal failure to pay a tax or fee.
Truck:
designed for transportation of goods. The

The reference unit is the standard passenger
car operating under the conditions on the road

combinations.

Registered Weight:

User Charge
imposed on facility users as a condition of usage.

marginal cost.
National Highway System (NHS): A set of

User Revenues
through the imposition of user charges or fees.
Administration sets design and maintenance

: Prices set in proportion to the

Revenue Attribution: The process of associating
production.

states.
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Vehicle Class

in the Oregon studies. Potential distinguishing

of operation.
Vehicle Miles of Travel (VMT)

Vehicle Registration Fees
roads.
Weight-Mile Tax
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Appendix B1: Issue Paper
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1. SUMMARY
1.1 BACKGROUND

expenditures and then allocating those

Charge Policy in Oregon. Another important
is the

design and implement road charging pilot
projects.
1.2 WHY CONSIDER AN EFFICIENT
(VARIABLE) FEE
directly.
is a common form of pricing in other industries.

encourage consumers to shift their use of the
charge to all similar users. The fuel tax is an

Those costs relate to the maintenance and

pricing. So do theaters. Economists recommend
congestion pricing of roads for the same reason

costs of pollution.
1

fee instruments. The state of Oregon has

Location and time correlate to the amount of
congestion and delay you are experiencing.

of road use charging demonstration programs.
The current status of the Road Usage Charge
While the congestion prompts road authorities
Road
Usage Charge Pilot Program 2013 & Per-Mile

peak periods. Variable tolling could reduce

It should be noted that variable pricing does not necessarily involve tolls that dynamically respond to road conditions within very short time intervals. Variable toll rates can be time varying according to a set schedule so that road users have certainty
about the costs they will encounter.

1
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summAry
The potential for gains is considerable. An
charges is to become a more generally usable
theory is strong and supported by considerable
empirical results but understanding details
conditions:
systems that best meet consumer and road
operator needs.
in a corridor increases so do the toll rates;

1.3.2 What about the technology?
congested roads.
Choosing a technology that must endure into
the future is a challenging exercise. Many efforts
to procure technical systems for demanding

capacity is added since the tolls are not

yield is easier to predict.
The entire enterprise is a sound platform for

1.3 OPPORTUNITY FOR GAINS, BUT
QUESTIONS REMAIN

considerably. These management challenges
and congestion externalities. Each of these can

better asset management practices amongst
road authorities.
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fee program are clear and large in scale the
challenges in implementing such a program
are many. Such a fee program represents a

aspects of surface transportation management
and operations.

operation are discussed in more detail later in
this paper.
1.3.3 How might privacy be addressed?
Information systems are becoming increasingly

1.3.1 How will driving behavior change

managed and protected against malicious use.

summAry
tolling transactions that associate the use of
residents in subareas of the region.
protection in the minds of consumers. A road
tolling system that collects and stores detailed
information about a large extent of the roads
source of the same kinds of concerns.

considerable uncertainty. Yet potential issues
1.4.1 Road Usage Charge Pilot
cannot simply be ignored.
Implementing congestion pricing means

one that might be used in the operation of

for the Oregon Road Usage Charge Pilot
Program reinforces this basic understanding.

than they currently pay through the gasoline tax

imagine such a system being put into operation
secure personal information. There are many

in charging policy that includes the potential
taxes to be reduced or eliminated.
1.4 BUILDING ON CURRENT EFFORTS
Oregon is currently implementing a Road

not be a major roadblock to the successful
implementation of congestion pricing systems.

essential insights into many important topics

1.3.4 What about fairness?
The primary arguments for road pricing are

system and the systems that are to be used

from the Road Usage Charge Pilot Program but

implementation of pilot studies and trials.

the systems and practice put in place to support
that program. The goal should be to build on

Road management and surface transportation
policy do not exist in isolation from other aspects
of urban systems management. It is therefor

the ongoing implementation of an operational

fee program in light of a range of other policy

implementation.

mixture of good and bad impacts on certain
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summAry
1.4.2 State Land Use Objectives

1.5 DEMONSTRATING AN EFFICIENT ROAD
USE FEE

of the set of systems design to support

A successful implementation of a demonstration
project such as this adds considerably to

1.4.3 Oregon Sustainable Transportation
Initiative and GHG goals

during a baseline data collection period.

interest to a broad set of stakeholders and

patterns for each household. During the
experimental period of the demonstration

technology being deployed for the Oregon Road
Usage Charge Program meets all the basic
Building on the implementation of the Road
Use Charge Program represents a prudent
approach to planning for the technical systems

to support the major goals of the Oregon

fee addresses reoccurring congestion on

Many of these functions are already in operation
to support the Oregon Road Usage Charge
1.5.1 Technology and Experimental Design

broader economy. The production possibilities
mileage fee charges. To accomplish this
emissions as moderate speeds are maintained
toll collection approach has been used
economy and naturally support more compact

balance remains in their account at the end of
the experimental period.
dimensions. The technical implications of these
paper.
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summAry
The dominant feature of the proposed

1.5.3 Management and Budget
Choices Study in the central Puget Sound

use fee implementation. This is in contrast to
some kinds of technical demonstration that are

test professionals.

operational partnership from key stakeholders.
These key stakeholders include Metropolitan

preliminary sense of the implementation costs.

but possibly including other departments

Demonstration projects that aim to understand
are based on an actual study that is similar: they
conclusion of the study operation.

million.

1.5.2 Geography

1.6 NEXT STEPS
particular strengths of each party.
project are likely the costs to implement the
some considerable congestion of the road
location of a demonstration include the budget

pointing out that building on the approaches
taken for the Oregon Road Usage Charge

experiment might include higher costs for

of current efforts to implement road usage
a practical implementation of a pilot project

include:
the success and technical implementation of
the current mileage fee program

that sub categories of participants are to be
pilot operations. When the Oregon Road Usage
geographic extent of the experiment. Three

planning
the geography of participant recruitment.
AppENdix B1: EffiCiENt fEE | B7

HiGHwAy fiNANCE iNNOvAtiON iN OrEGON

expectations about results

2. HIGHWAY FINANCE
INNOVATION IN OREGON

establish reporting periods.
design and implement road charging pilot projects.
2.1 SB 801

court order. Location and daily metered use
a refund of Oregon fuel taxes paid. The program
expenditures and then allocating those

after payment processing or dispute resolution
is completed unless the participant consents to
dispute resolution and refunds.
2.2 2006 ODOT ROAD USE FEE
EXPERIMENT

less than 17 MPG and no more than an

months.

fee instruments. The state of Oregon has
of road use charging demonstration programs.
The current status of the Road Usage Charge

and 20 percent to cities. These are the same
proportions currently used to distribute fuel

The legislation does not specify the details
The study concluded that implementing a similar

Policy in Oregon. Another important effort
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methods for recording and reporting numbers of

wHy CONsidEr A vAriABlE fEE
The cost to the State of implementation and
in approximately 500 cars belonging to 275
the ongoing cost of administering the fuel tax.
2.3 FUTURE OF ROAD TOLLING PAPERS
ODOT commissioned a number of important
papers on topics relating to the future of road
tolling in the state of Oregon. These papers

the amount of the mileage fee to the pump.

A mileage fee could be phased in. It could

beginning in 2009 and also include a report
on pricing proposals for the Portland region.
The reports address such topics as the role of
the geographic and situational constraint
of this study and its results are referenced and
economic appraisal approaches and methods

3. WHY CONSIDER A
VARIABLE FEE
3.1 LIMITATIONS OF A FLAT FEE

from these reports are included in other sections
of this paper.

for the transportation system do not increase
cost of transportation at the time it is consumed

2.4 TRAFFIC CHOICES STUDY
just north of Oregon in Washington State. In
businesses.

to increase capacity are not forthcoming. As a

result in payment of the fuel tax.
and that roads are congested.
AppENdix B1: EffiCiENt fEE | B9

wHy CONsidEr A vAriABlE fEE
Location and time correlate to the amount of
congestion and delay you are experiencing.

raised from a tax on fuels. This raises concerns
charge to all similar users. The fuel tax is an
concerns are unfounded the perception of this
to increase road funding.

peak periods. Variable tolling could reduce

Currently there is considerable interest in

3.2 VARIABLE MILEAGE FEE CAN RAISE THE
RIGHT AMOUNT OF REVENUE
directly.
is a common form of pricing in other industries.

problem.
encourage consumers to shift their use of the
peak periods. While the congestion prompts

Building a political coalition to raise the tax on
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pricing. So do theaters. Economists recommend
congestion pricing of roads for the same reason

wHy CONsidEr A vAriABlE fEE
3.3 VARIABLE FEES REDUCE CONGESTION,
WHILE RAISING NEEDED REVENUE
pay the tolls.

the role of pricing in rationing capacity costs.

distortions lead to increased cost to the region

capacity to build in his theaters. The market for

most of the time: capacity he often cannot sell

The solution is to allocate the costs of the
should pay for the aggregate delay they impose

social costs in the form of higher speeds/less

the extra capacity that the company has built

road users to the system operator. It is generally

charging peak prices makes it easier for the
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wHy CONsidEr A vAriABlE fEE

Key to Features
TCS Revenues Percentile (1-25)
TCS Revenues Percentile (26-50)
TCS Revenues Percentile (51-75)
TCS Revenues Percentile (76-90)
TCS Revenue Percentile (91-100)

Exhibit 3.1

a larger number of secondary roads distributed throughout the core urban

Source: Puget Sound Regional Council, ECONorthwest
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wHy CONsidEr A vAriABlE fEE
3.4 VARIABLE FEES REDUCE THE “NEED” FOR EXPENSIVE
CAPACITY IN URBAN AREAS
penalty are the same.

congestion becomes the limiting factor that brings the market into some

a research report entitled

2

in 2001. An

2
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wHy CONsidEr A vAriABlE fEE

congested roads.
Exhibit 3.2

3.5 LONG-RUN: BENEFITS OF VARIABLE
COST-BASED FEES ARE HIGH

Source: Puget Sound Regional Council, ECONorthwest

considerably. These management challenges
and congestion externalities. Each of these can

better asset management practices amongst
road authorities.
The potential for gains is considerable. An

to the road system users. The third point
in the central Puget Sound region collected
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still tOO mANy QuEstiONs tO AddrEss
4.1.1 Price Elasticities

Absent the rationing of supply based on

transportation supply. But it appears that
demand as a ratio of percent change in price or

that result are considerably larger. This is to be

or rebating other taxes and fees.

4. STILL TOO MANY
QUESTIONS TO ADDRESS

possibly the largest scale controlled experiment
of tolls being applied to an entire regional

fee program are clear and large in scale the
challenges in implementing such a program
are many. Such a fee program represents a

aspects of surface transportation management
and operations. Some of these topics are

road tolling compares the implementation and

4.1 HOW DRIVERS WILL RESPOND TO
ALTERNATIVE FEE STRUCTURES

are treated as an economic transfer since the

case of public sector management of a tolling

to offset other taxes and fees that support public

theory is strong and supported by considerable
empirical results but understanding details

Under the implementation scenario outlined
systems that best meet consumer and road
operator needs.

empirical estimates. In the economics this
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still tOO mANy QuEstiONs tO AddrEss
range of response is termed inelastic meaning
the change in demand is less in percentage

program is that the general systems for ensuring
compliance and enforcement must be carefully

inelastic this should not be interpreted as there

4.1.3 Response Surface Over Time

appropriate approach.
4.2 WHICH TECHNOLOGIES WILL MEET
THE REQUIREMENTS NOW AND IN THE
FUTURE?
Choosing a technology that must endure into
the future is a challenging exercise. Many efforts
to procure technical systems for demanding

the performance of high use roads and free

4.1.2

account. As a result it is generally agreed that

congestion pricing study resulting from HB 2001.

4.1.4 Compliance/Evasion

The toll industry is a highly dynamic
those employed by other information and

of locking into an inferior technology model can
demonstration project but considerable for full

aspect of a demonstration project is to better
being caught. An additional factor is the risk

B16 | ECONorthwest

a fee system operation are discussed in more
detail later in this paper.

still tOO mANy QuEstiONs tO AddrEss
4.3 HOW CAN PRIVACY CONCERNS BE
HANDLED?
Information systems are becoming increasingly
Suspicion of Other Crimes
the use of cameras for tolling. Many people are

is managed and protected against malicious
transactions that associate the use of roads

the minds of consumers. A road tolling system
that collects and stores detailed information
road users is by extension a larger source of
the same kinds of concerns. The fact is that

to think of a pilot program as an opportunity

marketing purposes.

practice.
Each of the technologies used for electronic

system and Toll Collect is a subcontractor. BAG

Permission to process data for the toll system

imagine such a system being put into operation

for the statutorily prescribed purpose of toll
collection.” Personal data are transmitted only
and contract obligations and the transmission
of data is performed through authenticated
Normal Vehicle Operations

only contains information about the route the
possession unless it needs to be audited.
cannot use this information to determine

program?
Suspicion of Fee Evasion

satellites can “see” them and track them as

store any information on the speed of the truck.
Billing data are not sold to any third parties.
The German system relies on photographs of

AppENdix B1: EffiCiENt fEE | B17

still tOO mANy QuEstiONs tO AddrEss
Cell phones
nearby
the toll.

your current location

mixture of good and bad impacts on certain
residents in subareas of the region.

considerable uncertainty. Yet potential issues

other legal uses as ordered by courts. The

fairness depend on?

Income effects ability to pay

Implementing congestion pricing means
been there. Society is not likely to stop the
than they currently pay through the gasoline tax

successful implementation of congestion pricing
systems.
to be substantial.

particular. Blumberg argues that systems that

near future. He cites current examples such as:

B18 | ECONorthwest

4.4 WINNERS AND LOSERS; EQUITY IN
SEVERAL DIMENSIONS
The primary arguments for road pricing are

still tOO mANy QuEstiONs tO AddrEss

application of congestion pricing to existing

if tolls reduce the pressure for tax increases

and losers.
reason economists recommend road pricing
to congestion problems is because it is a

based charging only if the HOV response is

compensate these motorists for the toll
implement.
relating to public expenditures on surface
sometime alleged by critics of congestion
taxing mechanisms such as sales and property
3. Other users of the competing untolled
either unrelated to the transportation market
4.

range of separate cost generating categories.
These practices are the particular result of

considered to be general public goods. As a

are responsible for the costs of maintaining
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still tOO mANy QuEstiONs tO AddrEss
A recent report commissioned by the California
Financing Transportation in
California: Strategies for Change

4.4.2 Rural v. urban v. suburban
Another set of stakeholders affected by
congestion pricing are businesses and
residences that are already located in certain

The report documents the limits of existing

The report recommends returning to the primary
considered earlier in this paper under land use
effects.
4.4.3 Peak v. off-peak

national fuel taxes.
4.4.1 Different classes of heavy vehicles
a paper titled

.

It is generally understood that the existing

cost from the users that impose capacity
burdening costs on the state of Oregon is

cost responsibility. In Oregon this is less true
than in other settings but it is still the case that

program.
4.4.4 Effects on low-income households
to users of the transportation system is an

fee system could eliminate this mismatch by
including a fee structure that respects the
engineering details of the roads that are being
distributed throughout society. Once again
Study is helpful. The regional modeling of
charging technology.
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still tOO mANy QuEstiONs tO AddrEss

of users. Exhibit 4.1 contains data about the

Source: Puget Sound Regional Council, ECONorthwest

4.4.5 Effects on transit providers
to each class of users. The table also displays
the portion of the toll burden borne by each user
class.

partners more fully as interest in this topic

users experience only modest gains. Trucks
It should be noted that the toll policy did not

taxes.
4.6 HOW WILL THE ENTIRE ENTERPRISE BE
MANAGED
4.5 FEDERAL CONSTRAINTS ON TOLLING
rebated to taxpayers in the form of reductions in
other taxes and fees.

road use fee is considered a tax or fee or a

best to design and manage an operational
program can be put aside for the time being.
A demonstration project can be managed
in any manner such that the results of the
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still tOO mANy QuEstiONs tO AddrEss
the burden and cost of administration. At an

is best positioned to undertake key aspects of
operations are secondary to other aspects of

4.6.2 Implementation
There are many approaches to supporting the
implementation of a road use fee program.
Due to the complex nature of the enterprise it is

change as cost responsibility is more closely
reasons local authorities should be included

for full operations. In this light it may be useful
to consider the key elements of an operational
program in order to begin to think through the

program. Pilot projects afford the opportunity
temporary nature and smaller scale. As a result
the details of an implementation strategy may

4.6.1 Policy making
includes the full complement of operational

informed by experience gained through the pilot
program.

get to participate in understanding and making
use of the results of the effort.

4.6.3 Collection, enforcement

4.6.5 Performance measures and evaluation

in determining its success. These are the
aspects of a program that touch the customers
most directly and are also lines of business that

success of the program can be compared. This
is true for both operating programs and for pilot
projects. Measures could relate to the operation

the operating program.
be more appropriately placed in the hands of
4.6.4 Role of local governments

4.7 HOW COULD REVENUES BE
ALLOCATED

implementation. Local authorities are recipients

fee program.
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that are generated and allocating these in a
useful manner is of the greatest importance.

vAriABlE rAtEs Build ON, ANd COmplEmENt OtHEr pOliCiEs
4.7.1 Overhead, collection, enforcement

5. VARIABLE RATES BUILD
ON, AND COMPLEMENT
OTHER POLICIES

payment processing and communication

5.1 A NATURAL ENHANCEMENT TO A
FUEL TAX REPLACEMENT

are considerably higher. It is not uncommon

use of lightly engineered road surfaces.
operating costs that are higher still. But the
expectation is that operating costs in the range

4.7.4 How would it compare to current revenue
allocations?

term target. In particular enforcement and
across operating programs depending on a

share set aside is then distributed to each
local entity based on formula that respects the

4.7.2 Congestion fee revenue associated with

for the Oregon Road Usage Charge Pilot
Program reinforces this basic understanding.

These methods are clearly an approximate tool
for allocating funds to local road authorities. It
is feasible to remit to local authorities the exact
in charging policy that includes the potential
the fee program. Theory supports the allocation

4.7.3 Wear and tear fee revenue associated
with facility ownership

piece of road infrastructure if needed. It is easy
to imagine a nearly impossibly complicated set

system and the systems that are to be used

burdensome to customers but a systematic

With detailed road usage information the
implementation of pilot studies and trials. There
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vAriABlE rAtEs Build ON, ANd COmplEmENt OtHEr pOliCiEs

does not depend on actual expenditures in any
processes. It is also true that the basic principles

times or on different routes than under the

5.1.1 Build on policy and technical
infrastructure for mileage fee

maintenance for all facilities.

the mix of project types undertaken by the
agencies
It is not affected by budget constraints that
result in under spending by agencies

5.1.3 Congestion fee could vary with time and
place of travel and vehicle PCEs

making the changes.
by taking up space on a particular facility at a

It is not affected by the inherently “lumpy”
infrastructure

5.1.2 Wear and tear fees could vary with
weight, axles, studded tires, and road type

could be recalculated continuously and can
B24 | ECONorthwest

vAriABlE rAtEs Build ON, ANd COmplEmENt OtHEr pOliCiEs

Components representing fees for other

Although congestion pricing raises the cash

because they accelerate and decelerate more
does a single passenger car. Congestion fees

5.1.4 Possible additional per-mile rate for
overhead

5.2 EFFICIENT PRICING WOULD
COMPLEMENT OTHER STATE POLICIES
Road management and surface transportation
policy do not exist in isolation from other aspects
of urban systems management. It is therefore
fee program in light of a range of other policy

a long history of analysis on cost responsibility
in the state of Oregon. This analysis can

extent the rising cost of congestion to and in
the CBD is a major contributor to the trend of
implementation.
5.2.1 Land use goals and TPR

theoretically possible that congestion pricing
may help existing centers.

5.1.5 Other potential fee components
the congestion pricing system is reasonably
the costs imposed on others by the emissions

in generating the electricity used to charge

the mile;
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vAriABlE rAtEs Build ON, ANd COmplEmENt OtHEr pOliCiEs

Current Transportation Pricing

cities has occurred in the absence of congestion
pricing. Whether implementation of congestion

is implemented only on a selected facility and
is implemented in an erroneous fashion. In
and losers from congestion pricing because the
outcome depends on:

location is maintained or enhanced by the

pricing is implemented;

All economists can urge in this regard is that
One possibility that appropriately concerns
be a spotty rendition of the effects described

distributional effects of congestion pricing.

practiced on the unpriced portion of the

the public to support it.

to dissipate in the region.
portions of the region;
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HOw tO mOvE fOrwArd
5.2.2 Oregon Sustainable Transportation
Initiative (OSTI)

reducing greenhouse gases addresses many

on emissions is largely a function of its ability

the scale and extent of a road pricing application.
5.2.4 Numerous other programs and incentives

are important to the state of Oregon. These

the state meet its 2050 goal of reducing GHG
the partially offsetting effects of higher speeds
to support the major goals of the OSTI. The

Infrastructure Condition and Reliability

Energy Demand Management

broader economy. The production possibilities
reduction in congestion come from spreading

Planning
Detailed studies of congestion pricing in
California and Washington suggest that

naturally support more compact use of desirable

crudely applied.
5.2.3 Greenhouse gas reduction policies
To the extent congestion pricing reduces

6. HOW TO MOVE FORWARD
6.1 DEMONSTRATION DESIGN

are preferred to relying on the ancillary effects
of congestion pricing. An ODOT paper from
2009:
examines greenhouse gas
emissions opportunities from road pricing for
Oregon. Conclusions from this paper include
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HOw tO mOvE fOrwArd
to a broad audience. Much has been done
such as pollution and noise.
a demonstration project can be used to do any
costs
Sustainably fund transportation maintenance

are often referred to as Road User Charges. And
management approaches and practices in this

Explore one single dimension of policy
Design a single aspect of an operational
program
Test general feasibility of a broader policy
program

technical demonstration.

designing and implementing a demonstration
of issues that need resolution. And as such

decision agenda that ensures the demonstration
demonstrations and technical demonstrations.
General demonstrations focus on proof of

5. Communicate the importance of the broader
politics derailed the pilot.
If on the other hand the intent of a pilot is to
more fully understand a single aspect of policy
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HOw tO mOvE fOrwArd

technically. It has been demonstrated that

Most people think these efforts are about

The primary potential objections relate to hoe
incidence of fee payment. Such an effort

later in this section of the paper.

about the distribution of these effects across
manner that sheds real light on this issue.
carefully designed demonstration project. This
type of effort has only been undertaken in the

4. Technical systems that support an
during a baseline data collection period.
problems such as payment processing and

patterns for each household. During the
experimental period of the demonstration project
fee. All the major operations aspects of an

detailed exploration.

can then get translated into demonstration

shape on the skeleton of the design in order to

Many of these functions are already in operation
to support the Oregon Road Usage Charge

demonstrations in the US market:
concerns. These concerns necessitate

relying on experience in actual demonstration
project implementations and as such is rooted in
budget and schedule risks.

against “hostile” participants to see if there
security.

mileage fee charges. To accomplish this

6.1.1
Demonstration

2. Demonstrate the merits of integrating
in their account at the end of the experimental
period.
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implementation of mileage fees

that relate to policy. A successful implementation of a demonstration

6.1.2 Demonstration Project Objectives
technical demonstrations.

emissions.
6.1.3 Demonstration Project Design Features
the RAND Corporation outlines some guidelines for the design of additional

Explore a range of technical issues that surround implementation

3. A demonstration that includes the implementation and testing of the
force
and implementation of a mileage fee system
Establish pricing and rate setting policies beyond a simple fuel tax
replacement
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4. A demonstration project that includes an assessment of the

HOw tO mOvE fOrwArd

.
The proposed demonstration project design is intended to represent a
project that could be implemented in Oregon in order to meet a set of

the preparations for implementing a demonstration project progress it is

analytical methods.
6.1.4 Participatory Demonstration and Experimental Design
The dominant feature of the proposed demonstration project is that it

is in contrast to some kinds of technical demonstration that are intended
technicians and test professionals.

Source: ECONorthwest

the demonstration design.
experimental design.
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6.1.5 Variable Rate Fee Structure

conditions.

be time and location dependent. The fee structure could include one or all

more to congestion than does a single passenger car. Congestion fees are

Wear and Tear Fee

Administrative and Other Fees

does not depend on actual expenditures in any particular biennium or the

a long history of analysis on cost responsibility in the state of Oregon. This

the proportion of degradation on the particular facility that is due to use
it may include the emissions produced in generating the electricity used to

6.2 DATA REQUIREMENTS
Congestion Fee

of a pilot project is that it is a trial and getting prices exactly “right” up front
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designed to respond to changing conditions and demands. And the data
I-5 @ S Holden St / Boeing Field

are generated from the fee program itself. It is still true that a starting point

(south of downtown Seattle)

North
9000
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6.2.1

6000

weekday

5000

An example of this kind of data that is collected from loop counters in

4000

Saturday

3000
2000
1000
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6.2.2 Detailed cost data by facility
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12AM-1AM
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costs by facility type.
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5000
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3000
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6.2.3

Source: Puget Sound Regional Council, ECONorthwest
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opportunities for statistical analysis and price

is actually desired for the statistical analysis
resulting elasticity estimates.

6.3 TECHNOLOGY THAT SUPPORT AN
EFFICIENT FEE PROGRAM

toll rate during both the three hour AM and PM

technologies and protocols and are typically
function of facility characteristics. The latter
measure helps to establish toll rates by facility

arterials led to one of the simplifying assumptions
The economic principle underlying the tolling

for a series of tariff structure and toll schedule

facilities and all arterials. Not all roads are
additional time of day differentiation. The pros
in the interest of keeping the tariff structure
comprehension.
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all necessary transaction information to a
central toll operations center. This electronic toll
collection approach has been used successfully
Similar technology has been used in the

HOw tO mOvE fOrwArd
by technological limitations. The toll system

in the Seattle area did not rely on roadside

implement the same pricing policy principles

markets in the economy. This is not to say that
there are no issues that need to be addressed

6.3.1 On-board technologies

electronic toll collection in use around the

Transponders are part of Automatic Vehicle

Choices Study is a strong “proof of principle”
from a technological standpoint. A set of system

deployed for the Oregon Road Usage Charge
a national kilometer charging program to be
the implementation of the Road Use Charge
Program represents a prudent approach to
rate fee program as these technical systems

collection system.

cost of such an approach.

for toll system operations. There remain issues
uses signals from GPS satellites to determine

a strong “proof of principle” from a technological

on

positioning at it operating core is an important

tolling is no longer fundamentally constrained
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Supplemental On-road Devices
3

embedded in the road surface can determine
in

direction in the absence of satellite signals.
and measurement of use such as GPS tolling

technology is used to ensure that users are not
pass under tolling gantries.

Auditability
Reliability
Cost

Source: Rand Corporation
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last three are interoperable throughout the state.

6.3.3 Communication technologies and
protocols

tolling agencies across the country has not yet
fee program is to employ standard cellular
as it passes by the reader. LPR systems can be

single tolling agency is responsible for operating
the cordon pricing is operated by Transport for

registered to. LPR is the primary technology in
Vehicle Occupancy Monitoring for managed

6.4 GEOGRAPHY
Enforcement

cameras to detect and count the number of
occupants in a car. These systems suffer from
6.3.2 Back-end technologies
some considerable congestion of the road
Back-end systems and devices
location of a demonstration include the budget

that sub categories of participants are to be
options for enforcing toll collection. Toll lanes
often enforce toll payment by detecting a
geographic extent of the experiment.
Oregon Road Usage Charge Program.
3

NCHRP Report: System Trials to Demonstrate Mileage-Based Road Use Charges; RAND Corporation; Santa Monica, CA; 2010
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source. The form of digital map that is best for

demonstration has implications for project

matching that is employed. All of these details
points of interest. The second approach takes
for matching those points to a digital map

that can be used. If map matching must occur
participant recruitment.
6.4.1

is likely that for any mileage fee program both

essentially an unlimited geographic extent of
6.4.3 Participant Recruitment Geography
protocol introduces are discussed more in

corresponding record of mileage. The design

sample is one important consideration. The
participants in the demonstration project should
matter it should be a fairly simple process of
establishing geographic entities to include in

constraint on the project it is useful to consider
participant management is a potentially costly
exercise the sampling geography should

desirable. Taken together these considerations
costs of communicating and coordinating
independent taxing jurisdictions that include the
congestion present on the road. Rural roads and

demonstration. Other aspects of the sample

6.4.2 Road Network Detail
modest. Many forms of digital maps or road
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6.5 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
6.5.1 The design of a demonstration follows
from its objectives

Meet the project budget
The project team selected the GPS tolling

A brief examination of the approach to

A similar example is the recent design of the

in Oregon.
team began designing an experiment that
a toll system. The project had a limited budget

a replacement for the existing tolling of roads
using fuel taxes.
The toll system needed to handle complex trip
a participant recruitment and management

experiment. The technical system needed to

detail
OBUs needed to be able to communicate user
Assign road users to roads used accurately
per mile. They needed to include the capacity
to communicate eight to ten different price

6.5.2
validity of results
Pilot projects that aim to understand consumer

about facility use and tolls
be performed at the conclusion of the study

system for storing participant data

experiment. The sample for a study of road

the data had to be high so as to not introduce
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contributions from a broad array of partners.
5/1/2003

and this paper does not attempt to posit

procurement

9/1/2003

stakeholder needs in Oregon.

10/20/2003
11/15/2003

Selected of Siemens as System Integrator

experiments must consider experimental

interested in mileage fee programs under the

2/5/2004
4/1/2004
4/1/2004

Signed Siemens contract
recruitment planning

5/1/2004

Choices Study is outlined in

7/1/2004

6.6 MANAGEMENT OF THE
DEMONSTRATION

7/1/2004
9/21/2004

Started project communications material

and identify common areas of practice that
need attention. The Alliance represents a

Started participant recruitment

9/30/2004
10/20/2004

.

Completed initial participant recruitment

operational partnership from key stakeholders.
These key stakeholders include Metropolitan

10/20/2004
10/28/2004

but possibly including other departments

that is guided by the particular strengths of

11/8/2004
11/30/2004

Began second participant recruitment phase

1/1/2005
2/10/2005

Completed second phase participant recruitment

2/20/2005

Completed OBU installation

3/1/2005

Began baseline data collection

Regional planning bodies are locally based
jurisdictions. The State of Oregon should

Source: Puget Sound Regional Council, ECONorthwest

has a particular interest in road fee programs
Holding the methods and precision of data
planning of a demonstration is not the right
time to determine roles and responsibilities but
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NExt stEps
demonstration project must get detailed enough
pilot operations. When the Oregon Road Usage

There are many approaches to securing and

Choices Study in the central Puget Sound

estimates are based on an actual study that is
similar: they are unlikely to be more than 50%

preliminary sense of the implementation
performance targets rather than products that

7. NEXT STEPS

of current efforts to implement road usage
One important goal of demonstration projects
6.6.1 Budget is a function of the design details
and approach to partnering with potential
vendors

a practical implementation of a pilot project

implementation of complex programs. But

project are likely the costs to implement the

itself include risks. The primary risks in such
programs are to the budget and schedule.

pointing out that building on the approaches
taken for the Oregon Road Usage Charge

and manage those risks.
A planning budget should incorporate some

experiment might include higher costs for

project needs to be distinct from the mileage
opportunities to build on the systems and

and payment processing. The goal should be
using information on cost probabilities. A budget
operational program.
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asset management practices amongst road

in scale the challenges for implementing such
a program are many. Such a fee represents a

Tolling
and Recommendations
to be secured before a pilot project can be

aspects of surface transportation management
and operations. Demonstration projects offer an

technical and methodological issues together
outcomes. Since there is an opportunity to build

implementation. The pilot project proposed

based user fees across a broad range of

messages and tactics for forming expectations
and presenting information about the project
to stakeholders and the public. The message

Conducting pilot projects is a prudent means of
testing potentially complex and costly changes
in policy. To get the most out of a pilot test it
is important to specifying the results that are
desired. Expected results should tie clearly back

These management challenges relate to cost
an urban phenomenon. Close coordination
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congestion externalities. Each of these can be

Testing the technical and operational systems
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APPENDIX B1-A: TRAFFIC
CHOICES STUDY ANALYSIS
OF BEHAVIOR
The basic analytical approach to understanding

costs are reduced.
Change the number of times that the affected

estimating linear

through tour suppression or through changes
in mode.
Increase the number of trip segments per

Reduce the amount of tolls paid per tour

THEORETICAL EXPECTATIONS

call this initial effect the impact of the tolls and

there may be opportunity to make tours at
decrease.

demand from the desire to perform other

the household likely considers its costs and

or both.

household member may be able to be offset

and residence choices.
accommodations.
B44 | ECONorthwest
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reporting data from shorter periods of

theoretical logic here is that such households
constraints and higher utilities associated
the household panel method. One such useful
summary of the disaggregate modeling of urban

.1 As that report
coordination or integration of a household
but less reliable insights regarding such things
and opportunities across members in the
household.
MEASURING TRANSIT VIABILITY

by auto and the estimated cost of the same

designed to enrich the sample for households

of the auto commute is composed of the

home periods.
2

of the transit commute is composed of

common trip destinations for household
the cost of the transit fare.3
not produce a household measure of transit
analysis. At the conclusion of the experiment
cost of commuting by auto.
http://elsa.berkeley.edu/wp/mcfadden0300.pdf
Transit “viability” was estimated from the regional travel demand model, where for each transportation analysis zone, the weighted average of transit travel times were computed between the zone and all other zones.

1
2
3

value of walk time, wait time, and boarding time. Value of time of auto driving is approximately mid-way between in-vehicle transit value of time and the value of time of the other components. These differences in
value of time are accounted for in the analysis.
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INCONSISTENCY WITHIN HOUSEHOLDS
and are expected to occur during a lengthy

VOT of commuting by auto or transit is

present. A select group of study households

found the probability of taking transit to be
approximately 30%.

theory and common sense. If these changes

the probability of taking transit is much

of commuting by auto or transit is approximately the same, other studies have
found the probability of taking transit to be approximately 30%.
into estimates of the probability of taking

3. For those individuals where the generalized cost of transit is higher than the
both incurred
costs than their
generalized cost of commuting by auto, the probability
of takinghigher
transittoll
is much
lower. In order to convert the differences in generalized cost, estimated in step 1,
into estimates of the probability of taking transit, they are first rescaled so that the
differences vary between $0.00 and -$20.00. The rescaled differences were then
hypothesized to be approximate equivalents to utility log-sums and were converted
transit accessibility probabilities using logit
into transit accessibility probabilities using logit transformation arithmetic:
transformation arithmetic:
4.

4.

P(transit ) =

1
1+ e

(

z

)

determine if any number of major household
changes did happen during the course of the
data collection period. All these measures

accounted for.

where P(transit) is the probability the commuter will use transit and Z is the hypothesized
log likelihood ratio.
The result of this exercise, is an estimate of the viability of transit as an alternative to auto
commuting. Consistent with the earlier studies, the estimates of the probability of taking
transit during work-related travel are conservatively truncated at 0.40.

Inconsistency within Households

the control period.

Existing evidence and theory suggest that, all else being equal, when faced with higher tolls
to use a network of roads facilities motorists will not choose to drive on those toll roads
more than they would when no tolls are present. A select group of study households
B46 | ECONorthwest
violated
this expectation over the 18 months of the study’s operation. There are a number
of potential reasons why households would behave in a manner that appears to be internally

THE IMPACT MODEL METHODOLOGY
There are numerous methods that might be
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reformulates the econometric model to a
difference or delta model. Note that his
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( computed
+ results in the general formulation
Yi = +
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influence
the
elasticity.
= + 0 Gi + 1 H i Gi + 2 H i +

behavior back in line with theory. The project went to great lengths to minimize the effect
of these events on the experimental data. First, households were screened during
recruitment, asked about the likelihood of major life changes occurring over the following
for”
the imposition
of the
tolls. over the course of the project,
two years.
Household vehicle
use experimental
patterns were monitored
where households were contacted when anomalous patterns (such as vacation related
inactivity) emerged. Households were also surveyed at the conclusion of the study to
determine if any number of major household changes did happen during the course of the
data collection period. All these measures were, of course, insufficient to ensure that all
causes of seemingly anomalous behavior were accounted for.
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The Impact Model Methodology

and travel
+ tolls
= vehicle operating
This formulation
allows the elasticity
of Ytime
to be costs
measured
with respect to gene
G, and tolls, P, once the delta formulation is estimated using sample data. The
=
+
O
P
i
i
of these elasticities
proceeds as follows:

There are numerous methods that might be used to measure behavioral responses to tolls.
In this study, behavioral responses were measured using what will be referred to as the
impact model approach. Specifically, in keeping with the experimental nature of the data,
the behavior of individuals is measured relative to the behavior they exhibited in the control
period.

This
allows the elasticity of Y to be measured with respect to
bG Y
eG =formulation

c
c
G,Y and tolls,
P, once sample
the delta formulation
estimated using sample data
estimated
using
data. Theiscomputation

of these elasticities
Y
P proceeds as follows:

In the impact model approach, the behavioral changes are measured relative to what the
b( P Gc )(Gc Yc )
eYP =
Yc
Pc
presumed behavior would have been “but for” the imposition of the experimental tolls. We
G
eY = bGc Yc
wished to facilitate measurement of arc elasticities and to avoid the econometric hazards of
where
endogenous right-hand-side (RHS) or “independent” variables. Thus, the experimental
cost of travel.tollOnce the difference model is estimated on the data, the elasticity of Y with
Y
P
Hi )
treatment is the toll that would have been paid (computed using control period behavior),
forbe calculated as follows:
0 + 1G
respect to but
X can
eYPb == the estimated valueb(ofP( G
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to econometric
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Because there is, technically, a zero control period toll, the toll elasticity measur
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X
Y
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The implied elasticity will vary slightly with the values employed.
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xpected to influence behavior
The actual empirical formulation was elaborated to permit traveler characteristics to
influence the computed elasticity. This results in the general formulation:
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where
H i = a vector of household characteristics
Gi = generalized cost of travel
This general formulation is not a constant-elasticity model. However, the arc elasticities
(i.e.,operating and travel time costs + tolls
= vehicle
the elasticity measured at variable means) can be calculated. Assume, for the sake of this
=
+
O
P
i
i
discussion, that there is only one RHS variable comprising the X-vector, say, the generalized
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This formulation allows the elasticity of Y to be measured with respect to generalized costs, AppENdix
G, and tolls, P, once the delta formulation is estimated using sample data. The computation
of these 5elasticities proceeds as follows:
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Household Mean Values of Dependent Variables (Control Period)
elasticities also could be measured directly by
suppressing these other exogenous effects. In

the theoretical and empirical issues surrounding
the measurement of toll elasticities directly. The
employed in the econometric exercises.
DEPENDENT VARIABLES

Variable
Tours Per Week
Tour Distance
Tour Drive Time
Trip Segments Per Tour
Tour Tolled Miles
Tour Tolled Cents Paid
Tour Start Time

Home-to-Work Work-to-Home Home-to-Home
4.46
4.46
9.04
11.99
13.78
11.74
23.28
30.10
27.03
1.08
1.40
2.19
9.17
10.56
8.12
235.73
282.43
122.01
8.65
16.54
14.37

Work-to-Work
2.26
5.15
13.13
1.42
3.55
53.71
12.78

All Tours
18.65
11.31
25.26
1.71
8.28
171.40
13.38

Vehicle Mean Values of Dependent Variables (Control Period)
Variable
Tours Per Week
Tour Distance
Tour Drive Time
Trip Segments Per Tour
Tour Tolled Miles
Tour Tolled Cents Paid
Tour Start Time

Home-to-Work Work-to-Home Home-to-Home
2.51
2.54
6.07
11.84
13.63
11.33
23.54
30.20
25.97
1.27
1.68
2.27
9.02
10.34
7.85
221.87
265.23
119.93
9.02
16.30
14.39

Work-to-Work
0.92
5.68
14.81
1.71
4.10
64.93
12.77

All Tours
11.96
11.46
25.05
1.72
8.41
185.19
13.34

Workplace Mean Values of Dependent Variables (Control Period)
Variable
Tours Per Week
Tour Distance
Tour Drive Time
Trip Segments Per Tour
Tour Tolled Miles
Tour Tolled Cents Paid
Tour Start Time

Tour Tolled Distance

Home-to-Work Work-to-Home Home-to-Home
3.49
3.54
NA
12.11
13.86
NA
24.08
30.63
NA
1.28
1.60
NA
9.32
10.73
NA
229.37
281.29
NA
8.94
16.49
NA

Work-to-Work
1.32
5.93
15.15
1.72
4.27
71.54
12.74

All Tours
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

EXPLANATORY VARIABLES

Exhibit A.1
Tolls Paid

Number of Tours

delta general costs
the incremental change in the cost of the tour

Tour Distance

Trip Segments
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Delta general costs is composed of the toll cost
that would be assessed on the typical tour route
taken by each household during the control
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an estimate of the incremental change in the
and experimental period.4 Other important

households that exhibited highly anomalous

Household Mean Values of Explanatory Variables
Variable
Home-to-Work Work-to-Home Home-to-Home
Toll Costs
233
278
121
Dum HH
0.327
0.327
0.327
Dum HH * Delta Toll Costs
73
87
36
Transit Access * Delta Toll Costs
83
105
46
HH Income * Delta Toll Costs
19,376,925
23,002,583
9,430,299
HH Drivers * Delta Toll Costs
396
468
199
Summer Dummy
0.275
0.275
0.275

Work-to-Work
66
0.327
22
22
5,159,637
108
0.275

All Tours
171
0.292
44
67
13,259,877
275
0.275

Work-to-Work
65
0.322
10
21
5,596,941
113
0.275

All Tours
185
0.296
52
62
16,090,817
330
0.275

Work-to-Work
72
0.396
31
3
5,931,561
117
0.269

All Tours
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

Vehicle Mean Values of Explanatory Variables
Variable
Home-to-Work Work-to-Home Home-to-Home
Toll Costs
222
265
120
Dum HH
0.353
0.247
0.352
Dum HH * Delta Toll Costs
83
70
36
Transit Access * Delta Toll Costs
70
89
40
HH Income * Delta Toll Costs
20,313,347
24,006,097
10,081,247
HH Drivers * Delta Toll Costs
412
486
217
Summer Dummy
0.275
0.275
0.275

Workplace Mean Values of Explanatory Variables
Exhibit A.2
SHORT-RUN PRICE ELASTICITIES OF
DEMAND

Variable
Home-to-Work Work-to-Home Home-to-Home
Toll Costs
229
281
NA
Dum HH
0.396
0.266
NA
Dum HH * Delta Toll Costs
90
75
NA
Transit Access * Delta Toll Costs
10
12
NA
HH Income * Delta Toll Costs
20,345,065
24,686,856
NA
HH Drivers * Delta Toll Costs
412
508
NA
Summer Dummy
0.269
0.269
NA

of making sense of the direct results of the
analysis.
can be interpreted as direct estimates of the

Household, Vehicle, and Workplace Models

estimating a reduction in tour distances of 12
in regard to the changes in toll costs. As

none of the elasticities need to be factored

The incremental change in vehicle operating cost in was calculated as the difference in the average gasoline price per gallon during week t of experimental period and the average price per gallon during the
control period multiplied by 0.05 (the inverse of 20 miles per gallon) multiplied by the average control period tour length in miles.

4
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The Household models are based on the GPS data aggregated to the

imperfect because residents of a household often share the use of one or

5

6

except Tour Start Time Per Week and Tolls Paid Per Week. Tour start time
analysis using logit model estimation is described later in the report as
7

these models are distinct from the other measures of demand in that tolls
paid is a measure of aggregate demand response to the experimental
tolls. Exhibit A.3

home tours.
Because the GPS data were collected at the vehicle level, it is the most disaggregate of the three perspectives.
6
For example, members of a household could carpool, thus reducing the use of one or more vehicles while still engaging in their necessary commutes.
7
Our screening procedures also likely left out workplace oriented commutes, such as those to workplaces that shift on a frequent basis (e.g. construction workers shifting between job sites or ending one job and
beginning another).
5
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These included:

Exhibit A.4 through

.
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8

matched to the

Exhibit
A.7

TOUR START TIME RESPONSE

-0.20

2. Ordered probit analysis to examine the probability that participants
periods

period

Toll Elasticity of Tours Driven

Toll Cost Elasticity

-0.15
Toll Cost Elasticity: Mean Value

-0.10

-0.05

0.00
20th

40th

50th

60th

80th

100th

Workplace Transit Viability Percentiles

Transit viability is measured as a ratio of transit generalized costs of travel and auto generalized costs of travel between each individual origin and destination zone pair. This ratio is then transformed into a scale
factor between zero and one.

8
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start time.9

elasticity estimates to apply outside of the model.

road facilities.
ELASTICITY OF TOLLS PAID

Exhibit A.8. If a study
OLS regression fails to account for the (zero) limit in the data. An alternative approach, to Tobit model, was considered. The Tobit regression model (see Green (1993) for more information on Tobit regression)
accounts for the censoring problem inherent in some economic data, but was deemed to not be a practical alternative for these data.

9
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then the meaningfulness of the experimental

Interpretation of the measured elasticity of

carefully. The measured elasticity of tolls paid

are displayed in Exhibit A.9.
must be recalled that the experimental toll that

prior to the experiment. The left hand side

the toll charged per tour.
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APPENDIX B1-B: PRIVACY
AND ROAD USE FEES

further processed.
Article 7 lays out criteria for making data
processing legitimate by indicating that Member
processed only if:
tolling may be challenging; often there is a
general public sentiment that such information

his consent; or

users is likely to collected and stored by such
In 1995 the European Parliament passed
protection might be helpful in the design of toll

subject is party or in order to take steps

10

entering into a contract; or
security. It is assumed that tolling data can
is subject; or
concerns may still persist.
be managed.
performance of a task carried out in the

protects speech and religious belief and can
of thoughts and beliefs. The Third Amendment

legitimate purposes and not further
purposes;

collected and/or further processed;

of the legitimate interests pursued by the
controller or by the third party or parties to

for fundamental rights and freedoms of the

protects against unreasonable searches and
to date;
of data subjects for no longer than is

10

data processing and rights to formally object to

http://ec.europa.eu/justice_home/fsj/privacy/index_en.htm
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of an institutions computer systems containing
purposes
Another concern regarding the storage of

Such an approach renders less ambiguous

actual breach of a computer system is extremely
to support purposes other than those originally

home computer systems or account holders

the Personal Data Protection Act.11 This is a

information to someone posing as a legitimate

employed to catch a dangerous criminal. It is
the many hypothetical and more ambiguous
circumstances that engender a healthy

breaches in security.

protections are raised. Legal and institutional

for road pricing applications is to limit the detail

opportunities for unintended use of personal

road tolling system based on GPS technology.

information.
PRIVACY CONCERNS THAT MIGHT BE
RAISED BY A NETWORK TOLLING SYSTEM
Illegal or unauthorized use of personal data

focuses on legal and institutional protections
the illegal possession and use of personal
itself. The user end of the data chain is possibly

suggests.
http://english.justitie.nl/themes/personal%2Ddata/

11
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your personal information secure. The point here
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processes but has not direct interest in the

summary road use information that abstracts

Information Collected and Stored by a
Network Tolling System

Thick or Thin Client
be reference according to the functionality of

safeguards are an essential part of any business

Toll System Privacy Protections
system implementation can take many forms;

responsible for payment. In the case of a tolling
system that relies upon global positioning

is processed and the road segments are

or legal but ultimately need to be a total
package that are mutually supporting. Technical

that is collected may be as detailed as a trail
approaches might limit the scope of information
dispute opportunities
personal data from road use data. But any
tolling meters could store up to approximately

takes place in the OBU; the algorithm for the
road section recognition is integrated in the
toll rate is processed in the OBU according to

Exhibit B.1

toll system design.
or assess approaches to addressing the

potential use of data regarding the location
GPS toll system can be operated in a manner
that either stores detailed road use information

to remember that there is no absolute technical

are considering actual implementation of road
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Capture only data
purpose

participating households conducted at the end of the study asked for any

than necessary
necessary

perform the data reduction autonomously.

Maintain anonymity as far
as possible

If the system is used for other purposes than road
is possible and should be done.

This can be seen in the Exhibit B.2

Make sure data can
not be accessed by

Exhibit B.3
processes.
Mitigate impact of
intrusion

System redundancy and encapsulation of critical
processes are not only measures to maintain system
intrusion. The external system interfaces are reduced
to the absolutely needed and secured by state of the

Transparency

tolling technology.
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APPENDIX B1-C: TRAFFIC CHOICES SYSTEM
REQUIREMENTS

TOLL CALCULATION SYSTEM (TCS)

include payment processing and enforcement elements. In most other
System for map matching and toll calculation.
CENTRAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (CMS)
ON-BOARD UNIT (OBU)

OBU for the experiment:
transmitted.
ENDOWMENT ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (EAMS)

calculations and update account information.
Permit successful map matching all location points necessary to

made on at least a daily basis.
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ROAD NETWORK AND DATA RESOLUTION
AM Peak
V/C Ratio
0.7

Links
441

Link Share

Links

Link Share

3.8%

858

5.2%

2.7%

795

4.8%

2.2%

0.8

Exhibit C.1

PM Peak

0.9

253

1

159

1.0%

1.1

110

0.7%

1.2

59

0.4%

1.3

27

0.2%

114

0.7%

1.4

34

0.2%

44

0.3%

1.5

20

0.1%

49

0.3%

All Links

1.5%

4.2%
523

3.2%
1.7%

228

1.4%
1.0%

12.7%

22.8%

100.0%

100.0%
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APPENDIX B1-D: TRAFFIC
CHOICES BACK OFFICE
DATA MANAGEMENT
FUNCTIONS
GENERAL BACK OFFICE (DATA
MANAGEMENT)
integrated set of toll system applications

Operation

from the COS and stored it in the Database

Toll link recognition and tariff selection

Location stamp recording

Trouble ticket handling
System Maintenance

formed the Central Management System.
DATA COMMUNICATION

Tariff updates

Parameter updates

Status and error logging

data at least once a day. OBU and COS

least once per day to a Central Management

Data management and setup
Web Account administration
Participant administration
Vehicle administration

SIM chipsets for each OBU used in the project.
Exhibit D.1
system.

Internet connection to the Communication
communicated using HTTP to make sure
standard throughout the experiment and for

OBU administration
Tariff administration

as a payload of the HTTP protocol.
The COS had a permanent connection to the

participant accounts
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each side could initiate communication. The

messages.

OBU 1

CMS

MQ

REQUEST

OBU 2

RESPONSE

COS

CES
MQ

:
:
OBU n
3. The CES uploaded the component update

5. The CES transmitted the component update
checked if any update needed to be

7. As soon as an OBU connected to the

2. The external update generator tool
produced the component update package

TARIFF MODEL

different roads at different times of day. The
project team based the range of tariff structures
and toll schedule options on composite
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measures of facility use. Each tariff structure
maps and tariff models are the information used
and differentiation by time of day. The team

GPS signal error.

complexity against the need for participants to

in the digital map database approximates the

any experiment attempting to understand the
toll charge by correctly associating the GPS
Exhibit D.3

critical preliminary step in creating a successful
tolling system.
some
BASE MAP
A road tolling system that uses the Global
roads they use must also make use of a highly
accurate digital map of the underlying road

degree of accuracy. But this position must be
coordinates and attributes that represent actual
map is connected to the rules for setting toll
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Exhibit D.2
set of coordinates also has an associated radius
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Entry Location

Control Location

Mapped road segment

Actual
roadway
GPS determined x,y,
coordinates
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APPENDIX B1-E: SAMPLE
DESIGN FOR THE TRAFFIC
CHOICES STUDY

STATISTICAL CONTROL IN IMPACT
MEASUREMENT
The structure of the experiment approximated

Pilot projects that aim to understand consumer

be performed at the conclusion of the study

recruiting experimentals and controls means

experiment. The sample for a study of road
they are assumed to be statistically identical in
sample. The team anticipated that the ideal

The study could not assume that the presence
introduces measurement error:
the experiment concluded.
precision by only 40%.
degrades precision in direct proportion
to the standard error of the measurement

implementation of tolling. This design controls

households. While this offered better control for
Holding the methods and precision of data
it introduced the need to control for changes in
an opportunity to measure demand response
robustness.
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CONTROL FOR SELF-SELECTION BIAS
The experimental design needed to anticipate
choice.
statistical sample of household used in the

project could not compel participation nor
experiment both by joining it and choosing to
calculated by comparing the proportion of
selection bias control imposes is the need to
desired features of the sample frame interacted
the experiment. Exhibit E.1
that the recruitment process capture information
constraints.

SAMPLE ENRICHMENT

the greatest prospect of change in reaction to
tolling.
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Measure
0

100%

1

100%

2

100%

3

100%

4

100%

5

100%
100%
CANDIDATE RECRUIT VARIABLES

7

5%

8

40%

9

55%

10

Proportion of households already carpooling

0%

11

50%

12

100%

13

direction or outside of study area

Max 20%

14

100%

15

0%
0%

17
18

0%
Number of OBUs
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APPENDIX B1-F: EXAMPLE BUSINESS
ARCHITECTURE
The business architecture describes the structure of the business in

uses GNSS for location detection. Residents and companies resident

MEASUREMENT / RECORDING OF ROAD USAGE / MOVEMENT
Exhibit

REGISTRATION OF USERS
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DETERMINATION OF CHARGE
Costs for road usage under the main program
are determined based on the measured and

Channel management

Photographs are taken of each checked

support both inbound and outbound customer

BILLING AND PAYMENT

Correspondence by posted letter

the Main Program.
Manual check of the number plate of the
CUSTOMER CARE
Customer care addresses all functions related to

ENFORCEMENT
success of the system. Appropriate control
mechanisms must be implemented to ensure
road user compliance. Road users should

the enforcement case.

registered person.
to check the compliance of road users
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. The major
elements and building blocks of the system are described in greater detail

ELECTRONIC TOLLING SYSTEM
The electronic tolling subsystem is the operational core of the toll solution.

System.
On Board Units (OBU)
The road usage information for the Main Scheme is collected by use of

to calculate the trip charges.
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installation of OBUs

Thin Client

costs and higher failure rates. Little
difference in communication costs.

communication costs.

Storage and distribution of spare OBUs

All OBUs need to be updated
data in OBU since all pricing and geo data
are kept centrally.
scenario of tariff pricing.

2 separated highly secure data centers. All
built into each data center. The data centers

information can be easily deducted and
generated at central.

cumbersome

Charging and map matching are in the Back

Map matching algorithms are in the

Generally not feasible.

the case of one site failing completely.
subsystem is the operational core of the system.

customer registration includes the type road

The

is

interfaces. This modular design ensures good
maintainability.
The
records transferred from the roadside units. The
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Detailed historical logs are maintained for all
components.
The Central System (CS) handles back

means for customer interaction to the system. A
necessary data to account for its performance.

and therefore do not store any usage data in
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Enforcement
Enforcement is essential to the success of

enforcement subsystem:
The enforcement process must be automated
high throughput. Manual processing steps

operational costs.

appropriate.
system is based on an enforcement scheme

taken simultaneously. ALPR technology for
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congestion pricing enforcement is being successfully used in London. The
ALPR sites are typically installed just inside the entrances to the London

Stationary Enforcement
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included for the arterial assemblies.

Mobile Enforcement

Transportable Enforcement
on

enforcement records to the central system. It distributes black lists to the

The ability and option to place the stationary portable enforcement at
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The original record plus a summary of the
plate not read or misread.12
result.
ALPR result taken into account. Violator license
Additionally to collecting enforcement
Violator license plate numbers that are read

certain percentage of the enforcement records
for suspects. Alarms are triggered and
necessary data access and support features.
enforcement stations.
accessing and editing enforcement records

Enforcement for OBU-Based Vehicles
an odometer reading can be taken and

demeanor of the enforcement personnel. Other

tolling system.
Data Communication
central system can yield suspicious patterns.

The communications infrastructure is a key
element of any road pricing system. If the

automatically. No manual checks are
performed.
are committed.
it is sometimes necessary to perform
further checks on selected enforcement
records. The enforcement subsystem offers

12

hold a history of status and usage records.
credibility on the part of the road users. The
held in the OBU might be checked during

It is noted that the ALPR subsystem for the London congestion charging achieves a 93 % capture rate with an 85% overall accurate read.
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designing and operating a communications
that some of the stationary stations may
be located in such a manner that existing

security measures can be implemented.
Global System for Mobile Communications

enterprise and consumer applications. GPRS

enforcement stations and the Enforcement

140 kb for each plate capture. It may not be
necessary to transmit the pictures for each
capture; but to only transmit the pictures

the need to include a picture as part of the
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OVERVIEW

assumed to be the height of car culture. But in

1

later in 2012. While taxed gallons of motor fuel

began before the recession started and that is
likely to continue.

be increasing once again.

as VMT and fell more sharply after 2007. As of

1
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ISSUES RELATED TO VMT AND FUEL TAX
REVENUES
WHAT DETERMINES VEHICLE MILES TRAVELED (VMT)?

It is generally anticipated that the adjustment process of fuel costs per

into a single trip. The number of automobile trips each person makes
due to the high degree of noise arising from imperfections in measuring
The length of trips is determined by the proximity of

costs on VMT is challenging.
HOW ARE VMT AND THE ECONOMY RELATED?
Vehicle use plays a role in both economic production and consumption.
VMT = population * trips per person * miles per trip / people per vehicle

possibilities of many other industries. And people are also consumers that
need access to markets.
HOW VMT IS AFFECTED BY VEHICLE OPERATING COSTS?
2

What research has been done strongly supports

causes changes in fuel technology and thus limits the effects of fuel costs
2

Driving the Economy: Automotive Travel, Economic Growth, and the Risks of Global Warming Regulations. Prepared by Dr. Randall Pozdena for the Cascade Policy Institute, November 2009.
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future VMT a particularly challenging exercise.
WHAT WAS HAPPENING WITH VMT BEFORE 2000?

The

as distances

4

3

.

ride a stationary bike became a common thing to do.

and began to fall.
WHAT HAPPENED TO VMT AFTER 2000?

5

3

Ewing, R., M. B. Deanna, et al. (1996). “Land Use Impacts on Trip Generation Rates.” Transportation Research Record(1518): 1-6.
Handy, Susan, Xinyu Cao, Patricia Mokhtarian. “Correlation or causality between the built environment and travel behavior? Evidence from Northern California,” Transportation Research Part D 10 (2005) 427.444.
Litman, Todd. “The Future Isn’t What It Used To Be: Changing Trends And Their Implications for Transport Planning,” Victoria Transportation Policy Institute (Aug. 2014): 13, http://www.vtpi.org/future.pdf.

4
5
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VMT and GDP in Oregon changed sooner and more drastically than in the
rest of the US.

Americans do. Those factors include:

retiring.6
smaller than the baby boom generation that preceded them and the

Opportunities and technology for

7

areas. And changes in
Travel behavior

McGuckin, Nancy and Jana Lynott, “Impact of Baby Boomers on U.S. Travel, 1969 to 2009,” AARP Public Policy Institute (Oct. 2012): 7, http://www.aarp.org/content/dam/aarp/research/public_policy_institute/
liv_com/2012/impact-baby-boomers-travel-1969-2009-AARP-ppi-liv-com.pdf.
Sangho Choo and Patricia L. Mokhtarian (2007). “Telecommunications and travel demand and supply: Aggregate structural equation models for the US,” Transportation Research Part A-Policy and Practice. 41 (1),
pp. 4-18.
6

7
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They are less likely to aspire to a big house on a big lot in a distant
8

9

boom generation or Generation X before them. It is therefore also likely

10

4

is estimated actual
VMT reported after the fact and the lighter lines are the forecasts.
The forecasting problems highlighted in

11

include:

year earlier.
In the context of serious policy efforts related to greenhouse gas emissions
efforts to promote carpooling.
8

Dutzik, Tony and Jeff Inglis, “Millenials in Motion: Changing Travel Habits of Young Americans and the Implications for Public Policy,” U.S. PIRG Education Fund Frontier Group (Oct. 2014): 20, http://www.hsr.ca.gov/
docs/Newsroom/reports/2014/Oct_2014_USPirgReport_101414.pdf
9
“Zipcar’s Annual Millenial survey Shows the Kids are All Right,” published January 27, 2014, http://www.zipcar.com/press/releases/fourth-annual-millennial-survey
10
Nancy McGuckin, “Young People’s Changing Impact on Travel Demand” (PowerPoint presentation, 10th Annual Travel data User’s Forum, 93rd Transportation Research Board).
11
Cambridge Systems, Inc., “Moving Cooler: An Analysis of Transportation Strategies for Reducing Greenhouse Gas Emissions,” Urban Land Institute (2008): 7, http://www.fta.dot.gov/documents/
MovingCoolerExecSummaryULI.pdf.
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In recent discussions of energy and greenhouse

12

and the rebound effect did not exist. The rebound effect likely

WHAT WILL HAPPEN TO VMT IN THE FUTURE?

12

edu/~nordhaus/homepage/documents/small_dender_rebound.pdf.
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WHERE IS FUEL EFFICIENCY HEADED?

13

but there is broad consensus about the direction.
forecasts energy demand and its constituent elements. The forecasts that
are part of the Annual Energy Outlook 201414

household.

13
14

http://www.eia.gov/forecasts/aeo/pdf/0383(2014).pdf
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CONClusiONs

displays three
displays the resulting energy use for those scenarios.

CONCLUSIONS
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High VMT
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Low VMT
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1,000

0
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10

2005

History

2020

2012

2030

2040

Projections

8
High VMT
6

Reference
Low VMT

4

that another fuel tax increase should be a part of transportation the funding
package to be adopted by the 2015 Legislature.

15
History: U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration, “Table VM-1,” Highway
Statistics Series 2011 (March 2013), https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/policyinformation/ statistics/2011/. Projections:
AEO2014 National Energy Modeling System AEO2014 National Energy Modeling System.
16
History: U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration, National Household Travel
Survey, http://nhts.ornl.gov/download.shtml. Projections: AEO2014 National Energy Modeling System.
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INTRODUCTION
than 1.0.
2010 Idaho Highway Cost Allocation Study
permitting systems.
OREGON’S HCAS AND DIFFERENCES WITH
OTHER STATES

methodologies or data that might be of use
or interest for the Oregon HCAS process. The
adjustments to the current tax and fee structure

Cost-Occasioned Approach and Incremental
Method

recent papers and reports on HCAS methods.

SUMMARY

basic idea behind this approach is that each
class of road user should pay for the road
system in proportion to the costs associated

OVERVIEW OF HCAS STUDIES
2009 Nevada Highway Cost Allocation Study

uses the incremental method. This method
payments from combination trucks fall short of
from automobiles exceed cost responsibility by

higher cost increment.
A primary example of the incremental method is

75% higher than total state expenditures in
Minnesota Highway Cost Allocation and
Determination of Heavy Freight Truck Permit
Fees, 2012
of the study are the inclusion of deferred

The report examines the pros and cons of

and the subtraction of federal stimulus funding
from deferred maintenance. The study found

use in Minnesota and presents a methodology
that is most appropriate for the conditions in

of total VMT. The next increments identify
the additional cost of building the bridge to
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summAry
Oregon’s Weight Mile Tax
upcoming biennium.
Other Differences

Oregon includes a studded tire adjustment
that takes into account the additional damage
that they cause to the roads.
Oregon uses truncated VMT allocators for
different types of costs to allocate those

other states.

increments.

the collection costs of the motor carrier

rely on high truck registration fees since the fuel
increments. The 2012 Minnesota report uses

gross dollar amounts.
Exhibit 4

on the road are increasingly higher than the
amount of fuel taxes they pay. The inclusion of
capacity are allocated based on congested
PCE VMT. Congested PCE VMT uses the
It is interesting to note that the 2012 Minnesota
report examines the hypothetical effects of

during the most congested hour of the day
on that functional class. Using congested
OVERVIEW OF HCAS METHODS
to add capacity means that a portion of those
costs is allocated based on the users that are

HCAS does not include deferred
maintenance. Oregon has looked at deferred

Exhibit 2
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deferred maintenance in its HCAS because it

Models for Highway Cost Allocation, 2013

that is based on concepts from the theory of

HCAs By OtHEr stAtEs
A Road Pricing Methodology for Infrastructure
Cost Recovery, 2010

HCAS BY OTHER STATES
2009 NEVADA HIGHWAY COST
ALLOCATION STUDY

infrastructure costs from truck users based on

Bridge Structure Comparative Analysis,
Comprehensive Truck Size and Weight Limits
Study, 2013

the recommendations from the 1994 audit of

damage they cause on bridges.
State Highway Cost Allocation Studies: A
Synthesis of Highway Practice

differentiated for reporting purposes.

the state.
Revenue Attribution

methods by laying the foundation on current

notes that this difference is “counterbalanced”
amounts.
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HCAs By OtHEr stAtEs
Cost Responsibility

Equity Ratios and Findings
based on the replacement attributed to

The study results are presented as unadjusted and

project expenditures. In addition to funded

sample of bridge repair projects and default

expenditures.

DMV expenditures related to the Motor

exceed state expenditures. This results in
compared to expenditures and produces a total

remaining DMV expenditures are allocated

and urban projects in the STIP. The forecast

Department of Public Safety expenditures
include the State Emergency Response
by the inclusion of deferred maintenance and
the subtraction of federal stimulus dollars from

recent trends in expenditures and anticipated

expenditures and programmed expenditures
and expense to clear. The remaining DPS
expenditures are allocated based on shares
allocators for each type of expenditure. Cost
the information in the HCAS report:

proportion as the sum of the capital and
maintenance programs.

proportion as capital expenditures on urban
projects are located.
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HCAs By OtHEr stAtEs
2010 IDAHO HIGHWAY COST ALLOCATION
STUDY

to the current tax and fee structure and the

and the types of projects that are funded by the

combined.

payments exceed cost responsibility by 47%

Idaho issued GARVEE bonds that are backed by
The GARVEE bond program affects the cost

Revenue Attribution
Cost Responsibility
The study uses expenditure data for nine
based on Idaho Transportation Department

from 2007 to 2012. The study considers three

2012 time period.
The study estimated cost responsibility for each
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HCAs By OtHEr stAtEs
Policy Analysis
related HCAT model inputs. The study used a

data from ITD. The study uses bridge cost
analysis to explore the effects of the GARVEE
Travel Data

ratios increase for combination trucks and

1.
scenario and increases for combination trucks
Equity Ratios and Findings
The Idaho HCAS reports the unadjusted and

One particularity of the Idaho HCAS is the
GARVEE bond program. The GARVEE bond
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2.
gallon. Adjust the special fuel tax rate such

HCAs By OtHEr stAtEs
3.

1.18 to 1.03.
VMT data from 1997.
4.
10%.

2012 MINNESOTA HIGHWAY COST
ALLOCATION AND DETERMINATION OF
HEAVY FREIGHT TRUCK PERMIT FEES
Minnesota conducted an HCAS in 2009 that

5.

cost allocation tool for Minnesota based on the

unnecessary data manipulation and increases

responsibility by up to 45%.
Minnesota HCAS summary at the end of the
accident costs. External costs are a result of

1.38.
7.
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HCAs By OtHEr stAtEs
Minnesota Department of Transportation

for 25 categories. The categories include
are in nine different Excel tabs in the MHCAT
to use trucks that cause less damage. The
policy that differentiates by truck class and truck
usage.

from the state engineer. The report uses VMT

in each category as directions for future

from 2004 to 2007.
expenditures are allocated are based on

This can be

and DMV costs. The user can specify the
or a

that 30% is allocated based on VMT and 70% is

Weight-distance taxes are charged based

Revenue
The MHCAT includes both federal and state

Equity Ratios and Findings

The state currently issues special permits to
need for a better pricing mechanism. Options
ratios are constructed as the ratio of gross

Estimating Willingness-to-Pay

Expenditures
Implementing an
system
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MHCAT inputs related to expenditures

HCAs By OtHEr stAtEs

VC

W-M Fees

W-M Fees

1.12

1.08
1.00

AUTO

1.12

LT4

1.03

1.03

SU2

1.19

0.89

SU3

1.22

0.89

1.00
0.80

CB34

1.09

0.95

1.07

0.75

0.88

0.42

0.57

0.71

0.81

0.93

CB5
DS5
0.45

0.77

DS7

0.30

0.52

BUS

0.91

0.91

0.88

per mile is determined by the registered gross

Exhibit 1
proportion to the damage they cause to road
infrastructure.
and axle distributions are based on Minnesota

Effects of a Weight-Mileage Fee

tax rate to be proportional to the estimated cost.
Exhibit 2
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HCAs mEtHOds
Auction-Based Permit System (ABPS)
state transportation agency could implement to learn the demand for

methodology.

demand.
permit sold.

graduate students and MnDOT staff members. The results of the

discussed in the report. The report considers the outcome of an auction

HCAS METHODS
A ROAD PRICING METHODOLOGY FOR INFRASTRUCTURE COST
RECOVERY, 2010 (BY CONWAY & WALTON)
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Exhibit 3

HCAs mEtHOds
MODELS FOR HIGHWAY COST ALLOCATION, 2013 (BY GARCIADIAZ & LEE)

incurred by including it in the grand coalition. Traditional HCAS

1

1

A Development and Application of New Highway Cost Allocation Procedures. Villarreal-Cavazos A, Garcia-Diaz Transportation Research Record 1009: 34-41. 1985.
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HCAs mEtHOds
BRIDGE STRUCTURE COMPARATIVE
ANALYSIS, COMPREHENSIVE TRUCK SIZE
AND WEIGHT LIMITS STUDY, 2013

been many major changes in HCAS practice.

national programs such as the Transportation
After calculating a cost per ESAL and a cost

It also includes federal and state transportation

Exhibit 4

updated through 2008 by the research team.
The results in the method column indicate
most commonly used for state HCASs. These
determines cost responsibility using the costs
trucks. The study examines resources in the
literature from 1997 to 2013 that may inform
paper also proposes a method for separating
cost responsibility.

that is similar to the method for separating
There is the additional step that allocates the

STATE HIGHWAY COST ALLOCATION
STUDIES: A SYNTHESIS OF HIGHWAY
PRACTICE, 2008 (BY BALDUCCI &
STOWERS)
methods by laying the foundation on current
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HCAs mEtHOds

State

Arkansas

HCAS Years

1978

California

18.90%

Colorado

37%
20.33%
1979

Georgia

Idaho

Incremental

ESALs

Registrations

Combined Only

Registrations

Incremental
43.5% or 40.9%*
2010
34.1%*

Indiana

2000

Incremental/Consumption

53.20%

ESALs

48.94%
Hybrid

41.85%
54.92%

Maine

1989

Hybrid/Expenditure
Allocation

Maryland

33.30%

Minnesota
Mississippi

Combined

29.47%
1980

Combined and State

Incremental
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HCAs mEtHOds

HCAS Years
State

Missouri
Montana

33%

Separately and Combined
1972
North Carolina

1983

Oregon

Combined for Cost
Allocation Purposes but

31.20%

Attribution Purposes

Texas

2002

Vermont

25.70%

Virginia

21.70%

Washington

1977

Wisconsin
Wyoming
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Combined

Incremental
31.70%

Model

55.80%

Combined
Weight

rEfErENCEs

REFERENCES

Alberto

Prepared by Battelle for the
station data could not be mapped into the
. Prepared by Battelle for the Idaho
Department of Transportation. 2010.
Task 1
Study. Prepared for the Minnesota Department

ADDITIONAL HCAS STUDIES
Highway Cost Allocation and Determination of
Heavy Freight Truck Permit Fees (MN/DOT):
Task 1 Report – 2009 Minnesota Highway Cost
Allocation Study.

policies:

2. Increase in the diesel tax by 25%.

Prepared for the Minnesota Department of
and research assistant in the Engineering

Revenue Attribution

HCASP contains default federal tax rates and
based on those rates and the VMT inputs. State
prior year expenditures and VMT; the study
Practice.
Inc. for the Transportation Research Board.
2008.

allocated state expenditures by 27%.
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rEfErENCEs
Cost Responsibility

The scenario analysis demonstrates that a 25%

registration collection costs are not assigned a
road functional class.
Equity Ratios and Findings

ratios for state and federal reported separately.
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segmented regression model to the difference

Appendix B4: Issue Paper
Recommendations

TABLE OF CONTENTS
B109 Problem Statement
B110

Proposal to Reduce the Risk of Type I Error

B110 Conclusions

prOBlEm stAtEmENt

PROBLEM STATEMENT
Cost responsibility is the principle that those

principle of cost responsibility.
told the Legislature that the combination of
measurement and forecasting errors could result

by taxes or excises imposed by the state
shall be generated in a manner that ensures
FINDINGS OF RECENT STUDIES
unless there is a good reason to change it. In
study team has not recommended that user fee

sources to ensure fairness and proportionality.”
results in incorrectly rejecting a

results in failing to correctly reject
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2013

0.9927

1.0139

Trad. 2011

0.9954

1.0089

0.9874

1.0251

2009

0.9915

1.0173

2007

0.9933

1.0129

2005

1.0030

0.9940

2003

0.9920

2001

1.0027

PROPOSAL TO REDUCE THE RISK OF TYPE
I ERROR
should be possible to determine the extent to

0.9952

Table 1
replacing the informal policy that has guided

None of these potential additional protections

As Table 1
includes additional protections against Type I
errors.
The additional protections might include:

CONCLUSIONS
The study team recommends adopting a formal

adjustment of rates.

ratio must be less than 0.9500 or greater
than 1.0500.

a Type II error to delay the correction of real
measurement and forecasting error can result
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Appendix B5: Issue Paper
Carbon Tax

TABLE OF CONTENTS
B114 Introduction
B115 Existing Carbon Pricing Policies
B115

British Columbia Carbon Tax

B117 Transportation Impacts from Carbon Tax and Shift
B117

CTAM Methodology11

B118

Model Results

B121

Establishing a Baseline

B121

REMI Model Results

B124 Conclusion

ExECutivE summAry

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
a broad range of carbon emissions reduction
programs in response to climate change. One

a major contributor to carbon emissions and
In light of the recent discussion in Oregon
estimates the impact on the demand for

The
report estimated the economic and emissions
impacts of implementing a carbon tax in Oregon

broader range of carbon prices and modeled
modeled mainly as reductions in personal and
corporate income tax rates.

emissions and economic impacts of a clean air

of these issues.
decrease in transportation fuel consumption
different carbon prices.

incorporation of dynamic feedback and a
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iNtrOduCtiON
expenses or increase household income and

been successful at reducing carbon emissions

INTRODUCTION
increased attention amidst rising public concern
about climate change and the early successes

possible implications of such a policy in Oregon.

a carbon tax on the transportation sector and
report on estimated changes to transportation
fuel use due to a carbon tax.

The study estimated transportation employment
to fuel demand are used in this paper. These

reactions to energy price changes.
burden.
affect the Oregon economy.1

NERC has updated its economic and emission
estimates as part of a study funded by the

through reductions in personal or corporate
Liu, Jenny and Jeff Renfro (2013), Carbon Tax and Shift. Northwest Economic Research Center. Portland State University.

1

B114

ExistiNG CArBON priCiNG pOliCiEs
in the price of gasoline decreases demand.
2

mentioned
analysis includes estimates of impacts on

EXISTING CARBON PRICING
POLICIES

interested in the broader impacts of the policy.

BRITISH COLUMBIA CARBON TAX

to tax increases than to changes in the price
The study team made an effort to suggest
measure might function in Oregon. Cultural and
demand. In the longer term there are additional
applying the carbon tax to commercial road
The transportation and shipping industries may

mile fees on commercial road users takes into
ton of CO2e increments until it reached the

study assumes that the tax is imposed at the
tax sources and direct rebates.

the tax can simultaneously address both climate
Institute4
and Williams3

into the collection of the tax. Experts could
both the need for climate change mitigation

The purpose of this paper is to estimate the
changes in demand for transportation fuels
due to a carbon tax. Changes in fuel demand
additional fee could be added based on the
applicability to this issue paper.
during Oregon operation.
Lucas W., Davis and Lutz Kilian (2009), Estimating the Effect of a Gasoline Tax on Carbon Emissions, working paper. Cambridge, MA: National Bureau of Economic Research.
Forthcoming in Ian Parry, Adele Morris and Roberton Williams, Carbon Taxes and Fiscal Reform: Key Issues Facing US Policy Makers. Routledge, forthcoming. The report we found was a draft paper titled Implications of Carbon Taxes for
Transportation Policies. Ian Perry responded to a citation request, instructing that we cite as above.
4
Horn, Matt, et al. (2012), British Columbia’s Carbon Tax: Exploring perspectives and seeking common ground. Alberta: The Pemba Institute.
2
3
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ExistiNG CArBON priCiNG pOliCiEs
Despite an abundance of literature surrounding
8

address the transportation industry. As the

the corporate income tax.
economy.

5

researched the gasoline

carbon tax using econometric methods. They
found that the demand response associated

carbon reduction methods during this period.

implementation of the tax. Another complicating

IRELAND’S CARBON TAX
9

per ton
more challenging to disentangle the effect of
the carbon tax. What is clear is that the carbon
tax adds to the price of transport fuel paid by
consumers. There is presumably a demand
response to this change. As more years of data

changes in gasoline in the absence of a carbon

changes for gasoline can be extended to the
feasible.

on the use of gasoline. Elgie and McClay
of Sustainable Prosperity6

OTHER CARBON TAXES AROUND THE
WORLD
It should be noted that BC and Ireland are far

regards to fuel prices and demand.
7

or implemented unit carbon taxes. Australia

trends prior to the implementation of the carbon
10

At

Rivers, Nicholas and Brandon Schaufele (2012), Carbon Tax Salience and Gasoline Demand, working paper. Ottawa: University of Ottawa.
Elgie, Dr. Stewart and Jessica McClay (2013), BC’s Carbon Tax Shift After Five Years: Results. Ottawa: Sustainable Prosperity.
7
Rayne, Sierra and Kaya Forest, British Columbia’s carbon tax: Greenhouse gas emission and economic trends since introduction. Saskatchewan: Saskatchewan Institute of Applied Science and Technology.
8
Making Progress on B.C.’s Climate Action Plan 2012. Pg. 10.
9
Conversions based on 6/20/14 exchange rates.
10
Convery, F. J., L. Dunne and D. Joyce (2013), Ireland’s Carbon Tax and the Fiscal Crisis: Issues in Fiscal Adjustment, Environmental Effectiveness, Competitiveness, Leakage and Equity Implications, OECD Environment Working Papers, No. 59,
OECD Publishing. http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/5k3z11j3w0bw-en.
5
6
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trANspOrtAtiON impACts frOm CArBON tAx ANd sHift

to run estimates of the net impacts of an

sources. The model also ignores the emissions
generated by using fuels purchased in another
sector.

complicated analysis.
important information can be gleaned from
the experiences of these countries. As more
research emerges on the results of carbon taxes

TRANSPORTATION IMPACTS
FROM CARBON TAX AND
SHIFT
In the aforementioned “Carbon Tax and Shift”

12

NEMS energy forecasts and local economic

the effects of different carbon mitigation policies.
We chose to use the Extended Policy forecast
as the baseline. Extended Policy incorporates

the Washington State model for use in Oregon.

carbon mitigation regulations that are normally

some sources of GHG emissions are not
captured by the model. The emissions from fuel

accordingly. This forecast also assumes full
13

the emissions and fuel demand impact changes

tractors and trucks used on agricultural land are
assume continued carbon mitigation efforts

combusted
a carbon tax. NERC estimated the change in
carbon prices.
CTAM METHODOLOGY11

run by the Energy Information Administration

CTAM Methodology section is adapted from Carbon Tax and Shift: How to Make it Work for Oregon’s Economy
Mori, Keibun. (2012). Modeling the Impact of a Carbon Tax: A Trial Analysis for Washington State. Energy Policy, 48, 627-639.

11

12
13
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trANspOrtAtiON impACts frOm CArBON tAx ANd sHift
15

increase the price of fuels according to the price of carbon and the carbon
content of each fuel. Change in usage is predicted based on elasticities

elasticity as a comparable fuel. This change in consumption is used to

MODEL RESULTS
A large portion of the transportation sector14

by a substantial rise in E85 fuel consumption. This increase in E85 use
sluggish decline in fuel use as a price on carbon is phased in. Such is
. As
of demand in order to model future fuel demand. These elasticity estimates
demand reported here.

can mostly be attributed to a steady drop in demand for motor gasoline.

14
15

shift much of its tax burden onto the industrial sector; these shifts are not

In the C-TAM portion of this report, the transportation sector includes transportation of goods and freight, as well as private vehicle operation.
As a rule of thumb, a carbon price of $1/ton CO2e corresponds to an increase in the price of gasoline by a little less than $0.01 per gallon. A carbon price of $30/ton CO2e would increase prices at the gas pump by ~$0.29 per gallon.
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sB306 EstimAtEs

the percent reduction from the business as usual baseline.

SB306 ESTIMATES
emissions impact of implementing a clean air tax or fee. LRO contracted

effects of tax implementation.
THE REMI PI+ MODEL

time series to estimate particular regional characteristics. Employment

economics to produce realistic simulations of the complicated channels
based in central Oregon in its production process. A supply or employment

circumstances.
respond according to standard economic theory to exogenous shocks.
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sB306 EstimAtEs
creating a fully dynamic system akin to textbook representations of the

present in the model but not pictured.

industries. This creates output and fuel demand effects as consumers

B120

sB306 EstimAtEs

emissions model for each scenario in order to capture this effect; its impacts
16

ESTABLISHING A BASELINE

Demand and Industry Output. Both measures are expressed in terms of

fuel demand in Oregon. Our initial attempt at creating a baseline has the
for electricity and residual fuels.
REMI baseline projections. The REMI model does not include explicit fuel

baseline. By forcing the REMI energy usage forecast to match the EIA/ODOE
The modeling outputs related to energy demand are split into

REMI MODEL RESULTS

transportation fuels like gasoline and diesel.

then added an additional cost to each fuel type based on its carbon content.
the
energy usage.

price increase for residual fuels used in commercial and industrial processes.
REMI uses a more aggregated fuel breakout than the EIA forecast. The
16
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sB306 EstimAtEs
residual fuel category is almost completely motor gasoline and diesel. The

similar to the repatriation method employed in British Columbia.17

place.
price increases and the repatriation and expenditure method mentioned
household motor gasoline subset of residual fuels.
17
The full report which resulted from SB306 shares results for a broad range of scenarios. This scenario is presented here because it is similar to the program implemented in British Columbia, and features a combination of revenue uses seen in other
jurisdictions. Overall economic results vary based on the use of the revenue, but the impacts on net changes in demand for transportation fuels are relatively stable.

B122

sB306 EstimAtEs

demand for the same scenario. The Metro area experiences the largest

on motor gasoline used by households for this scenario. This category

of changes in household motor gasoline demand. The Metro region has
the largest percentage decrease in motor fuel demand because residents
substitutes. Rural areas like Eastern Oregon experience the smallest impact
adjustments in areas other than motor fuel costs.

funding acts as a stimulus to the road construction and maintenance
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throughout the state. The trucking industry experiences a modest increase
18

be expected based just on VMTs. This means that the increase in road

decreasing demand for trucking.

CONCLUSION
Initial data from British Columbia and the results of our forecasting in

The research team ensured that the underlying economic and emissions

18

Here, Truck Transportation employment refers to jobs with Oregon companies which transport goods by road.
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in the results.
mainstream economic theory. If market interactions are leading to the

through fossil fuel combustion is not incorporated into the market. By
reduce their fuel usage. This reduction in fuel demand is not necessarily

Oregon.
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Appendix C: SRT Minutes

mEEtiNG miNutEs Of April 8, 2014
OREGON HIGHWAY COST ALLOCATION STUDY REVIEW TEAM
MEETING MINUTES OF APRIL 8, 2014

Welcome, Introduction and Opening Remarks

8:30 a.m. to 10:30 a.m.

Attendees:

Review of the SRT Meeting Schedule and Logistics

Study Review Team Members
Williams
Issue Papers

Support Staff and Friends of the SRT

and Idaho
demographic contributions to these issues. The baby boom generation
distances than those older or younger than them. Mr. Batten added

C2 | ECONorthwest

mEEtiNG miNutEs Of April 8, 2014

offered to send a copy to the group.
any are found.

included next steps for a technical research plan and implementation
that Mr. Batten mentioned the research plan could be made more

as a more limited look focusing only on the HCAS rather than getting

prices.

Ms. Pennington noted Virginia and Tennessee both conducted studies

HCA study.

needs to be more of a policy paper than a technical paper for the

AppENdix C: srt miNutEs | C3

mEEtiNG miNutEs Of April 8, 2014
purpose of the paper before it goes too far. She suggested thinking

large research effort to gather all the current state of the art information

that comes into the construct of the constitutional restrictions and there
that reduce air and noise pollution. Does sending a price signal alone
accomplish the goal or do you then need to take the money and spend
it on different things than you spend it on today? The economists

becomes simpler.
applied because it has a disproportionate impact on their members.

determined after the outline is produced.
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mEEtiNG miNutEs Of April 8, 2014

damage done by them.
to preclude spikes and aberrations from affecting the tax rates. Mr.
enhancements. Mr. Merriss said that is pretty broad. Mr. Russell said

out. Mr. McArthur suggested thinking about implementing an approach

money. Mr. Russell said maybe that should also be part of the paper.
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mEEtiNG miNutEs Of April 8, 2014

to include them in this paper. It may be a topic for a more detailed

Mr. Malik said the lynch pin is that national data is being used as the

and Ms. Pennington said it is on the schedule for August or September. Mr.
Batten said another important item is to get the VMT forecast and budget

collecting that information.

Action Points

HCAS Model Data Collections Efforts

collecting data from ODOT through its portal system. Mr. Russell asked
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attend the August SRT meeting to discuss the studded tire study

mEEtiNG miNutEs Of JuNE 23, 2014
OREGON HIGHWAY COST ALLOCATION STUDY REVIEW TEAM
MEETING MINUTES OF JUNE 23, 2014
last study.

10:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.

meeting.

97201
Attendees:

due to her by April 25.

Study Review Team Members

Meeting adjourned: 10:22 am.

Support Staff and Friends of the SRT
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mEEtiNG miNutEs Of JuNE 23, 2014
Approval of the April 8, 2014 HCAS Review Team Meeting Minutes
The meeting began at 10:05 a.m. The minutes from the April 8 meeting

different outcome.

paper should encompass. The group agreed issues relating to data

be considered.

technologies

taken into consideration.

people from paying high tolls if an incident is causing the congestion rather
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mEEtiNG miNutEs Of JuNE 23, 2014

fee paper at the HCAS meeting in September and further discussion at

Preliminary Draft of Issue Paper on Carbon Taxes

some broader economic issues related to the energy sector that make it
pulled out and presented in the issue paper.

greenhouse gases. The consumer then pays a little more for that gallon of
gas based on the established carbon price.

likely be only B.C. and Ireland.

carbon price. It alters the price forecast for each of the different types of

expected baseline.

money has been rebated. B.C. calculates the amount of rebate before

Canada. Emissions are also falling faster than in the rest of Canada and
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mEEtiNG miNutEs Of JuNE 23, 2014
Model Flowchart

a carbon tax to each of the different fuels to get a percent change in the
mechanically. Currently there is a computation module called by Visual

industries in each of the six Oregon regions being examined. Based on the
model should be ready for auditing sometime in September.
scenarios being examined.

Draft of Issue Paper on Recent Cost Allocation Studies

each of the six Oregon regions. Then the 70 industries in each of these
Meeting adjourned: 11:58 am.

for transportation.

may therefore be problematic.
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mEEtiNG miNutEs Of AuGust 14, 2014
OREGON HIGHWAY COST ALLOCATION STUDY REVIEW TEAM
MEETING MINUTES OF AUGUST 14, 2014

Approval of the June 23, 2014 HCAS Review Team Meeting Minutes

2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.

Attendees:
Study Review Team Members

approximately 300 ramp metering sites. Depending on the type of ATR

Support Staff and Friends of the SRT

Oregon Department of Transportation

federal VMT reports.
VMT and Fuel Tax Revenue Forecasts Presentation
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mEEtiNG miNutEs Of AuGust 14, 2014

sluggish economy.
allocate costs.

is 11.3 years and is increasing at 1.7% per year. Consumers are keeping
there could be problems. The Legislature may look to the HCAS to set that
major repairs.
VMT from the model depends on the MPG assumption being correct. If

the HPMS data is used in the HCAS model for the purpose of taking the
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mEEtiNG miNutEs Of AuGust 14, 2014
Outline of Issue Paper on Outlook for Fuel Demand

Oregon VMT in the chart is from the HPMS.
Least cost planning also needs to be considered. Once the location is
baby boomers beginning to retire; the millennial generation being less

policy and greenhouse gas policy likely. As the population continues to

Mr. Batten pointed out that there is some important information that

for it in the study.

In an experiment the Puget Sound Regional Council conducted on

Meeting adjourned: 3:55 pm.
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mEEtiNG miNutEs Of sEptEmBEr 9, 2014
OREGON HIGHWAY COST ALLOCATION STUDY REVIEW TEAM
MEETING MINUTES OF SEPTEMBER 9, 2014

Approval of the August 14, 2014 HCAS Review Team Meeting Minutes
The meeting began at 10:00 a.m. The minutes from the August 14 meeting

10:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
97201

Draft Issue Paper on Recent Studies from Other States

Attendees:
Study Review Team Members

Support Staff and Friends of the SRT
fee paper produced for the 2013 Study.

this is not made clear in the paper.
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carbon fuel tax.

due to reduced congestion.

actual costs they imposed.
reduced federal support.
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mEEtiNG miNutEs Of OCtOBEr 20, 2014
OREGON HIGHWAY COST ALLOCATION STUDY REVIEW TEAM
MEETING MINUTES OF OCTOBER 20, 2014
2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m

Attendees:
Study Review Team Members

already exist

Support Staff and Friends of the SRT

pilot program as the next step

integrity

next meeting.

Meeting adjourned: 11:45 am.
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Approval of the September 9, 2014 HCAS Review Team Meeting Minutes

Presentation on ODOT’s Pavement Management System

Draft Carbon Tax Research Paper

joined the discussion by phone. The purpose of the paper is to determine
of data needed and the proper procedures for collecting that information.
maritime fuel is included.
The paper examines some of the carbon pricing policies already in

has not been found.
through the entire economy or only in the transportation industry. Mr. Renfro

transportation sector.
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carbon tax.

tax payment made by the trucks currently is refunded through an electronic

portion of the carbon tax that could be repatriated could be used to reduce

carbon tax and cost responsibility.

Changes to the paper since the last meeting included the addition of

households since a higher percentage of their budget is used for energy.

might be a solution.
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building on that technology rather than adopting or hooking into it.

OREGON HIGHWAY COST ALLOCATION STUDY REVIEW TEAM
MEETING MINUTES OF NOVEMBER 17, 2014
1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m.
97201
Attendees:
Study Review Team Members

An SRT member noted by the time the program under Senate Bill 810

Independent Expert

and start not too long after the VMT pilot is complete. Another member said

Support Staff and Friends of the SRT

to accomplish and there needs to be a recommendation in the paper of

fee program could build on the information coming out of the extension.

Meeting adjourned: 3:45 pm.
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Approval of the October 20, 2014 HCAS Review Team Meeting Minutes

Draft of Issues Related to VMT and Fuel Tax Revenue Paper

Possible reasons for the recent decrease in VMT and per capita VMT

paper to add some regional information.
affected much by fuel prices and other factors. Although other modes of

the share contributed by cars decreasing and the share paid by trucks
increasing.
The issue paper needs to include future research needs and note the

implications of the VMT and VMT per capita trends presented in the paper.
The SRT had discussed indexing the fuels tax rate for increased miles

Draft of Optional Paper on HCAS Recommendations to the Legislature

tax rates based on the results of the HCAS. The bottom line study results
C20 | ECONorthwest
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measurement and/or forecasting error alone could result in the estimated

political cost.
guideline.

HCAS results are a change in methodology and a change in the project
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Discussion of Preliminary Study Results

Oregon.
Meeting adjourned: 2:35 pm.
results.
The issue paper needs to focus on the criteria the SRT is going to use to
make recommendations to the Legislature or inform them that the results

recommendations of the SRT.
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mEEtiNG miNutEs Of dECEmBEr 19, 2014
OREGON HIGHWAY COST ALLOCATION STUDY REVIEW TEAM
MEETING MINUTES OF DECEMBER 19, 2014

Approval of the November 17, 2014 HCAS Review Team Meeting Minutes

10:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
Presentation of ODOT’s Studded Tire Study Results
Attendees:
Study Review Team Members

Support Staff and Friends of the SRT

Oregon Department of Transportation
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This could relate to the change in methodology and getting the count
used in the rest of the study.

type percentage factors. Generally that information is collected and

percentages for the lane splits.

as used in 1995.
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period of time there could be a noticeable response. The problem is that

Discussion of Presentation to Legislative Committees
Region 1 be contacted to try to correlate the actual expenditures made on

the conclusion is the minimal damage caused by studded tires in this
life.

incremental increase in traction but cause a more dramatic increase in road
damage and repair costs.
Model Results and Draft Study Report

in order to get beyond implementation of the VMT fee.
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mEEtiNG miNutEs Of JANuAry 26, 2015
OREGON HIGHWAY COST ALLOCATION STUDY REVIEW TEAM
MEETING MINUTES OF JANUARY 26, 2015
recommendations to the Legislature by Mr. Malik and other stakeholders

1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m.

area.

Attendees:
STUDY REVIEW TEAM MEMBERS

Meeting adjourned: 11:35 am.

SUPPORT STAFF AND FRIENDS OF THE SRT
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mEEtiNG miNutEs Of JANuAry 26, 2015
Approval of the December 19, 2014 HCAS Review Team Meeting Minutes

group.
is so high and seems to keep increasing from one study to the next. Mr.

Discussion and Approval of the 2015 HCAS Final Report
The major results of the HCAS are traditionally expressed in terms of

happenstance if it did occur. While the SRT cannot make recommendations
results and the current mix of road projects both contributed to the near
rates that keep things in balance.
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mEEtiNG miNutEs Of JANuAry 26, 2015
Discussion of Presentation to Legislative Committees
that are ready. Mr. Batten asked the Department of Transportation
traditionally been delegated to the study consultants. The presentation

much from the last study. The SRT considered discussing the potential

suited to Oregon.

is going to be a transportation funding package this session. The SRT

transportation package.

the members could ask for a deeper discussion.
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mEEtiNG miNutEs Of fEBruAry 20, 2015
OREGON HIGHWAY COST ALLOCATION STUDY REVIEW TEAM
MEETING MINUTES OF FEBRUARY 20, 2015

Approval of the January 26, 2015 HCAS Review Team Meeting Minutes

2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
155 Cottage Street N.E.
Attendees:
STUDY REVIEW TEAM MEMBERS

Discussion of Final Model Results

Support Staff and Friends of the SRT
meeting.

Appendix C: SRT Minutes
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Mr. Malik needs to calculate tax rates for a transportation funding package.

Mr. Batten said he could compile that information back to 2005. The goal

Discussion of Presentation to the Legislature

system is not sustainable and the path that lies ahead.

like more information.

the SRT either by conference call or email. Mr. McMullen is hoping to post
Meeting adjourned: 2:35 p.m.
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introdUction

1. INTRODUCTION
The 2015 Oregon Highway Cost Allocation
Study (HCAS) Model User Guide describes
the steps required to update and run the 2015
version of the Oregon HCAS Model. A user
should be able to modify the model assumptions
and update the input data and then rerun the
model with the information in this user guide,
along with instructions in the model tabs.
Section 2, Model Overview and Summary,
provides a general overview of the HCAS model
and describes the input data structure.
Section 3, System and Software Requirements,
describes the computer system requirements
and software required to run the model.
Section 4, Initial Model Setup, describes the
Section 5, Install Python and Openpyxl,
describes how to install Python 2.7 and
Openpyxl on a Windows operating system.
Section 6, Set Up a New Scenario, describes
how to set up a new scenario to run the Python
HCAS model on (e.g., if the user wants to use
different inputs and/or assumptions).
Section 7, Run the HCAS Python Model
describes how to run the HCAS Python model
using a Graphic User Interface (GUI) for Python.
Section 8, Input Data and Data Preparation,
describes the data and any data pre-processing
required to update the HCAS model.
Section 9, Input Text Files, describes the input

Section 10, Inputs Workbook, describes the
inputs workbook. The tab-by-tab explanation of
the model displays a screen shot of the model
tab, and then describes the contents of the tab,
how the data on the tab are used in the model,
and the process for updating the data and other
Section 11, Output Files, guides the user
through the outputs workbook and output text
Section 12, Policy Analysis of Alternative Rates,
is a user guide for an alternative rate analysis
using the HCAS model. This section describes
the various revenue instruments of the model,
along with how alternative rates for each
instrument will affect the HCAS model results.
The Alt. Rates input tab and Alt. Attributed
Revenues, Alt. Equity, and Alt. Summary output
tabs are explained in a tab-by-tab fashion.
This section also has case studies that provide
step-by-step examples of how to conduct an
alternative rates analysis for different revenue
instruments.

2. MODEL OVERVIEW AND
SUMMARY
The purpose of the HCAS is to determine
whether each class of highway users is paying
as contributing the same share of total revenues
as the share of costs that one imposes.
The HCAS model calculates each user class’s
share of costs and then the user class’s share of
revenues to calculate equity ratios for each user
class. Equity ratios close to one indicate that

the user class is paying its fair share of costs.
An equity ratio less than one indicates the user
class is paying less than its share of costs, and
an equity ratio greater than one indicates the
user class is paying more than its share of costs.
The 2015 Oregon HCAS model is written in
Python and requires data inputs in the form of
input workbook is the user interface for updating
data and assumptions used in the model
are the result of running the HCAS model.
The 2015 Oregon HCAS model differs from the
model structure used in the 2013 HCAS in terms
of how the HCAS Python model is actually run
However, the core of the HCAS Python model
and the required inputs and outputs remain
unchanged. In the 2013 HCAS, there was one
Excel workbook that had both input and output
workbook tabs and had Visual Basic Application
(VBA) code that called the HCAS Python model
code.
In the 2015 HCAS, the user now runs the
HCAS Python model through a Python Graphic
are discussed in-depth in Section 7, Run the
HCAS Python Model). This allows the model to
be more interchangeable between operating
systems and improves reliability of outputs.
Another change is that instead of one large
workbook with input and output tabs, there are
two separate workbooks; one for the inputs
(“HCAS Inputs 2015.xlsx”, oftentimes referred
to as the “inputs workbook”) and one for the
outputs (“HCAS Outputs 2015.xlsx”, oftentimes
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systeM And softwAre reqUireMents
referred to as the “outputs workbook”). The
change from one workbook to two workbooks
provides more clarity on the model input-output
process.
Model assumptions and many data inputs are
located in the inputs workbook. The workbook
is described in detail in Section 10, Inputs
Workbook. The rest of the input data are in the
detail in Section 9, Input Text Files.
The tabs in the inputs workbook are oriented
from left to right, with the main control and
assumption tab (General) at the far left, followed
by the tabs for VMT inputs, cost inputs, revenue
inputs, and other inputs (e.g., MPG, Policy).
To update and run the model, the user edits the
model input data, parameters and assumptions
as needed, saves the inputs workbook and then
runs the Python HCAS model code. Instructions
to run the Python HCAS model code are
provided in Section 7, Run the HCAS Python
Model.
Running the HCAS Python model code will
read in the data from the inputs workbook and
model will perform the VMT analysis, cost
allocation, revenue attribution, and alternative
rates revenue attribution calculations. The HCAS
in an outputs folder and populate an outputs
Excel workbook with the HCAS model results.
Section 11, Output Files, describes these output

3. SYSTEM AND SOFTWARE
REQUIREMENTS
This section describes the computer system and
software requirements to update and run the
HCAS model.
As noted in Section 2, Model Overview and
Summary, the 2015 Oregon HCAS model is a
model written in Python that requires data inputs
in the form of an input Excel workbook and

workbook to be in a particular folder setup. This
section discusses the system and software
requirements for the model. The following
section discusses the distribution format of

Excel
The HCAS model requires Excel input and
output workbooks using a version of Microsoft
format of all Excel workbooks is “.xlsx.”
Python
Python is an open-source, object-oriented
programming language. The user must
download and install the Python software
maintained by the Python Software Foundation.1
The user must also install the Python package
Openpyxl that is used to read and write Excel
workbooks.2 (See Section 5, Install Python and
Openpyxl.)
Text Editor

model.

A text editor or Excel can be used to view input

SYSTEM AND SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS
The HCAS model can be updated and run
using standard computer software and available
open-source programming software. The user
must install the requirements listed below prior
to implementing the HCAS model.

Database Software

System Requirements
The HCAS model works on Windows and
Macintosh Operating Systems. The steps
outlined in Section 5, Install Python and
Openpyxl, provide screenshots of the process to
install Python on a computer running Windows
7. The process may look different if the user is
running a different version of Windows.

Pre-processing of some of the original data
due to the size of the data sets or the type of
data tabulations. The pre-processing can be
done using desktop database software such as
PostgreSQL or Microsoft Access. PostgreSQL
is an open-source object-relational database
management system (DBMS) that supports the
SQL programming language.

model calculations are provided in Appendix E.
Python can be downloaded from: http://www.python.org/download. The Python Software Foundation website also contains documentation and other related material. Instructions on how to install Python 2.7 are
provided in Section 5, Install Python and Openpyxl. The user should consult the Python documentation for additional information on how to install the program and open the Python editor.
Openpyxl can be downloaded using Pip, a Python package installer or can be downloaded directly from https://pypi.python.org/pypi/openpyxl. Pip is automatically installed in the default installation of Python 2.7.9
from the Python Software Foundation. More detailed instructions on how to install Openpyxl are provided in Section 5, Install Python and Openpyxl, and the model distribution’s README.rtf.
1

2
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4. INITIAL MODEL SETUP
MODEL DISTRIBUTION
The 2015 HCAS model is available to download

Python to run the HCAS model. The user may
Section 5,
Install Python and Openpyxl).
the HCAS model code and is what the user will
open to run the HCAS model. Executing this

Figure 1. Model Distribution Files

Figure 2. Model Base Folders

set up the correct folder structure and includes
to run the model.

the model calculations (e.g., VMT analysis, cost
allocation and revenue attribution). Section 7,
Run the HCAS Python Model, describes how

INITIAL FOLDER AND FILE SETUP
First, the user must unzip the model distribution

Python.
scenarios

Doing this will create a new folder, “2015 Oregon
HCAS Model.” Figure 1 shows the original ZIP
Figure 2
“2015 Oregon HCAS Model” folder (this may
be referred to as the “base model folder”). The

The scenarios folder is a place to put scenarios
that the user is actively working on (i.e.,
scenarios the user wants to run through the
HCAS model). Each scenario will have its own
folder in the scenarios folder (this folder can be
named whatever the desired scenario name is).

code

One template scenario is provided in the
standard model distribution in the folder entitled
“Example Scenario.” The contents of this folder
are illustrated in Figure 4. As illustrated in the
Example Scenario, the scenario folder must
have an inputs folder. The inputs folder must
have an Excel inputs workbook and a folder
entitled txt_2015
be placed in the txt_2015 folder.

The code
and HCASModule.py. The user should not make
code folder.

Figure 4 shows the required structure for the
inputs
The Excel inputs workbook should be entitled

code, processed scenarios, scenarios, and
template_outputs. There is also a README.rtf
run the model on a Windows Operating System.
Figure 3 shows the contents of these four
folders.

Figure 3. Model Base Folder Contents

Figure 4. Scenario Input Files

“python-2.7.9.msi” is a Python distribution
Foundation that has the required version of

the txt_2015 folder in Figure 4).
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instAll python And openpyxl
The Example Scenario folder and its inputs
folder simply serve as a template scenario
that the user may use as a starting point to
create the scenario the user wants to run. The
primary HCAS model user interface to change
assumptions and input data is the Excel inputs
workbook, “HCAS Inputs 2015.xlsx”. (See
Section 6, Set Up a New Scenario for more
information).
processed scenarios
Once the user runs a scenario through the
the model results, the user should move the
scenario’s folder from the scenarios folder to
the processed scenarios folder. The user may
click on the folder and drag it from the scenarios
folder to the processed scenarios folder.
Alternatively, the user may open the scenarios
folder, right click on the particular scenario’s
folder and select “Cut.” The user should then
open the processed scenarios folder, right click
and select “Paste.” (See Section 6, Set Up a
New Scenario for more information).
template_outputs
The template_outputs
Excel workbook “HCAS Outputs 2015.xlsx.”
This workbook serves as a template workbook
with some basic text and header formatting,
but does not have HCAS model output data.
to template Excel workbook in the template_
outputs folder.

When the user runs the HCAS Python model
for a scenario, this template workbook, “HCAS
Outputs 2015.xlsx”, is copied into the scenario’s
outputs
HCAS model for that scenario.
For example, if the scenario’s folder name is
“Final Final”, a result of running the model is
the creation of a new workbook in the outputs
folder entitled, “HCAS Outputs 2015 Final Final.
xlsx.” Similarly, if the scenario’s folder name is
“Scenario 1”, the result of running the model is
the creation of a new workbook entitled “HCAS
Outputs 2015 Scenario 1.xlsx.”

Steps:
Step 1.1: Open the code
folder of the “2015 Oregon HCAS Model”
folder, see Figure 2). In the code folder, right
click on “python-2.7.9.msi” and select “open”
from the right click options (see Figure 5).

Figure 5. Step 1.1: Open python-2.7.9.msi

5. INSTALL PYTHON AND
OPENPYXL
The user should complete the steps outlined in
this section to install Python 2.7 and Openpyxl
on the user’s operating system.
These instructions are for a Windows 7
operating system. The general steps should be
the same for other Windows operating systems,
but some things may differ. For example,
the way to search for a program or the way
the window screen looks may differ from the
directions provided in this user guide.
1. INSTALL PYTHON 2.7
This sub-section describes the steps to install
Python 2.7. If the user already has Python 2.7
installed, the user may try to skip to the following
sub-section, 2. Install Openpyxl.
If the user runs into issues later on when trying
to install Openpyxl or running the HCAS Python
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model, reinstalling a new, clean version of
Python 2.7 by following these steps may resolve
those issues.

Figure 6. Step 1.2: User Install Options

instAll python And openpyxl
Step 1.2: A Python 2.7.9 Setup window (like
the one displayed in Figure 6, on the previous
page) should open up. In the Python 2.7.9
Setup window, select the option “Install for
just me (not available on Windows Vista).”
Click “Next.”
Figure 7. Step 1.3: Directory Install Options

Step 1.3: The next window sets up the
installation directory for Python 2.7 (see
Figure 7). The installer should automatically
select the correct folder to install Python 2.7
in. The default installation location is “C:\
Python\27”. If the text in the bottom-most
white text box does not say “C:\Python\27”,
modify the text in the box so that it says “C:\
Python\27”. Click “Next.”
Step 1.4: The next window will start the
installation of Python 2.7 (see Figure 8).
take a couple minutes, and there may be
some additional windows that pop up during
the process. If a window pops up asking
Figure 9. Step 1.4 (Example): Popup Window

whether the user wishes to continue with
the installation, the user should click “Yes”
to continue. An example of what this type
of window might look like is illustrated in
Figure 9. Another window that looks similar
to the window illustrated in Figure 10 (on
the following page) may also pop up - this
window will open and close automatically, the
user should not try to close this window.
the “Finish” button option becomes an
available option to click on (see Figure 11).
Click “Finish.”

Figure 11. Step 1.5: Finish Installation

Figure 8. Step 1.4: Start Installation

Figure 10. Step 1.4 (Example): Popup Window
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2. INSTALL OPENPYXL
The following steps walk the user through
installing Openpyxl. Openpyxl is a Python
easiest to install through Pip, a Python package
manager that is automatically installed when
the user installs Python 2.7 using the default
installation options. The steps provided in the
previous sub-section, 1. Install Python 2.7, install
the default version of Python 2.7.
It is recommended to try to install Openpyxl
using Pip. Installing Openpyxl through Pip
requires the user to use a Windows program
called Command Prompt.
If the user already had an existing version of
Python 2.7 and did not do a new installation,
the existing version of Python may not have
Pip installed. If the existing version does not
have Pip installed, the user will run into an error
during Step 2.5. If this occurs, the user should
try installing the default version of Python 2.7
using the directions provided in the previous
sub-section, 1. Install Python 2.7.

Step 2.3: Clicking on Command Prompt
should open a window that looks similar
to the one illustrated in Figure 15 (on the
previous page). What is printed in the
window when the user opens it may vary
by computer. For the purposes of installing
displayed in the user’s window differs from

Figure 12. Step 2.1: Windows Start
Menu Icon
Figure 13. Step 2.1: Search for Program

Figure 14. Step 2.2: Search Results

Step 2.4: In the Command Prompt window,
the user should type the following:
C:\Python27\Scripts\pip.exe install
openpyxl==2.0.5
Note: The only spaces are between “exe”
and “install”, and between “install” and
“openpyxl”.
Figure 16 illustrates how this command
looks on the Windows computer used for
this guide. Once the user has typed the
command, the user should press Enter (or
Return).
Step 2.5: After the user presses Enter,
Openpyxl should start to download. If the
user installed Python 2.7 following the steps
in the previous sub-section, this command
should work and the result of pressing Enter
should look something like the output in
Figure 17 (on the following page), with the
end result being the successful installation of
Openpyxl.
Figure 15. Step 2.3: Open Command Prompt

Steps:
Step 2.1: Click on the Start menu (e.g., the
Windows Logo Icon in the bottom-left corner
of the computer screen, see Figure 12). In the
Start menu, click on “Search for programs
Figure 13). In this box, type
“Command Prompt”.
Step 2.2: Typing “Command Prompt” into the
search box should change the menu to look
similar to Figure 14. Click on the listing for
“Command Prompt” under “Programs”.
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Figure 16. Step 2.4: Command to Install
Openpyxl

set Up A new scenArio
Figure 17. Step 2.5: Installation of Openpyxl

Troubleshooting: If the output in the Command
Prompt window does not look like that displayed
in Figure 17, (e.g., the user does not see
something along the lines of “Successfully
installed openpyxl”, “Cleaning up...”), the user
may need to reinstall the default installation of
Python 2.7. The user should try deleting their
current version of Python 2.7, located in the “My
Computer” folder (i.e., the “C” folder), and then
reinstalling a new, default installation of Python
2.7 by following the steps listed in the previous
sub-section, 1. Install Python 2.7. However, if the
user uses Python for a different project, the user
should contact the appropriate parties to make
sure deleting the version of Python the user has
installed doesn’t cause other problems.

the Example Scenario folder and then rename
the copy Scenario 1 (or any other scenario
name). The user may then open “HCAS Inputs
2015.xlsx” in the inputs folder and change
assumptions and inputs in that workbook. The
user should then resave it, and run the HCAS
Python model. Figure 19 shows all of the
the Scenario 1 folder. While the actual folder
names in the scenarios folder may change
(e.g., the folder names in the scenarios folder
in Figure 18 could just as easily be “Final Final”
or “Scenario One”), it is important that the user
inputs
Figure 18. Add a New Scenario Folder

folder (i.e., the user should not change the
inputs Excel workbook).
When the user runs the HCAS Python model,
the model will create an outputs folder that it will
Figure 20 shows
when the model is run. Section 7, Run the HCAS
Python Model describes how to run the model.
outputs, the user may move the Scenario 1
folder from the scenarios folder to the processed
scenarios folder. Figure 21 shows the result of
moving the Scenario 1 folder to the processed
scenarios folder.
Figure 20. New Scenario Output Files

Figure 19. Add New Scenario Input Files

6. SET UP A NEW SCENARIO
If the user wants to run a new scenario (e.g.,
entitled “Scenario 1” in this guide) where the
user may see what happens under different
model assumptions, the user may create a new
folder in the scenarios folder. This guide uses
the name “Scenario 1” as an example. The user
may rename this folder any name they want.
Figure 18 shows where in the folder structure
the user should create the new folder. The
easiest way to set up a new scenario is to copy

Figure 21. Move New Scenario Folder
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7. RUN THE HCAS PYTHON
MODEL
The steps outlined in this section may need to
be repeated each time the user wants to run a
scenario through the 2015 Oregon HCAS Model.
If the user does not have an IDLE window open,
the user should start at 1. Open IDLE. If the user
already has an IDLE window open, the user
should start at 2. Run the HCAS Python Model.

Step 1.2: Typing “IDLE” into the search box
should change the menu to look something
like what is illustrated in Figure 23. There
may be more than one listing for IDLE, as

2. RUN THE HCAS PYTHON MODEL
Once the user has an IDLE window open (the
result of completing the steps in the previous
sub-section, 1. Open IDLE) the user is ready to
run the HCAS Python model.

the listings for “IDLE” under “Programs”.

Make sure there is a window open like the one
displayed in Figure 24 (if there is not, go back
to the previous sub-section, 1. Open IDLE , and
follow those steps). The following lists steps to
run the HCAS Python model, HCASModule.py,
using IDLE.

Step 1.3: Clicking on IDLE should open a
window that looks similar to the one illustrated
in Figure 24.
Figure 23. Step 1.2: Search Results for IDLE

1. OPEN IDLE
Once the user has Python and Openpyxl
installed, the user is ready to run the HCAS
Python model. The most straightforward way
to run the HCAS Python model is through
a graphical user interface (GUI) for Python.
IDLE is a standard Python GUI that works on
Windows, Mac OS X, and Unix.3 IDLE should be
automatically installed when the user installed a
new version of Python 2.7 by following the steps
in Section 5, Install Python and Openpyxl.

Steps:
Step 2.1: As illustrated in Figure 25, click on
the “File” menu icon in the top-right corner
of the IDLE window. In the File drop down
menu, click on “Open.”

Figure 25. Step 2.1: Open a File in IDLE

Steps:
Step 1.1: Click on the Start menu (e.g., the
Windows Logo Icon in the bottom-left corner
of the computer screen). In the Start menu,
Figure 24. Step 1.3: Open IDLE
Figure 22). In this box, type “IDLE”.

Figure 22. Step 1.1: Search for IDLE

3

Documenation and more in-depth instructions on how to use IDLE are avaialbale at: https://docs.python.org/2/library/idle.html.
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Step 2.2: Clicking on Open will make a new
window pop up similar to the one illustrated in
Figure 26
the user’s computer with the “2015 Oregon
HCAS Model” folder (i.e., the unzipped
model distribution folder, see Figure 1). Within
this folder, click on the code subfolder, and
then select “HCASModule.py”. In the window,
click on “Open” in the bottom-left corner of
the window (see Figure 26).
Figure 26. Step 2.2: Select File to Open

Step 2.3: Opening “HCASModule.py” will
open a new window with the HCAS Python
model code displayed. This window will look
similar to the window illustrated in Figure 27.
The user should not make any changes to
the code displayed in this window.
Step 2.4: Figure 28 illustrates how to run the
HCAS Python model in IDLE. In the menu
bar in the top of the IDLE window, click on
the “Run” menu icon in the top-center of the
IDLE window. In the Run drop down menu,
click on “Run Module.”

Note: If the user moves the scenario’s folder
to the processed scenarios folder, but then
scenario’s inputs and re-run the scenario, the
user should move the scenario’s folder back
to the scenarios folder and then repeat the
steps in this section.
Figure 28. Step 2.3: HCAS Python Model

Step 2.5: Clicking on “Run Module” will open
up a new IDLE window similar to the one
illustrated in Figure 29. Initially, only the black
text at the top of the window will show up.
As the HCAS Python model runs, text in blue
will gradually appear. The lines in blue tell the
user the progress of the HCAS Python model
and what point it is at in the calculations and
model process.

Figure 27. Step 2.3: Open the HCAS Python
Model

The blue text may also provide some
troubleshooting instructions for the user in
case the HCAS Python model tries to open a

Figure 29. Step 2.5: IDLE Run Window

shortly after “>>>” shows up in black text
(see the last line in Figure 29). At this point,
the user may go to the scenario’s folder (e.g.,
Scenario 1). In this folder, there will be an
outputs folder where the user may examine
the model outputs, the user should move
the scenario’s folder (Scenario 1) from the
scenarios folder to the processed scenarios
folder.
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8. INPUT DATA AND DATA
PREPARATION
the data sources required to update the HCAS
from sources within the Oregon Department of
Transportation (ODOT) and are produced or

and any pre-processing of the data outside of the
model are described.4 Appendix F provides a full

1, 10001, 12001, 14001,…), DeclaredAxles
(declared number of axles; zero for declared
weights up to 80,000 pounds), Operating
(operating weight class), OperatingAxles (actual
number of axles, but not more than 9), and
Share (share of vehicles for the declared weight
and declared axles category by operating
weight and operating axles). For each declared
weight and axles category, the sum of the
shares in the table should equal one.
HPMS DATA
Source: ODOT

WEIGH-IN-MOTION DATA
Source: Portland State University/ODOT
Weigh-in-motion (WIM) sensors weigh every
truck passing over multiple points on Oregon’s
freeway system and at other, non-freeway
locations. WIM data provide a good description
of the distribution of operating weights.

The Highway Performance Monitoring System
(HPMS) is a federal program that collects data
from each state every year. Over the years,
the number of data elements that must be
reported has changed, but the data are still
extremely useful in highway cost allocation and
in developing pavement factors.
Pre-Processing of HPMS Data

Pre-Processing of WIM Data
The WIM data are used to calculate distributions
of operating weight classes and numbers of
axles for each declared weight (and number
of axles for declared weights over 80,000
pounds). For each declared weight and axle
category, calculate the distribution of WIM
observations among vehicle operating weight
classes and number of axles (coding 9 or more
axles as 9). These data are used to create the
DeclaredOperating.txt

by the lowest weight in the category, e.g.,
4
5

NAPCAS model. The HPMS data are also used
in the process of estimating distributions of VMT
by functional class and ownership in the VMT by
FC tab in the inputs workbook.5
To perform the data tabulation of the HPMS data
for the VMT by FC tab, divide the HPMS section
section length in miles and multiply by 365 days
to calculate the section VMT. Since HPMS is a
sample, each sample section VMT is expanded
by multiplying it by its section weight. A
summary table of VMT by functional system and
ownership is tabulated and pasted into the VMT

For some data sources, screenshots of the inputs workbook are provided in this section.
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by FC tab such that the rows are the functional
system, the column headings are ownership,
and the cell entries are the sum of VMT.
FEDERAL AND TRANSIT VMT DATA
FHWA Highway Statistics Data
Source
Federal Highway Administration, http://www.
fhwa.dot.gov/policy/ohpi/hss/hsspubs.cfm
The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
publishes an annual report called Highway
Statistics. Data from tables VM-1 and VM-2 from
Highway Statistics are used in the HCAS model
for the base year VMT and VMT by FC. The
Oregon row from Table VM-2, Functional Travel
System Travel (Year) 1/Annual Vehicle-Miles, is
pasted into the VMT by FC tab in the appropriate
row. The Oregon row from Table MV-7, Publicly
Owned Vehicles, is used in the Federal VMT
tab. FHWA usually begins to release tables and
chapters from Highway Statistics in late fall or
winter of the following year. Use the Highway
Statistics report corresponding to the study base
year. If base year statistics are unavailable, use
the most recent data that are available.
The appropriate rows from these tables should
be pasted into the yellow-shaded cells in the
inputs workbook where indicated on the Federal
VMT and VMT by FC tabs.
GSA Federal Fleet Report Data
Source: U.S. General Services Administration,
www.gsa.gov/vehiclepolicy
The Federal Fleet Report is an annual
publication produced by the U.S. General
Services Administration (GSA). The Federal
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Fleet Report provides data on the number of
federal vehicles and vehicle miles traveled by
vehicle type and department or agency in the
base year. These data are used in the Federal
VMT tab as part of the federal vehicle class VMT
calculations which help develop the Base VMT
tab. The tables from the Federal Fleet Report
used in the study are Table 2-5 (Passenger
Vehicles), Table 2-6 (Trucks and Other Vehicles),
and Table 4-2 (Average Miles Per Vehicle).

Use Statistics. The cleaned, unconsolidated
data are used in the study.6

Pre-Processing of the Flat Fee Collections
Reports

Motor Carrier Registrations Data

A summary table of the monthly miles and
count of the monthly reports from the Flat Fee
Collections Reports should be created using
a series of pivot tables. The pivot table rows
are commodity, weight class, and axle count.
A “mile_non_zero” indicator can be created

Source: MCTD, ODOT
The Motor Carrier Registrations data are used
to develop distributions of registered weights by
declared weights for the DeclaredRegistered.
txt

The Federal VMT tab lists the tables and rows
from the Federal Fleet Report that should be
pasted into the yellow-shaded cells on the tab.

vehicle registrations at a registered weight.

Transit VMT Data

The Motor Carrier Registrations data are used
to develop the DeclaredRegistered.txt input

Source: Tri-Met, Lane Transit District, SalemKeizer Cherriots Transit District
Transit bus VMT is updated on the Transit VMT
tab with VMT information obtained by calling
the three largest transit agencies in Oregon:
Tri-Met, Lane Transit District, and Salem-Keizer
Cherriots Transit District. Call each transit district
to request information on the total calendar year
VMT for buses by bus weight class for the base
year. Enter this data directly into the yellowshaded cells in the Transit VMT tab.
MOTOR CARRIER DATA
The Motor Carrier Transportation Division
(MCTD) of ODOT produces data on truck

Pre-Processing of the Motor Carrier
Registrations Data

the distribution of registered weights for each
declared weight should be calculated from

table can produce results for all observations
or for records where miles are non-zero. In the
includes an adjustment for log truck empty miles
to account for the log hauler option of declaring
a lower weight when their trailer is empty and
stowed above the tractor unit. Because the
analysis will account for the empty log truck
Figure 30. Flat Fee

table for the DeclaredRegistered.txt input text
registered weight, and the share of registrations
at that declared weight.
Flat Fee Collections Reports
Source: MCTD, ODOT
The Flat Fee Collections Reports are used to
calculate the Flat Fee VMT for the MCTD VMT
tab which links to the Base VMT tab. The data
are also used to estimate VMT per month and
axle shares for the Rates tab.

collections. These data are cleaned and
consolidated into a set of reports called Highway
6

Codes tab in the inputs workbook. Basic vehicles are those

recorded in the original data source is used to assign the record to a HCAS weight class. For a weight recorded in pounds, subtract one from the entered weight, divide by 2,000, truncate or round to the decimal
point, then multiply by 2,000 and add one (e.g., Round((Weight-1)/2000,0)*2000+1 in Excel).
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VMT, the input log truck VMT must be correctly
entered at their fully loaded weights. Log trucks
reported at weights under 56,000 pounds are
assumed to be a data entry or report error (i.e.,
reported as the empty or average operating
weight when the weight reported should be the
loaded weight). Thus, log trucks with a reported
weight under 56,000 pounds should be
reassigned to a higher weight class. If the plate
number for the under-56,000-pounds record
is also reported at a higher weight, the lower
weight record is entered at the higher weight
class. Log truck records entered at weights
under 56,000 pounds that are not reassigned to
a higher weight class are excluded.
Figure 31. RUAF

Figure 32. WMT

For the Flat Fee Miles table (see Figure 30
on the previous page) in the MCTD VMT tab,
the miles reported in the Flat Fee Collections
Reports are summed for each commodity and
axle class and then the number of non-zero
records and total number of records are
counted.
For the Rates tab, create a pivot table or
summary table results using the Flat Fee
Collections Reports data. The records where
miles are non-zero (“non-zero miles”) are used
to calculate the average VMT per month and the
axle share of VMT for each weight class.

Road Use Assessment Fee Data
Source: MCTD, ODOT
The road use assessment fee (RUAF) data are
the records from the vehicles paying the RUAF
at weight classes of 96,001 pounds and above.
Each RUAF record contains an ID number, issue
date, axles, weight, miles, and tax. The RUAF
data are tabulated to determine the VMT by
RUAF vehicles by weight and axle class, which
are then pasted into RUAF table in the MCTD
VMT tab (see Figure 31).
WMT Collections Reports
Source: MCTD, ODOT
The WMT Collections (or Payments) Reports are
pre-processed and used to develop the MCTD
VMT tab and determine the VMT for the various
WMT vehicle classes.
Pre-Processing of the WMT Collections Reports
The size of the WMT Collections Report data set
requires that the data pre-processing take place
outside of the HCAS model.
Assign all of the records in the WMT Collections
Report data to a weight class and axle class
using the HCAS weight class and axle class
categories. Then, create a summary table that
has the sum of the miles traveled for the HCAS
weight and axle class categories from the WMT
Collections Report data. This summary table
is then pasted into Weight-Mile Tax table in the
MCTD VMT tab (see Figure 32).
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VMT ESTIMATES AND FORECAST

DMV VEHICLE REGISTRATIONS

Source: Financial and Economics Analysis Unit,
ODOT Financial Service Branch

Source: Department of Motor Vehicles, Request
by ODOT Financial Services

The Financial and Economic Analysis Unit of
ODOT’s Financial Services Branch produces
VMT estimates for use in its estimation of
revenues for budgeting. These become available
at the same time as the Agency Request Budget,
which has been at the end of August.

The DMV registrations data are used to build the
estimates of VMT by weight class and tax class
for the base year for certain vehicle tax classes.
For the 2015 HCAS, ODOT Financial Services

The ODOT VMT estimates and forecast are
used to determine the base year to model year
VMT growth rate for light, medium-heavy, and
heavy vehicle groups. The data do not require
pre-processing and should be pasted into the
yellow-shaded cells on the VMT Growth tab so
that the new base year and forecast year match
the base year and forecast year labels. The
base-year VMT from the ODOT forecast are
used to control total VMT for light and mediumheavy vehicle classes in the Base VMT tab.

Pre-Processing of the DMV Registrations Data

registration records from DMV.

Due to the size of the DMV registrations data,
pre-processing of the registrations takes place
outside of the HCAS model.
Two summary tables created from the DMV
registrations are used to update the model: a
summary table of motor home registrations by
vehicle length, and a summary table of other,
special categories of vehicle registrations by fuel
type and weight class.

The DMV registrations data are used to create
a summary table of vehicle registrations by fuel
type and weight class for the following vehicle
tax classes: Commercial Trucks (10,001 to
26,000 pounds), Tow Trucks, Farm Vehicles,
this table, a weight class is assigned to each
registration record by converting the registered
vehicle weight to the corresponding HCAS
weight class. Fuel type is available from the
The license plate string is used to identify the
vehicle tax class using the plate vehicle class
designations (T for commercial truck, TW for tow
E for exempt; followed by numerals).
The summary table of DMV registrations data
should be pasted into the yellow-shaded cells
(columns F through O) in the left-most table on
the DMV-Other tab (see Figure 33).

Figure 33. DMV-Other
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Figure 34. Motorhomes

factors data may be necessary to get the
pavement factors into the correct format for
PavementFactors.txt.
ESTIMATED AVERAGE BASIC-VEHICLE MPG
Source: Financial and Economics Analysis Unit,
ODOT Financial Services Branch
The ODOT revenue forecast and budgetdevelopment process incorporates assumptions
about fuel consumption per mile that are
developed from data from Global Insight
and other sources. These fuel consumption
assumptions are used to inform the user choice
of parameters on the Gas and Diesel table in the
General tab in the inputs workbook. While the
fuel consumption per mile assumptions provided
by ODOT are not direct inputs into the model,

Budgeted Non-Project Expenditures
Source: ODOT Agency Request Budget
Budgeted non-project expenditures come from
spreadsheets used to develop the Agency
Request Budget and are required to update the
Non-Project Costs tab. These data are available
around the end of August and are completed
by the ODOT Finance Section. The Highway
non-project maintenance costs by maintenance
work type.
The non-project expenditure data do not
require any pre-processing. The non-project
expenditure data are pasted into the
Non-Project Costs tab.
Project Expenditure Data
Source: ODOT Financial Services

Motorhome registrations data do not include
vehicle weight, so registrations are tabulated
by vehicle length and assigned a HCAS
weight class based on their reported vehicle
length. The summary table is pasted into the
Motorhomes table in the DMV VMT tab in the
inputs workbook (see Figure 34).

implied MPG on the Gas and Diesel table in the
General tab should be generally consistent with
the assumptions made by ODOT.
EXPENDITURE AND REVENUE DATA
Local Government Revenues and Expenditures
Source: ODOT-conducted Local Roads and
Streets Survey

PAVEMENT FACTORS
Source: RD Mingo & Associates
RD Mingo & Associates produce OregonHPMS submittal data in the new 2010 National
Pavement Costs Model (NAPCOM). Pavement
factors are used to update PavementFactors.
txt
Policy tab. Minimal processing of the pavement
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year) revenues and expenditures by local
governments come from the Local Roads and
Streets Survey (LRSS) compiled by ODOT.
Paste the LRSS data into the Local Costs
tab and the formulas in that tab will produce
estimates of future expenditures by work type
and funding source.

Project cost information is collected from several
sources. The ODOT Cash Flow Projection
system tracks expenditures by work category for
each project per month. Upon request, project
data for all projects with expected expenditures
in the upcoming biennium. ODOT Finance
then matches these projects to the Project
Control System (PCS) to obtain additional data
about the nature of the projects, particularly
the project funding sources and project work
types. For bridge projects, additional research is
Oregon Bridge Log, or correspondences with
ODOT bridge section staff to determine relevant
characteristics of the bridges involved so that
the expenditures may be assigned to bridge
types. Expenditures on different bridge types
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are allocated using different factors. Project
expenditures data are requested when the
Agency Request Budget data become available
(generally in August or September) so that the
project data are consistent with the budget.
Pre-Processing of Project Expenditure Data
Given the number of different sources, some
in non-standardized formats, used to create
the project expenditures input data, there is
no formalized method for processing and
developing the project costs table. The general
steps for processing and creating the project
costs table are the following:
1. Identify projects with expenditures during
the study period from Cash Flow Projections
2. Assign a functional class to the project
using information in the PCS.
3. Determine the share of project funding
from each funding source
4. Determine the project HCAS work type(s)
using the project information and/or the
5. If the project has more than one work type,
determine the share of project expenditures
by work type
6. For each bridge project work type, assign
a bridge type
Using the list of projects in the Cash Flow
Projection and PCS, create a list of projects with
expenditures in the study period.
Assign a functional class to each project. If
a functional class is included in the project
location information, validate that the functional

system is a valid FHWA functional system or
HCAS facility class. Projects are assigned a
functional class based on the project funding
sources if functional class is not provided.
Functional system of zero is the default for an
unknown functional system.
For each project, determine the share of
project expenditures by funding source. Project
the total project funding, not necessarily the
expenditures during the study period. Shares or
dollar amounts by funding source are provided
in the PCS data. Funding source should be
entered as federal, state, bond, or other. Make
sure the funding source is spelled correctly and
is not capitalized.
Use the PCS project work type(s) and project
description (SXYR Work Description) to assign
HCAS work type(s) to the project. The project
may have up to three work types. ODOT may
have already listed three project work types
and the work type funding shares in PCS. The
analyst should review the ODOT-assigned work
types and then assign the appropriate HCAS
work type. The share of total project costs
associated with each work type must be entered
when multiple work types are assigned. Only
assign multiple work types when the share of
work type.
Bridge types are assigned to all projects. If the
project is not a bridge project, then the bridge
type can be entered as zero. Zero is also used
when the bridge type is unknown. The bridge
length and number of spans determine the
bridge type. When multiple bridge types are

being built or replaced in a single project, the
bridge types may be entered separately, as if
they were different work types, but using the
same work type code. For example, if a project
is a bridge bundle project replacing a single
span bridge and a multi-span bridge, the bridge
replacement work type would be assigned twice
to the project, once for the single span bridge
type and once for the multi-span bridge type.
Again, the project can only have up to three work
type/bridge type combos, and the share of total
type/bridge type when broken out separately.
Lists of work types and bridge types are located
in the Codes tab in the inputs workbook.
The bridge length and spans may be reported
used to look up the bridge characteristics in the
Oregon Bridge Log. The Oregon Bridge Log7
will likely display the former bridge type in the
case of bridge replacements. If the project is
a bridge replacement, it may be necessary to
information on the new bridge type.
For the 2015 HCAS, the project expenditure
each project was a single record with columns
for funding sources, funding source project
cost share, functional class, work types, work
type project cost share, bridge types, and
total project amount. Once all of the funding
source, work type, and bridge type data are
entered, make sure that the entered data are
valid and that the funding source and work
type shares sum to 100 percent. Also make
sure that the project expenditure is positive.

The Oregon Bridge Log is an annual ODOT publication. The Oregon Bridge Log does not contain information on covered bridges. Most covered bridge projects are maintenance projects (on the covered
structure); most covered bridges are single spans less than 125 feet.

7
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The project expenditure data are then used
to create the table of project expenditures by
funding source and work type for the Project
Costs tab. Because a project may have up
to four funding sources and up to three work
types, each project can potentially be turned
into twelve separate entries in the Project Costs
Project Costs tab in the inputs workbook using
the format shown in Table 1.
Table 1 displays an example of the Project
Costs tab entries for a project that has three
funding sources (state, federal, and other) and
three work types (20, 21, and 41). The “Dollars”
column is produced by multiplying the total
project expenditures in the biennium by the fund
source share and work source share. The key
is not read into the model.
Budgeted Revenue Control Totals
Source: Financial and Economics Analysis Unit,
ODOT Financial Services Branch
Budgeted revenue control totals come from
spreadsheets used to develop the Agency
Request Budget by the Financial and
Economics Analysis Unit of the ODOT Financial
Services Branch. These data are usually
available at the end of August before the
upcoming biennium.
The data in these spreadsheets are pasted
into the yellow-shaded cells on the Revenue
Forecast tab in the inputs workbook. Gross
revenue amount by revenue source is linked
to the appropriate revenue control total on the
Revenue Forecast tab.
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Current-Law Tax Rates and Fee Schedules
Source: Oregon Revised Statues, or the ODOT
DMV and MCTD websites
Current-law fuel tax rates, WMT rates,
registration and title fees, and other vehicleand road-use-related fees may be obtained
from Oregon Revised Statutes and Oregon
Administrative Rules. The rates and fee
schedules can also be found at the ODOT
Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) and
Motor Carrier Transportation Division (MCTD)
websites. The WMT Schedule A and B tables
can be found at the MCTD website, where the
WMT rates are calculated for each weight class
and axle combination for Table B.
Rates must be converted to the proper unit
for each revenue instrument, otherwise no
calculations or processing is required. Update
the current tax rates if changes have been made
in the Oregon Revised Statutes in the Rates tab
in the inputs workbook.

9. INPUT TEXT FILES
to recalculate the model. The user may update
are carried forward to future studies without

AxleShares.txt
number of axles for each weight class. These
shares change little from year to year and do not
need to be updated every biennium. The source
is the weigh-in-motion data.
BasicSharePeak.txt
peak hour of the day by functional class that
are by basic vehicles.8 These shares change
little from year to year and do not need to be
updated every biennium. The source is 24-hour

Table 1. Example of Project With Multiple Work Types and Funding Sources
Funding

Work Type

Functional Class

Bridge Type

Dollars

Key Number

state

20

0

0

164,498

K16239

state

21

0

0

65,178

K16239

state

41

0

0

80,697

K16239

federal

20

0

0

307,266

K16239

federal

21

0

0

121,747

K16239

federal

41

0

0

150,734

K16239

other

20

0

0

190,733

K16239

other

21

0

0

75,573

K16239

other

41

0

0

93,567

K16239
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PCEFactors.txt

Bonds
Bonds2003-2005.txt
Bonds2005-2007.txt
Bonds2007-2009.txt
Bonds2009-2011.txt
Bonds2011-2013.txt
Bonds2013-2015.txt

from the 2003, 2005, 2007, 2009, 2011, and
2013 studies. The prior allocated bonds are
read into the model and used in the class
method that performs the bond cost allocation
allocated bond expenditures (dollars) by weight

(by weight class and number of axles) on
regular, uphill, and congested roadways as
estimated by Battelle for the most recent (1997)
SimpleFactors.txt
help the model select the appropriate VMT for
cost allocation. For example, for a cost allocated
on over-106,000-pound VMT, the model will
isolate the proper VMT records by applying a
simple factor. In this case, a vector containing
zeros for all weight classes except those above
106,000 pounds is applied to the VMT master.

DeclaredOperating.txt
studies unless the allocators are changed.
weights for each declared weight from the
weigh-in-motion data. The DeclaredOperating.
txt data are used to build the pavement factors
for each row of the VMT data in the VMT
calculations of the model.
DeclaredRegistered.txt
weights for each declared weight from
the Motor Carrier Registrations data. The
DeclaredRegistered.txt data are used to
attribute registration and title fee revenues.
PaveFactors.txt
and rigid pavement costs by weight class and
Mingo using the HPMS submission and weighin-motion data in the NAPHCAS-OR model.

SeedData.txt
distribution of VMT by weight class, functional
class, ownership, and number of axles. It does
not need to be updated.

10. INPUTS WORKBOOK
This section provides a tab-by-tab explanation
of the tabs in the input workbook. One input
Excel workbook must be included in the
scenario’s inputs folder (“HCAS Inputs 2015.
xlsx”) for the processing of input data. The
input workbook is read in when the HCAS model
is run in Python. The majority of the required
calculations and data tables are automatically
updated when the yellow-shaded input cells are

After updating the data and assumptions in the
input tabs, check that the named ranges in the
the full range of input data. To view and change a
named range, go to the Insert menu, and select
the Name option. From the Name menu, select
the
option. In the window that pops up,
select the named range, and review and change
(if necessary) the Refers to cell references.
SET UP BASE VMT
In the 2013 HCAS study, the Base VMT tab in
the primary inputs workbook was developed
using a supplemental Base VMT workbook. In
the 2015 HCAS study, the Base VMT tab and
the tabs that it links to it were consolidated into
the main inputs workbook, “HCAS Inputs 2015.
xlsx”. The Base VMT tab is built using DMV VMT,
MCTD VMT, Federal VMT, and Bus VMT tabs.
For the 2015 HCAS model, the approach for
calculating the base VMT was formalized with
the intermediate calculations performed in
other VMT tabs in the main inputs workbook.
To the extent possible, this allows the user to
see the steps from the raw, original data to the
detailed base-year VMT table. The following
is a tab-by-tab explanation of the data and
calculations that build the Base VMT tab. Some
tabs were already discussed in the section,
Section 8, Input Data and Data Preparation.
MCTD VMT
The MCTD VMT tab contains calculations and
RUAF. The pre-processing steps for those data
are described and illustrated in Section 8, Input
Data and Data Preparation.
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Bus VMT

School Bus

Federal

The Bus VMT tab contains transit bus VMT and
school bus VMT.

The columns K and L in the Bus VMT tab
contain the estimates of school bus VMT in
Oregon. School bus VMT by weight class and
fuel type from 1999 is the base VMT distribution
for the school bus VMT estimates. The
Department of Education (DOE) estimate of total
school bus VMT for 2006 is used as the control
total for updating the VMT. The 2006 school bus
VMT is distributed across weight classes using
the school bus VMT distribution from 1999.
School bus registrations by fuel type (gasoline
or diesel) from the DMV-Other table is applied
to the 2006 school bus VMT to determine the
fuel-type split for the school bus VMT.

Paste the indicated table rows from the FHWA
Highway Statistics (Table MV-7) and the GSA
Federal Fleet Report into the yellow-shaded cells
in the Federal table on the Federal VMT tab (see
Figure 36 on the following page). The input data
the Federal table are used with the Federal VMT
Spread table to calculate the Federal Summary
VMT table. It is important that the input data are
pasted into the exact cells as indicated by the
row and column headings because the cells
are referenced in the VMT calculations at the
bottom of the Federal VMT tab. The calculations
at the bottom of the tab aggregate the various
reported vehicle types and classes to calculate
total federal VMT for buses, medium heavy
trucks, and heavy trucks.

Transit
The columns B through H in the Bus VMT tab
provide estimates of transit bus VMT in Oregon.
Transit VMT estimates developed in 2005 are
updated by scaling the transit district VMT by
the change in the VMT for the three largest
transit districts in Oregon.
Transit bus VMT is updated on the Transit VMT
tab with VMT information from the three largest
transit agencies in Oregon: Tri-Met, Lane Transit
District, and Salem-Keizer Cherriots Transit
District. To update this tab, the transit bus VMT
by weight class for Tri-Met, Lane Transit District,
and Salem-Keizer Transit District are collected
for the base year (yellow-shaded input cells). The
change in VMT for these three transit districts is
used to adjust the 2005 transit VMT estimates.
Figure 35. Bus VMT
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Federal VMT
In the 2015 HCAS, what was previously spread
across three tabs (Federal, Federal Weight Class
Spread and Federal Summary) in the 2013
HCAS is consolidated into one tab, Federal VMT.

inpUts workbook
Federal VMT Spread
The Federal VMT Spread table uses the share
of VMT for school buses and transit buses
(Bus VMT tab) by weight classes to spread the
federal bus VMT across vehicle weight classes.
Similarly, the State and Local Government (SLG)
VMT are used to spread the federal heavy
vehicle VMT across weight classes. This table
essentially creates the shares or weights for
each weight class, which are then applied to the
federal VMT input from the Federal table.
Figure 36. Federal

All of the calculations on this tab are linked to
other tabs that help develop the Base VMT tab.
The user may check that the shares are properly
calculated and applied to the federal VMT such
that the total federal VMT is still equal to the VMT
on the Federal VMT tab.
Federal Summary VMT
The Federal Summary VMT table sums the
federal VMT by weight class from the Federal
table and the Federal VMT Spread table.

Federal VMT for basic vehicles is the sum of
the basic VMT from the Federal table and the
federal bus VMT from the Federal VMT Spread
table. Federal VMT for vehicles 10,001 pounds
and above are the federal bus and truck VMT
from the Federal VMT Spread table. Federal
Gas VMT is derived by applying the percent
gasoline from the SLG vehicles to the Federal
VMT; Federal Diesel VMT is total Federal VMT
less Federal Gas VMT.

Figure 38. Federal Summary VMT

Figure 37. Federal VMT Spread
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BASE VMT
The Base VMT tab contains the base-year VMT
by weight class and vehicle tax class. The baseyear VMT are used in the model to calculate
the model-year VMT. The base-year VMT are
used to allocate costs and attribute revenues
by vehicle tax and weight class. The Base VMT
tab is built using the General, DMV VMT, MCTD
VMT, Federal VMT, Bus VMT, and VMT Growth
tabs.
The Base VMT tab adjusts the basic and
medium-heavy VMT so that the total for
these two weight groupings equals their
corresponding VMT forecast from the ODOT
Economic and Revenue Forecast (for the base
year). The VMT estimates for the base year
from the ODOT Transportation and Revenue
forecast are pasted into the yellow-shaded

cells to the right of the VMT table on the VMT
Growth tab (see Figure 44 on page D25). The
VMT estimates for the base year are the control
totals for the basic vehicle and medium-heavy
vehicle classes. The Base VMT and DMV VMT
tabs both reference these control totals and use
the medium vehicle control total to calculate the
scaling factor used to adjust the medium-heavy
VMT for each vehicle tax class. A more detailed
discussion of the VMT Growth tab is provided
later on in this section.

control total adjustment factor is applied to the
VMT for medium-heavy vehicle classes (vehicles
between 10,001 and 26,000 pounds).

The VMT for the tax classes calculated
separately (transit, school bus, etc.) are
subtracted from the light-vehicle control total
to determine the Private Passenger basic VMT.
The medium-heavy vehicle VMT are scaled
such that the total medium-heavy vehicle VMT
equals the control total. The medium-heavy

In the 2015 HCAS, all inputs that build the
Base VMT tab are linked to it and the tab
automatically updates. Similarly, a number of
other tabs reference the Base VMT tab and
also update automatically (e.g., development of
growth factors on the VMT Growth tab for weight
classes 26,001 to 104,001 pounds).

Figure 39. Base VMT

9

WMT evasion factor is calculated as one divided by one minus the WMT evasion percent (1/(1-WMT Evasion).
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the WMT Collection Reports. The WMT VMT are
adjusted to include an assumed WMT evasion
factor. The WMT evasion factor9 adjusts the
WMT VMT to account for the additional VMT not
reported for WMT payments. The WMT evasion
the General tab in the Control table.
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GENERAL
Control
Enter the biennium study period and the bond
factor in the Control table.
year of the biennium in the yellow-shaded cell
next to the “Study biennium” cell. The biennium
start year should be the calendar year for the
Enter the bond factor in the yellow-shaded
cell next to the bond factor label. The bond
factor can be calculated by using Excel’s PMT
function. The bond factor should be the share of
payments on bond expenditures in this biennium
paid in this biennium.
The Excel PMT function calculates the bond
loan payment based on the assumptions of
constant repayment periods and a constant
interest rate. In the 2015 HCAS and previous
studies, the bond factor has been calculated
using a repayment period of 20 years and an
interest rate of 5 percent. The bond factor is used
in the model to calculate the portion of bond
expenditures allocated to the current study.

gas tax by purchasing fuel out-of-state. The
avoidance/evasion rates are applied to their
respective gas and diesel VMT to calculate
gas and diesel tax revenues. Change these
assumptions by entering a percentage in the
yellow-shaded evasion cells.
Similarly, the WMT evasion rate is expressed as
the percent of total WMT VMT that evades the
WMT. The WMT evasion rate is applied to WMT
vehicle class VMT to calculate WMT revenues.
The WMT evasion rate is also used to adjust the
WMT base VMT in the Base VMT tab because
the base VMT data are calculated from the WMT
tax collection reports. Change the WMT evasion
rate by entering a percentage in the yellowshaded “WMT Evasion” cell.

The percent of basic VMT by diesel-powered
vehicles is used to split basic vehicle VMT into
gasoline-powered VMT and diesel-powered
VMT for the calculation of gasoline and diesel
tax revenues. Change the assumption by
entering a percentage in the yellow-shaded
“Basic Diesel” cell.
RUAF vehicles are credited with a portion of the
heavy vehicle registration revenues using the
registration assumption is the RUAF Registration
Adjustment in dollars per mile. This assumption
is the registration revenue dollars per RUAF mile
credited to the RUAF vehicles class. The next
three RUAF registration assumptions allocate
the RUAF registration revenue across three
RUAF vehicle weight groups by specifying the
portion of RUAF vehicles, which register at

Figure 40. Control

Assumptions located in the bottom of the portion
of the Control
assumptions for the gas, diesel, and WMT
avoidance or evasion rates; the percent of
basic VMT by diesel-fueled vehicles; the RUAF
registration revenue allocation; empty log truck
miles and weight; and the percentage of taxed
gallons that are diesel.
The gas tax avoidance rate and the diesel tax
avoidance/evasion rate are both expressed as
the percent of total taxable VMT that avoids the
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three different registration weight classes. RUAF
Reg. from 78,001, RUAF Reg. from 96,001, and
RUAF Reg. from 104,001 must be entered as
percentages in the yellow-shaded cells. The
total of these three assumptions must equal 100
percent.

Gas and Diesel

Two assumptions are used to adjust the
log truck VMT for the “as if” WMT revenue
calculations. The “Log truck miles empty”

the implied gallons and implied MPG for basic
and non-basic vehicle classes.

VMT without a load (empty), and the “Empty log
truck declared weight” is the weight class the
empty log truck VMT are assigned (enter a valid
HCAS vehicle weight class). Log truck VMT in
loaded weight. Since log haulers are allowed to
use a lower declared weight when their trailer is
empty and stowed above the tractor unit, the log
truck VMT must be adjusted to take into account
the empty VMT at the lower weight class for
calculation of the as-if WMT tax revenues.

Figure 41. Gas and Diesel

The Gas and Diesel table uses VMT from the
Base VMT tab and rates from the VMT Growth
tab to determine VMT in the model year for
gas and diesel vehicles. The VMT and user-

The middle portion of the table is the average
annual gas and diesel tax revenues. Gas tax
revenues and diesel tax revenues from the
Revenue Forecast tab are added and divided
by two to calculate the average annual revenue
(“Total” column). This is then allocated between
basic and non-basic and divided by the gas/
diesel tax rate per gallon to calculate the total
implied gallons.
Once the base VMT, VMT growth rates, and
revenue totals have been updated, adjust the
yellow-shaded assumptions until the greenhighlighted implied MPG are reasonable for their
corresponding vehicle class. Reasonable MPG

is about 20 for basic vehicles and about 10 for
non-basic vehicles, with the gas MPG higher
than the diesel MPG.
Using VMT by weight class from the Base VMT
tab and MPG assumptions by weight class
from the MPG tab, the “Percent of taxed gallons
that are basic” is equal to the taxed gallons for
vehicles under 10,000 pounds divided by the
total taxed gallons.
The yellow-shaded assumptions are percent of
basic gallons that are diesel and percent of RV
gallons that are diesel. The user should adjust
the previous study as starting points.
The “Percent of basic gallons that are diesel”
is entered as a percent. A reasonable range
for this assumption is between 5 and 8
percent.10
The “Percent of RV gallons that are diesel”
is entered as a percent. A reasonable range
for this assumption is between 30 and 60
percent.10
Bridge Splits
The Bridge Splits table (see Figure 42 on the
following page) contains the split of the bridge
costs for the incremental allocation of bridge
project expenditures. The available bridge types
listed on the Codes tab.
Work types 60 through 65 are designated
bridge project expenditures. Expenditures
entered for bridge projects work types (work
types 13, 14, 15, 16, 19, or 68) in the Project
Costs

10
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type and work type into work types 60 through
65. This bridge splits are used by the model for
the incremental bridge cost allocation approach
used in the study. The user may adjust the share
for each bridge type and work type, such that
the sum of the shares by bridge type equals one.
Studded Tires
The Studded Tires table contains the state and
local studded tire-related expenditures. A 2014
review of studded tires in Oregon by ODOT
provided projected studded tire expenditures
for state roads.11 The 2015 HCAS uses the same
distribution by work type as the 2013 HCAS.
Local studded tire costs are estimated from the
state studded tire costs using the share of basic
VMT on local roads compared to basic VMT
on state roads. The “Speed-Adjusted Local to
Figure 42. Bridge
Splits

VMT GROWTH

ODOT Economic and Revenue Forecast VMT
by vehicle class (light, medium, heavy) into
the yellow-shaded cells in the table displayed
in Figure 44 so that the base year and model
year match the Base Year and Model Year
columns. The compound VMT growth rates are
automatically calculated for light, medium, and
heavy vehicle classes.

The VMT Growth tab has VMT controls (baseyear and model-year VMT) and VMT growth by
vehicle class (light, medium, heavy) and then
detailed growth rates and growth factors by
weight class.

VMT growth rates by weight class for the basic
and medium vehicle classes as well as weight
classes over 106,001 pounds (heavy) are set
equal to their calculated compound vehicle class
growth rates.

The VMT growth rates are calculated from the
change in VMT from the base year to the model
year in the ODOT Economic and Revenue
Forecast. To update the growth rates, paste the

For weight classes between 26,001 and
104,001, growth factors are developed such that
variation across heavy weight classes exists.
The heavy vehicle growth rates for these weight
classes are automatically adjusted such that the
total heavy vehicle VMT growth rate matches
the target VMT growth rate, but variation still
exists across the weight classes within the
heavy vehicles. Using the distribution of VMT
from 2011, base-year VMT and model-year VMT,
growth factors are automatically developed
for weight classes between 26,001 to 104,001
pounds (see Figure 45).

State Basic VMT on Urban Principal Arterials
and Above” is applied to the state studded tire
expenditures to calculate the local expenditures
for each studded tire-related work type. The
speed-adjusted local to state basic VMT should
not change much between studies.

Figure 43. Studded Tires

Figure 44. Oregon Transportation Economic and Revenue Forecast

the weight classes from 78,001 and 104,001
pounds will have the greatest impact on the total
heavy vehicle group VMT growth rate since a
majority of the heavy vehicle VMT are in these
two weight classes.
The VMT growth rates by weight class are
applied to the base-year VMT data to calculate
the model-year VMT.

11

The projected expenditures for the study biennium include half of the projected expenditures for 2015 and 2017 and the all of the projected expenditures for 2016.
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Figure 45. Development of VMT Growth Rates for Heavy Vehicles
(26,001 to 104,001 pounds)

VMT BY FC
The VMT by FC tab calculates VMT by functional system and ownership,
which is used in the model with the Base VMT and VMT Growth input tabs.
Two data sources are used to update the input on this tab: Oregon’s
Highway Performance Monitoring System (HPMS) submission data and
data from the annual Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Highway
Statistics report.
The Oregon HPMS submission data corresponding to the base year are
pre-processed outside of the HCAS model. The summary table of VMT by
functional system and ownership is pasted into the yellow-shaded cells in
the table at the top of the VMT by FC tab (see Figure 46).
The second data source needed to update the VMT by FC tab is the
Oregon information from the FHWA Highway Statistics Report Table VM-2.
Paste the Oregon row from Table VM-2 into the yellow-shaded cells in the
middle row of the tab (see Figure 47).
The input data are combined into a single table of VMT by functional
system and ownership at the bottom right of the tab. This table is then used
to create the column of VMT by facility class located at the bottom left of
the tab.

Figure 46. VMT by FC Ownership
NON-PROJECT COSTS
The Non-Project Costs tab (see Figure 48 on the following page) contains
the administrative and non-project-related costs by funding source. The
non-project costs are allocated to the vehicle weight classes in the model
cost allocation calculations. The Non-Project Costs tab includes the DMV
and Motor Carrier collection costs, ROW costs, and PE costs. Non-project
Figure 47. Oregon VMT from Highway Statistics: Rural and Urban
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category. The data for the Non-Project Costs tab are based on ODOT’s
proposed budget. ODOT staff complete a worksheet with the same
format as the tables of the Non-Project Costs tab. When pasting the data
into the tables, it is important that the row and column headings match
exactly because the non-project cost entries at the bottom of the tab are
referenced by work type to the input data.
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Figure 48. Non-Project Costs

LOCAL COSTS
The Local Costs tab contains the local agency expenditures by project
work type, facility class, and bridge type. The Local Roads and Streets
Survey (LRSS) receipts and disbursements data are used to update the
Local Costs tab. The LRSS data should be pasted in the yellow-shaded
cells on the Local Costs tab. Make sure that the LRSS data are pasted
different expenditure types.
Once the LRSS data are pasted into the Local Costs tab, calculations are
performed to remove the non-fungible local revenue sources from the
expenditures and then sum the remaining expenditures by HCAS work
type. The Local Costs tab calculations automatically update the local costs
table at the bottom of the Local Costs tab.

Figure 49. Local Costs

Figure 50. Project Costs

PROJECT COSTS
The Project Costs tab contains the
project costs for the biennium, which
are allocated to vehicle classes in
the cost allocation procedure in the
model.

Project expenditures are broken out
by their funding source, work type,
and bridge type (if applicable). Only
one functional system is assigned to
the project, but the project may have
up to four funding sources (federal,
state, local, bond), three work types
(see work type codes on the Codes
tab), and three bridge types, which correspond to the work types (bridge
types are also listed on the Codes tab). Thus, a single project may be listed
multiple times in the Project Costs tab, once for each possible funding
source, work type, and bridge type combination. The user may change the
Project Costs input data by pasting project expenditures into the rows. The
model ignores entries in the Key Number column and stops reading data at
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REVENUE FORECAST
The ODOT Revenue Forecast (total revenue
dollars) by revenue source for the study period
should be pasted into the yellow-shaded cells
on the Revenue Forecast tab. The ODOT
Revenue Forecast is provided by the Financial
and Economics Analysis Unit of the ODOT
Financial Services Branch. Make sure the row
and column headings in the tab correspond to
the new data when pasting the new revenue
Figure 51. Revenue Forecast

forecast into the yellow-shaded cells because
the revenues by summary revenue source will
automatically calculate the revenue control totals
in the left-most summary table of the Revenue
Forecast tab. The revenue control totals are
used to attribute revenues to the vehicle classes.
The Registration Fee revenues and the Other
MC revenue totals are set equal to the control
totals in the revenue attribution calculations.
RATES
The Rates tab contains revenue instrument rates
(tax rates and fees) that are used in the revenue
attribution calculations along with other revenue
inputs in the Revenue Forecast (revenue control
totals) and General (evasion rates, etc.) tabs.
The tax and fee rates for the revenue
instruments are located in the Rates tab. Each of
the revenue rates is used with its corresponding
vehicle tax class VMT to calculate or attribute
revenues to the vehicle classes. The current
law rates can be found in the Revised Oregon
Statutes or obtained from ODOT publications.
The gas and diesel tax rates are entered as
dollars per gallon. The VMT tax, WMT tax, and
RUAF are entered as dollars per mile. Oregon

Figure 52. Rates
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does not currently have a VMT tax so rates are
entered as zero for this instrument. The WMT
tax and RUAF will vary by weight class and
should be entered following the WMT tables or
by calculating the weight class rate using the
mid-point weight for the weight class.
Registration fees are entered as dollars per year.
Divide the two-year registration fee by two to
annualize the registration fee. The Normal Reg is
the passenger vehicle registration fee for basic
vehicles. The Heavy Vehicle Registration Fee
table is for vehicles 10,001 pounds and greater.
Public vehicles are required to pay a one-time
registration fee of $2. The E-Plate Reg fee is set
to $0.40 per year, using the assumption that
each public vehicle has a 5-year service life.
The title fee is entered as dollars per transaction.
The light vehicle title fee is used for weight
classes 24,001 pounds and under, and the
heavy vehicle title fee is used for weight classes
26,001 pounds and greater.
converted to monthly rates for each weight class
by dividing by 12 (months per year) and using
the mid-point of the weight category to calculate
the rate for the weight class.
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MPG
There are two MPG tabs (one in the inputs
workbook and one in the outputs workbook)
that contain initial assumed MPG (input) and
adjusted MPG (output) by weight class.
In the inputs workbook, the assumed MPG
values in the yellow-shaded cells were derived
from a regression analysis of the Vehicle
Inventory and Use Statistics (VIUS) 2002 data
(U.S. Census Bureau). VIUS data collection was
discontinued after 2002. The MPG assumptions
by weight class can be updated when better
information or data on MPG by weight class
become available; no standardized method for
updating this tab has been developed.
The assumed MPG are used in the initial
allocation of fuel tax revenues by weight class
in the model (see columns A and B in Figure
53). Gasoline and diesel fuel tax revenues are
attributed separately because the model allows
for different tax rates and different evasion/
avoidance assumptions for the two fuel types.
VMT by fuel type and weight class for fuel-tax
paying vehicles are assembled and adjusted
for evasion/avoidance. A preliminary attribution
is made by dividing the adjusted VMT in each
Figure 53. Initial and Adjusted MPG
Inputs Workbook

combination of weight class and fuel type by the
assumed miles per gallon for that weight class
from the MPG tab and multiplying the resulting
number of gallons by the per-gallon rate for that
fuel type. The attribution to vehicles between
10,001 and 26,000 pounds is then adjusted to
bring those weight classes, as a group, to equity
(before considering subsidies). The revenue
attributed to basic vehicles is adjusted so that
the total revenue attributed equals the forecast
revenues from the budget. The implied miles
per gallon after adjustment for each weight
class is calculated and saved in MPG tab in the
outputs workbook where it may be examined for
reasonableness (see columns D and E in Figure
53). Adjusted MPG is also a set of MPG values
(by weight class) adjusted to account for the
wide variation in VMT for 10,000-26,000-pound
vehicles. The reasons for using this approach
are detailed in Issue Paper 6 of the 2007 HCAS.
POLICY
The Policy tab contains the allocator or
allocators applied to each work type. The user
may change the yellow-shaded cells in the work
type-allocator table for the allocator name and

Figure 54. Policy

the allocator share for each work type. Available
allocators are listed to the right of the main table.
Note that all allocators must be entered exactly
as shown (spaces, spelling, etc.) for the model
to function properly; the user should copy and
paste allocator names into the yellow-shaded
allocator name columns to avoid errors.
The user may enter the allocator share (a
percent value between 0 and 100 percent)
second allocator is automatically calculated
as 100 percent minus the percentage for the
percentages must add to exactly 100 percent.
The Preliminary and Construction Engineering
and Right of Way allocators are updated
using the calculations from the supplemental
Split PE and ROW workbook. Pavement work
type allocators are from the pavement factors
developed by RD Mingo and Associates.
CODES
The Codes tab has Summary Work Types (SWT)
and the Summary Weight Class lookup tables
which are used by the model to aggregate the
costs to allocate and allocated costs.
Figure 55. Codes

Outputs Workbook
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11. OUTPUT FILES
the user must save the workbook in the inputs
this guide (see Section 4, Initial Model Setup and Section 6, Set Up a New
Scenario). After the user has set up a new scenario, the user must run the
scenario through the HCAS Python model. Steps to run the HCAS Python
model are outlined in Section 7, Run the HCAS Python Model.

Attributed Revenues for Registration fees and Other MC in the Attributed
Revenues tab in the outputs workbook should equal their control totals from
the Revenue Forecast tab in the inputs workbook.
OUTPUT WORKBOOK TABS
Running the HCAS Python model will produce a new outputs workbook
with model outputs and summary results.
Model VMT

scenario’s outputs folder and open the outputs workbook that will have the
The outputs workbook will have detailed and summary data on the VMT
analysis, allocated costs, and attributed revenues from the model. There are
txt_2015 folder.

The Model VMT tab contains the projected VMT in the forecast year by
vehicle weight class and vehicle tax class. This table is analogous to the
table in the Base VMT input tab but for the model year. The VMT growth
rates are applied to the Base VMT to produce the Model VMT output.
Figure 56. Model VMT

AUDITING
Recalculating the model and saving the outputs should take a few minutes.
Once the model results have been recalculated there are several checks
that can be performed to audit the model calculations. After the model has
successfully completed, review the model results to check that the VMT,
cost allocation, and revenue attribution in the output tabs are reasonable.
The following are general checks that can be performed to audit the model
output:
Check that the costs to allocate (the non-project costs, project costs,
and local costs data entered into the model by the user) are equal to the
allocated costs from the model. If costs to allocate are different from the
allocated costs, go back to the non-project costs, project costs, and local
costs tabs to check that all costs were entered with valid work types,
funding sources, functional systems, and bridge types.
Check the reasonableness of the adjusted MPG rates compared to the
initial assumed MPG by weight class on the MPG tab in the outputs
workbook.
Check to see if any pavement factors are listed as missing by reviewing
the MissingPavementFactors.log
txt_2015 folder. If the
MissingPavementFactors.log
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Costs to Allocate by SWT
The Costs to Allocate by SWT tab (see Figure 57 on the following page)
displays a summary table of the input data in the Project Costs, Non-Project
Costs, and Local Costs tabs by summary work type. While the model
combines the cost input data from the three tabs from the inputs workbook
to produce this summary table, no other calculations are performed on
the input data to produce the Costs to Allocate by SWT tab. The tabulated
costs from all funding sources on the Costs to Allocate by SWT tab are
compared with the output on the Allocated Costs by SWT tab to ensure that
all input costs are allocated in the model calculations. The Costs to Allocate
by SWT

oUtpUt files
Figure 57. Costs to Allocate by SWT

Allocated Costs by SWT
The Allocated Costs by SWT tab displays the model output of the allocated
costs by summary work type, funding source, and summary weight class.
The allocated costs on this tab are the same allocated costs displayed in
the Allocated Costs
the Allocated Costs tab contains the allocated costs for every weight class,
the Allocated Costs by SWT tab has a summary table to create exhibits in
Allocated Costs
The Allocated Costs tab displays the costs allocated in the model for
each funding source to each weight class and axle class. This tab does
not contain any information on the work types of the allocated costs. The
output on the Allocated Costs tab is used in the Equity and Summary tabs
to determine cost responsibility by weight class and user groups.

Figure 58. Allocated Costs by SWT

Attributed Revenues
The Attributed Revenues tab displays the attributed user fees by major
revenue source for each weight and axle class. The revenue totals are
calculated in the Attribute Revenues calculations in the model. The output
on the Attributed Revenues tab is used in the Equity tab and Summary tab
to determine annual user fees and share of revenues for each vehicle class.
MPG

Figure 59. Allocated Costs

The MPG tab in the outputs workbook is discussed in the previous section
on page D29 and illustrated in Figure 53.
Figure 60. Attributed Revenues
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SUMMARY WORKBOOK TABS
The Equity and Summary tabs summarize the model output tabs,
displaying summary results and equity ratios. These tabs reference the
model output tabs and do not require any user input.
Equity
The Equity tab contains the Annual VMT, Annual Cost Responsibility,
Annual User Fees, and Subsidy and Equity Ratios for each 2,000-pound
weight class. The VMT, Cost Responsibility, and User Fee Revenues are
shown for All Vehicles and for Full-Fee Vehicles.
Full-Fee Costs are calculated by scaling total Cost Responsibility by the
ratio of full-fee VMT to total VMT. The Full-Fee Scaled Equity Ratio is the
ratio of the share of full-fee cost responsibility to the full-fee user fee share.
Figure 61. Equity

Summary
The Summary tab summarizes the model results for the major vehicle weight
classes. The Annual VMT, Annual Cost Responsibility, and Annual User
Fees are linked to the Equity tab. The VMT, Cost Responsibility and User
Fee shares and the equity ratios are also located on the Summary tab.
The Summary tab calculates the different Scaled Equity Ratios as follows:
All: Ratio of the share of All User Fees to the share of all State, Federal,
and Local Cost Responsibilities.
Full-Fee: Ratio of the share of Full-Fee User Fees to the share of Full-Fee
Cost Responsibility.
OUTPUT TEXT FILES
Allocated Costs
AllocatedCosts_bond.txt
AllocatedCosts_federal.txt
AllocatedCosts_state.txt
AllocatedCosts_local-federal.txt
AllocatedCosts_local-state.txt
AllocatedCosts_local-other.txt
AllocatedCosts_other.txt

Figure 62. Summary

output as tabs in the outputs workbook. Since there are just over 100
different weight and axle classes and more than 100 work types, each of
The format of the AllocatedCosts
(WC), axles, and dollars.
Since allocated costs by funding source are summarized in the Allocated
Costs by SWT tab in the outputs workbook, the AllocatedCosts
only required when the user is interested in looking at allocated costs for a
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policy AnAlysis of AlternAtive rAtes
Bonds2015-2017.txt
Bond expenditures allocated during the 2015-2017 study. It is important

2015-2017 that will be used in the 2017 HCAS study, along with the prior
DeclaredPaveFactors.txt
The DeclaredPaveFactors.txt
declared operating weight.
FlatFeeReport.txt
FlatFeeReport.txt
MissingPavementFactors.log
MissingPavementFactors.log

provides an explanation of the alternative rate analysis, a detailed
description of the revenue instruments and three alternative rate case
studies to illustrate the alternative rate analysis.
The Alternative Rate Analysis allows the user to estimate the effects of
different road user tax rates and fees by entering the alternative rates in the
Alt. Rates
calculations, the program calibrates the model to the rates and control
totals in the Rates and Revenue Forecast input tabs, and then evaluates the
Alt. Rates input tab.
The model reports the output from the current rates and alternative rates
analyses in separate output tabs.
The HCAS model compares the share of costs for each vehicle class to
their share of revenues to calculate the equity ratios. Altering the tax rates
does not affect the allocation of costs to user groups.
The HCAS model does not contain any travel demand price elasticities,
thus changing the use-related tax rates does not affect the underlying VMT
owning a vehicle alter the assumed vehicle registrations or vehicle miles
traveled.

SubsidiesbyVehClass.txt
SubsidiesbyVehClass.txt
subsidies by weight class and axle class.
VMTMaster.txt
The VMTMaster.txt
calculated VMT. VMT are reported for each facility class by ownership,
and city ownership.

12. POLICY ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVE
RATES
The HCAS model includes the option to analyze changes in revenue
instrument taxes or fees. The Alternative Rate Analysis is an optional
should ignore the alternative rate analysis output tabs. This section

The process for conducting an alternative rate analysis is straightforward.
The general procedure is to:
Enter the alternative rates in the Alt. Rates tab in the inputs workbook
and re-save the inputs workbook.
Run HCASModule.py (see Section 7, Run the HCAS Python Model).
View the alternative rate results on the Alt. Attributed Revenues, Alt.
Equity, and Alt. Summary tabs in the outputs workbook.
ALTERNATIVE RATES INPUT TABS
Alt. Rates
The Alt. Rates tab in the inputs workbook contains the revenue instrument
tax rates for gas, diesel, VMT, WMT, and registration fees, the RUAF and
this tab is the same as the Rates tab (see Figure 52 on page D28).
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Revenue Instruments

Gas Tax: Dollars per Gallon

pay registration fees and the gas or diesel tax, and vehicles over 26,000
pounds pay registration fees and a weight mile tax (WMT).

Alt Rates tab is applied to the imputed
gallons of taxed gasoline, which is calculated in the model as the gas tax
VMT divided the adjusted MPG.

Other special vehicles classes pay the following combination of use-related
taxes and registration fees:
and gas or diesel tax.
E-Plate (publicly owned) vehicles: pay the E-Plate registration fee.
Cost), and gas or diesel tax. Tow trucks under 26,000 pounds have their
own registration fee schedule; tow trucks over 26,000 pounds register
with the MCTD and follow the normal heavy vehicle registration fee
schedule.
Farm vehicles: Farm vehicles have their own Farm Registration Fee
Schedule and pay the gas or diesel tax (farm vehicles do not pay the
weight-mile tax).
Flat fee vehicles: Carriers hauling logs, sand and gravel, or wood chips
instead of the weight mile tax. Flat fee vehicles are registered using
the Motor Carrier Division registration schedule for tractors, trucks, and
buses (normal registration fees).

The gas tax VMT is the sum of the VMT from the following vehicle classes:
Gasoline-fueled Basic cars (car VMT minus the portion of basic car minus
the assumed diesel share of basic VMT), Gas Commercial (GasCOMM)
VMT, Gas Tow Trucks (GasTow) VMT, GasFarm VMT, GasCN VMT,
GasSLG, GasFed, and GasSchool.
The total gasoline VMT is adjusted by the gas tax avoidance assumption
to determine the total taxed gasoline VMT. The gas tax evasion factor is an
General tab.
Key assumptions and data used in the calculation of the gas tax revenues
are the percent of basic VMT by diesel-powered vehicles, the gas tax
avoidance rate, MPG, VMT and the gasoline tax rates.
The adjusted MPG is calculated by fuel type for each weight class and
used in the revenue attribution for the HCAS model is also used in the
alternative rate revenue attribution. Thus the revenues from an increase (or
decrease) in the gas tax rates is adjusted appropriately so that the gas tax

Road user assessment fee (RUAF) vehicles: Vehicles operating with
single-trip permits at a gross weight above 98,000 pounds pay a RUAF
of 5.7 cents per equivalent single-axle load for the loaded portion of
their trip and pay a WMT tax for the unloaded portion. These vehicles
pay regular registration fees according to their normally declared weight.

A majority of gasoline-powered (and taxed) vehicle miles are basic
vehicles. Since the majority of the gas tax vehicle miles are by basic
vehicles, increasing the gas tax rate will increase the revenue share paid
by basic vehicles and increase the basic vehicle equity share. Similarly, a
decrease in the gasoline tax rate will have the opposite effect, decreasing
the gasoline tax revenues, which will decrease the basic vehicle share of
revenues and the basic vehicle equity ratio.

Title fees are one-time fees for new vehicles and title transfers.

Diesel Tax: Dollars per Gallon

Tax rates for each of the unique revenue instruments can be copied from
the Rates tab into the Alt. Rates
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Alt. Rates tab is applied to the imputed
gallons of taxed diesel fuel to determine the diesel tax revenues. The
imputed gallons of taxed diesel fuel is calculated as the diesel tax VMT
divided by the adjusted MPG.
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Diesel tax VMT is calculated as diesel tax evasion and avoidance-adjusted
sum of the following vehicle class VMT: Car-Diesel (basic vehicle VMT
multiplied by the percent of basic VMT by diesel-powered vehicles), Diesel
Comm, DieselTow, DieselFarm, and DieselCN.
The diesel tax, paid by diesel-fueled vehicles, like the gasoline tax, affects
both basic and non-basic vehicles; however the majority of diesel-fueltaxed VMT are by heavy vehicles. In addition to having a higher share of
means that heavy vehicles use more fuel per mile. Both of these factors
imply that an increase in the diesel tax rate will result in a higher share of
revenues for heavy vehicles, all other rates and assumptions held constant.
VMT Tax: Dollars per Mile
As of January 2015, no VMT tax exists in Oregon, however the VMT tax is
a potential future revenue instrument and the model has included the VMT
tax instrument as a possible policy option for the alternative rate analysis.
The VMT tax is entered as dollars per mile, similar to the current WMT tax.
The VMT tax is applied to all full-fee basic vehicles and non-basic vehicles
that do not pay the WMT, Flat Fee, or RUAF tax (e.g., VMT tax is applied to
vehicles currently paying either the gasoline or diesel tax).
VMT tax revenues are calculated by applying the VMT tax rates to gas and
diesel VMT. A VMT tax can be entered instead of, or in addition to, gas and
diesel tax rates. Flat Fee, RUAF, and WMT vehicle classes continue to be
taxed using their respective tax instruments and rates.

The WMT revenues and revenue attribution are calculated by multiplying
the WMT tax by the WMT evasion-adjusted WMT VMT. Increasing the WMT
tax rates will increase the share of revenue for heavy vehicles (vehicles over
26,000 pounds) and increase the heavy vehicle equity ratio. The WMT tax
structure will affect the equity ratios for individual weight classes within the
heavy vehicle group.
Vehicle Registration Fees: Dollars per Year
The Oregon DMV registers most vehicles, with the exception of heavy
vehicles (over 26,000 pounds), which must register with the MCTD. Vehicle
registration fee schedules can be found at the DMV website and the
Tractor, Truck, and Buses Registration Fee Schedule can be found at the
MCTD website. All registration fees are entered as dollars per year on the
Rates and Alt Rates tabs.
Normal Vehicle Registration (Normal Reg): Current normal registration
for basic vehicles (under 8,000 pounds) is $84 for a two-year
registration ($43 per year). The MCTD Registration Fee Schedule is
used for vehicles 10,000 pounds and up.
have their own registration schedule (“Fee Schedule: Trucks Registered
as Farm Vehicles”).
Tow Truck Registration (Tow Reg): The fee schedule for tow/recovery
vehicles is used for tow trucks under 26,000 pounds, and the
registration fee entered in the Rates and Alt Rates tabs should exclude

The impact of a VMT tax on the basic and heavy revenue shares and
weight classes.

pounds must register with and pay registration fees according to the
MCTD.

Weight Mile Tax (WMT): Dollars per Mile
The WMT is measured in dollars per mile. The ODOT WMT Table A lists the
WMT rates for heavy vehicles between 26,000 and 80,000 pounds and the
ODOT WMT Table B contains the per mile rates for heavy vehicles between
80,000 and 105,500 pounds. Vehicles weighing more than 105,500
pounds pay the RUAF.

Vehicles.” This fee schedule includes vehicles up to 105,500 pounds.
E-Plate Registration (E-Plate Reg) per year registration fee. Publicly
owned vehicles pay a one-time registration fee of $2. It is assumed that
for registration fees is set equal to $0.40 per year in the 2015 HCAS.
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Light Trailer Registration (LT Reg): The per year registration fee paid by
light trailers weighing less than 26,001 pounds.
Heavy Trailer Registration (HT Reg): The per year registration fee paid
by heavy trailers weighing more than 26,000 pounds.
Title Fee: Dollars per Title Transaction
Oregon. As of January 2015 there were two different title fees depending
on vehicle class. The title fee for vehicles weighing under 26,000 pounds
was $77 and the fee for vehicles above 26,000 pounds was $90. The title
fee revenue control total amount is attributed to the vehicle classes based
on VMT at each weight class and the title fee.
RUAF: Dollars per Mile
per equivalent single-axle load (ESAL) by weight class from the RUAF fee
schedule. The RUAF rate is applied to the RUAF VMT by weight class,
which are tabulated from the base year RUAF collection reports. For a
given weight class, the RUAF rates decrease as the number of axles
increases because the vehicle weight is being distributed over more axles,
causing less road damage.
Flat Fee: Monthly Fee
apply to carriers hauling chips, sand and gravel, or logs. These carriers
pay per month according to their loaded operating weight. The Flat Fee
rates are entered as dollars per month. The VMT per month and axle share

sand and gravel haulers may pay $7.53 per 100 pounds, and wood chip
haulers may pay $30.65 per 100 pounds. Flat fee rates apply to vehicles
hauling log, sand and gravel, or chips that are over 26,000 pounds, with
the mid-point for the weight category (weight class plus 999 pounds).
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ALTERNATIVE RATES OUTPUT TABS
The alternative rate analysis results are displayed in three tabs in the
outputs workbook: Alt. Attributed Revenues, Alt. Equity, and Alt. Summary.
Alt. Attributed Revenues
The Alt. Attributed Revenues tab contains model output of the attributed
revenues by major revenue instrument for each weight and axle class. The
Alt. Attributed Revenues are summed to produce Annual User Fees in the
Alt. Equity and Alt. Summary tabs.
Alt. Equity
The Alt. Equity tab displays the Annual VMT, Annual Cost Responsibility,
Annual User Fees, and Scaled Equity Ratio by weight and axle class for
the alternative rate analysis. The Alt. Equity tab refers to the Alt. Attributed
Revenues, and Allocated Costs tabs.
Alt. Summary
The Alt. Summary tab displays the summary results of the annual model
VMT, annual cost responsibility, annual user fees, the subsidy and
allocated subsidy, and the equity ratios by aggregated major vehicle weight
class for the alternative rate analysis.
ALTERNATIVE RATES ANALYSIS CASE STUDIES
This section illustrates three different alternative rate analyses. For each
case study, a step-by-step explanation of how to conduct the analysis is
provided, followed by a description of the impact of the changes on vehicle
equity ratios.
gallon to $0.36 per gallon. The second case study increases the basic
vehicle registration fee by $11, or roughly 25 percent. The third case study
imposes a new VMT tax of $0.0293 per mile, repealing the state fuel tax.
The second case study illustrates the effect of a change in a single revenue
than one revenue instrument. The net effect of an analysis of two or more
revenue instrument rate changes will depend on the relative magnitude
of the change to each revenue instrument rate and which vehicle class
revenues are affected.
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Case Study A: Change in Gas and Diesel Rates
from the current rate of $0.30 per gallon to $0.36 per gallon—a six-cent
increase. Only the gas and diesel tax rates are increased; other revenue
instrument rates remain at their 2011 HCAS rates.
Perform an analysis of an increase in the gas and diesel tax rates by
following these steps:
In the Alt. Rates tab, copy the current rates from the Rates tab.
In the Gas Tax column (column “C” beginning in row 3) enter 0.36 for
$0.36 per gallon.
In the Diesel Tax column (column “D” beginning in row 3) enter 0.36 for
$0.36 per gallon.
Run HCASModule.py.
View the alternative rate analysis results in the Alt. Attributed Revenues,
Alt. Equity, and Alt. Summary tabs in the outputs workbook.

A comparison of the Equity tab to the Alt. Equity tab shows that the VMT
and Cost Responsibility for each weight class have not changed. Only
the Attributed Revenues (Annual User Fees) have changed. Because the
change in the attributed revenues has also changed the revenue shares,
the vehicle classes.
Table 2 compares the gas tax revenue, diesel tax revenue, and other
revenue for the 2011 HCAS model (“2011 Rates”) and the alternative gas
and diesel rates (“Alt. Rates”). Both the gas tax and diesel tax revenues
have increased by 20 percent (a six cent increase in the $0.30 per gallon
fuel tax rate is a 20 percent increase) in the alternative rate analysis, and
total revenues have increased by 9.5 percent as a result of the gas and
diesel tax rate increases.
In the 2011 HCAS, the basic vehicle equity share is 0.9954. The basic
vehicle equity share in the alternative rate analysis (found in the Alt.
Summary tab after recalculating the model with the alternative rates) is
1.0363 (see Table 3). The basic vehicle equity share increases because
the net effect of the gas and diesel tax increase is an increase in the basic
vehicle revenue share, which in turn increases the basic vehicle equity ratio.

The revenue in the Alt. Attributed Revenues
increase in the gas and diesel tax rates.

Case Study B: Change in Registration Fee

Table 2. Comparison of Annual Revenues for Gas and Diesel Rates
Case (thousands of dollars)

The second case study, a change in registration fees, considers increasing
the normal registration fee for basic vehicles from $43 to $54 per year. Only
the normal registration fee for basic vehicles is increased; other revenue
instrument rates remain at their 2011 HCAS rates.

Revenue Source
Gas Tax
Diesel Tax
Other
Total Revenue

2011 Rates

Alt. Rates

Revenue
Difference

% Change in
Revenues

493,090

591,708

98,618

20%

42,798

51,357

8,560

20%

590,345

590,345

0

0%

1,126,232

1,233,410

107,178

9.5%

Table 3. Comparison of Revenue Shares and Equity Ratios for Gas
and Diesel Rates Case
Weight Class

Share of Annual User Fees

FF Subsidy-Adjusted Equity Ratios

2011 Rates

Alt. Rates

2011 Rates

Alt. Rates

1 to 10,000

65.73%

68.42%

0.9954

1.0363

10,001 and up

34.27%

31.58%

1.0089

0.9295

Perform an alternative rate analysis of a change in the Normal Registration
Fee by following these steps:
In the Alt. Rates tab, copy the current rates from the Rates tab.
In the Normal Reg column (column “G” beginning in row 2), enter 54 for
per year for basic vehicles (vehicles under 10,000 pounds).
Run HCASModule.py.
View the alternative rate analysis results in the Alt. Attributed Revenues,
Alt. Equity, and Alt. Summary tabs in the outputs workbook.
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Because the registration fee paid by basic vehicles increases while all other
rates are held constant, the basic vehicle share of revenues increases, in
turn increasing the basic vehicle equity ratio. Because the heavy vehicle
class revenues remain unchanged, the heavy vehicle revenue share
declines from 34.3 percent to 33.2 percent, as shown in Table 4.
Case Study C: Implementation of VMT Tax
The third case study evaluates the impact of the implementation of a
vehicle-mile-traveled (VMT) tax and the repeal of the gas and diesel taxes.
Only the gas and diesel taxes and VMT tax are changed; other revenue
instrument rates remain at their 2011 HCAS rates.
Perform an alternative rate analysis of a new VMT tax and repeal of the gas
and diesel tax by following these steps:

Table 4. Comparison of Revenue Shares and Equity Ratios for Basic
Vehicle Registration Fee Case
Weight Class

Share of Annual User Fees

FF Subsidy-Adjusted Equity
Ratios

2011 Rates

Alt. Rates

2011 Rates

Alt. Rates

1 to 10,000

65.73%

66.85%

0.9954

1.0123

10,001 and up

34.27%

33.15%

1.0089

0.9761

Table 5. Comparison of Revenue Shares and Equity Ratios for VMT
Tax Case Study
Weight Class

Share of Annual User Fees

FF Subsidy-Adjusted Equity
Ratios

2011 Rates

Alt. Rates

2011 Rates

Alt. Rates

In the Alt. Rates tab, copy the current rates from the Rates tab.

1 to 10,000

65.73%

75.88%

0.9954

1.1494

In the Gas Tax and Diesel Tax columns (columns “C” and “D” beginning
in row 3), enter 0 for all weight classes. This step sets the gas and diesel
tax rates to zero.

10,001 and up

34.27%

21.12%

1.0089

0.7098

In the VMT Tax column (column “E”, beginning in row 3), enter 0.0293
for all weight classes. This step sets the VMT tax rate to $0.0293 per
mile (2.93 cents per mile).
Run HCASModule.py.
View the alternative rate analysis results in the Alt. Attributed Revenues,
Alt. Equity, and Alt. Summary tabs in the outputs workbook.
A VMT tax rate of $0.0293 per mile produces average annual revenues of
approximately $563.1 million. Basic vehicle full-fee revenue share increases
to 75.8 percent in the alternative rate analysis from 65.7 percent in the
current model.
A VMT tax rate of $0.0293 per mile is roughly equal to the effective fuel tax
the vehicle miles traveled by vehicle tax classes paying the gas and diesel
tax are by basic vehicles, in the model assumed to have closer to 20 MPG,
the revenues from a VMT tax of $0.0293 per mile are greater than the fuel
taxes generated from a $0.30 per gallon fuel tax. Thus, the basic vehicle
revenues and equity share increase as shown in Table 5.
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Model overview

MODEL OVERVIEW

Figure 1. Oregon Highway Cost Allocation Model

The full source code for the 2015 Oregon Highway Cost
Allocation Model is included with the model distribution.
The model is written in Python and is implemented by
running HCASModule.py. The process for running the
model is described in depth in Appendix D, the Model
User Guide. The 2015 model differs from prior Oregon
HCASs where the model was run in an Excel workbook
with a Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) routine that calls
the Python code. The methods of the HCAS Python model
that perform the actual calculations remain unchanged.
As described in the Model User Guide in Appendix D, the
user runs the 2015 HCAS Model with using a Graphic User
Interface (GUI) in which the user can open and run the
Python model. The HCAS Python code is centered on a
class, HCASModule, that calls a series of methods when
This appendix provides a detailed description of each
of the class methods that are called in the HCAS Python
model, explaining the calculations and describing the
internal data structures they use. Figure 1 shows a
graphical representation of the overall model process,
including the Excel workbooks, the HCAS model, and the
Figure 1 shows the required inputs,
templates and outputs of the model. Each box shows the
located. Appendix D provides a detailed overview of how
HCAS model folder.
Table 1 describes the input ranges in various tabs of the
“HCAS Inputs 2015.xlsx” workbook, listing the input range
name, the tab it is located in, the data it contains, the units
those data are in, the class method that loads the data into
the HCAS model code, and the name of the data structure
in the HCAS model code that accepts the data.
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Table 1. Input Ranges
Named Range

Tab

Model Function

Model Variable Name

Units

Contains

GrowthRates

VMT Growth

simpleSetup(xls_
inputs[‘GrowthRates’])

self.growthRates

Annual growth rate
(e.g., 0.05 means 5%
per year)

VMT growth rates

VMTByFC

VMT by FC

simpleSetup(xls_inputs[‘VMTByFC’]) self.VMTbyFC

Base-year vehiclemiles traveled

VMT by functional class and ownership

BaseVMT

Base VMT

setBaseVMT(xls_inputs[‘BaseVMT’]) self.baseVMT

Base-year vehiclemiles traveled

Base-year VMT by weight class and tax
class

Evasion

General

setEvasion(xls_inputs[‘Evasion’])

self.gasEvasion, self.
dieselEvasion, self.
wmtEvasion, self.
basicDiesel, self.
ruafRegRate, self.
ruafReg78, self.ruafReg96,
self.ruafReg104, self.
emptyLogPercent, self.
emptyLogWeight

All are shares
(e.g., 0.05 means
5%) except RUAF
Registration Rate is
in dollars per mile
traveled and Empty
Log Weight is in
pounds

Assumptions for gas-tax avoidance,
use-fuel tax evasion & avoidance,
weight-mile tax evasion, share of basic
VMT that burn diesel, registration rate per
mile for RUAF vehicles, share of RUAF
vehicles registered at 78,001-80,000
lbs, share of RUAF vehicles registered
at 96,001-98,000 lbs, share of RUAF
vehicles registered at 104,001-105,500
are empty, declared weight for empty log
trucks

Path

Policy

setPath(xls_inputs[‘Path’])

self.path

Names of allocators
and shares

Allocator(s) to use for each work type

ProjectCosts

Project Costs

setProjectOrLocalCosts(xls_
inputs[‘ProjectCosts’])

self.projectCosts

Biennial dollars

Costs to allocate for construction projects

NonProjectCosts

Non-Project
Costs

setNonProjectOrStuddedTire(xls_
inputs[‘NonProjectCosts’])

self.nonProjectCosts

Biennial dollars

Other costs to allocate

LocalCosts

Local Costs

setProjectOrLocalCosts(xls_
inputs[‘LocalCosts’])

self.localCosts

Biennial dollars

Local-government costs to allocate

StuddedTire

General

setNonProjectOrStuddedTire(xls_
inputs[‘StuddedTire’])

self.studdedTire

Biennial dollars

Studded-tire adjustments

BridgeFactors

General

setBridgeFactors(xls_
inputs[‘BridgeFactors’])

self.bridgeFactors

Shares

Incremental factors for bridge work types

BondFactor

General

self.bondFactor

Share

Proportion of bonded expenditures to
allocate in a biennium

Biennium

General

int(xls_inputs[‘Biennium’][0][0])

self.biennium

Four-digit year

First year of model biennium

SWT

Codes

setSummaryTypesClasses(xls_
inputs[‘SWT’])

self.summaryWorkTypes

Work type codes

SWC

Codes

setSummaryTypesClasses(xls_
inputs[‘SWC’])

self.
summaryWeightClasses

Pounds
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Table 2
data it contains, the units those data are in, and the data
structure in the HCAS model that accepts the data.
Table 3 describes the outputs from the model code
that populate the tabs in the “HCAS Outputs 2015.xlsx”
workbook, listing the data structure in the HCAS model
from which the data are extracted, the method called to
calculate and retrieve the data, the tab into which the
data are written, and the contents of the data.
Table 4
written when the HCAS model runs, listing the data
structure in the HCAS model from which the data are
extracted, the method called to calculate and write the

Table 1 (continued). Input Ranges
Named Range

Tab

Model Function

Model Variable Name

Units

Contains

RevenueTotals

Revenue
Forecast

setRevenueTotals(xls_
inputs[‘RevenueTotals’])

self.revenueTotals

Biennial dollars

Control totals for revenues by instrument

Rates

Rates

setRates(xls_inputs[‘Rates’])

self.rates

Dollars per whatever
fee

RUAFRates

Rates

setRUAFRates(xls_
inputs[‘RUAFRates’])

FFRates

Rates

setFFRates(xls_inputs[‘FFRates’])

MPG

MPG

AltRates

Alt Rates

AltRUAFRates

Alt Rates

AltFFRates

Alt Rates

self.RUAFRates

Dollars per mile

Current-law RUAF rates

Dollars per month, miles
per month, and shares
self.MPG

Miles per gallon

Assumed miles per gallon

setRates(xls_inputs[‘AltRates’])

self.altRates

Dollars per whatever

setRUAFRates(xls_
inputs[‘AltRUAFRates’])

self.altRUAFRates

Dollars per mile

setFFRates(xls_inputs[‘AltFFRates’])

self.altFlatfee

Dollars per month, miles
per month, and shares

Alternative RUAF rates

See: HCAS Inputs 2015.xlsx
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Table 2. Input Text Files
File Name

Model Data Structure

Units

SeedData.txt

self.seedData

Unitless
numbers

Contains

classes, and so will produce a distribution that not only adds up to the correct totals for each weight

facility class (combines functional class and ownership), functional class, ownership, weight class,
AxleShares.txt

self.shares

Shares
(e.g. 0.5
means 50%)

Contains the shares of vehicles weighing more than 105,500 pounds with each number of axles (5 to
9+) by weight class. These data are developed from Special Weighings data. There are three columns:

SimpleFactors.txt

self.simpleFactors

Shares

Contains vectors of factors to be multiplied by VMT for simple allocators (different weight groupings of
the Under26 factor is one for all weight classes up to 26,000 pounds and zero for all weight classes
over 26,000 pounds. There are ten columns: weight class, axles, AllVMT, BasicVMT, Over10VMT,
keys; the rest are allocators.

PaveFactors.txt

self.paveFactors

Shares

Contains cost responsibility factors (by weight class, functional class, and number of axles) for wear
model (the Oregon version of the National Pavement Cost Model for Highway Cost Allocation

PCEFactors.txt

self.pceFactors

DeclaredRegistered.txt

self.declaredRegistered Shares

Contains shares of vehicles in each declared weight class that are registered in each registered weight
class. These data were developed from Motor Carrier registration data. There are three columns:

DeclaredOperating.txt

self.declaredOperating

Shares

Contains shares of vehicles in each declared weight class operating at each operating weight class.

BasicSharePeak.txt

self.peakShares

Shares

Contains the basic-vehicle share of peak-hour VMT for each functional class. These data were

BondsYYYY-YYYY.txt

self.priorBondAmount

Biennial
dollars

most recent prior biennia. Columns are declared weight class, declared number of axles, and dollars.
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Shares

Contains passenger car equivalents (PCEs) by weight class, functional class, and number of axles for
vehicles on regular, uphill, and congested roadways. These factors represent the amount of roadway
capacity a single vehicle of a particular weight class takes up as a proportion of the capacity consumed
by a basic vehicle. These factors were developed from a study conducted as a part of the 1997 federal
highway cost allocation study. There are six columns: facility class (combines functional class and

Model overview
Table 3. Outputs
Tab

Model Data Structure

Method to Create

Units

Contains

Model VMT

self.vmtByVehicles

makeVMTByVehicles()

Annual vehicle-miles
traveled

Model year VMT by weight class and tax class

Allocated Costs

self.fullAllocatedCosts

allocateCosts()

Biennial dollars

Allocated costs by declared weight class, declared
number of axles, and funding source

Allocated Costs by SWT

self.fullAllocatedCosts

getAllocatedCostsByWorkType()

Biennial dollars

Allocated costs by funding source, summary work
type, and summary weight class

Costs to Allocate by SWT

self.projectCosts, self.
nonProjectCosts,
self.bondCosts, self.
priorBondAmount

getCoststoAllocate()

Biennial dollars

Costs to allocate by funding source and summary
work type

Attributed Revenues

attributedRevenues

attributeRevenues()

Biennial dollars

Attributed revenues by declared weight class,
declared number of axles, and revenue instrument

Alt. Attributed Revenues

attributedRevenues

attributeAltRevenues()

Biennial dollars

Attributed alternative revenues by declared weight
class, declared number of axles, and revenue
instrument

MPG

self.adjustedMPG

getAdjustedMPG()

Miles per gallon

Calibrated estimates of miles per gallon by weight
class

See: HCAS Outputs 2015.xlsx

Table 4. Output Text FIles
File Name

Model Data Structure

Method to Create

Units

Contains

AllocatedCosts_bond.txt

self.fullAllocatedCosts

allocateCosts()

Biennial dollars

Contains allocated costs from current and prior bonded
expenditures. Columns are funding source, work type, declared
are keys.

AllocatedCosts_federal.txt

self.fullAllocatedCosts

allocateCosts()

Biennial dollars

AllocatedCosts_local-federal.txt

self.fullAllocatedCosts

allocateCosts()

Biennial dollars

Contains allocated costs from the expenditure of federal funds by
state government. Columns are funding source, work type, declared
are keys.
Contains allocated costs from the expenditure of federal funds by
local government. Columns are funding source, work type, declared
are keys.

AllocatedCosts_local-other.txt

self.fullAllocatedCosts

allocateCosts()

Biennial dollars

Contains allocated costs from the expenditure of local funds by
local government. Columns are funding source, work type, declared
are keys.
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Model overview
Table 4 (continued). Output Text FIles
File Name

Model Data Structure

Method to Create

Units

Contains

AllocatedCosts_local-state.txt

self.fullAllocatedCosts

allocateCosts()

Biennial dollars

Contains allocated costs from the expenditure of state funds by
local government. Columns are funding source, work type, declared

AllocatedCosts_other.txt

self.fullAllocatedCosts

allocateCosts()

Biennial dollars

Not used. This may be ignored.

AllocatedCosts_state.txt

self.fullAllocatedCosts

allocateCosts()

Biennial dollars

Contains allocated costs from the expenditure of state funds by
state government. Columns are funding source, work type, declared

BondsYYYY-YYYY.txt

allocatedBonds

allocateCosts()

Biennial dollars

are keys.

are keys.
Contains allocated bonded expenditures from this study. Will be

the model biennium in place of “YYYY”.

DeclaredPaveFactors.txt

self.pavement

makeVMTMaster()

Unitless factors

FlatFeeReport.txt

ffRevenue,
asifWMTRevenue

allocateCosts()

Biennial dollars

Contains pavement factors by facility class, declared weight class,
and declared number of axles that are constructed from the raw
pavement factors, which are by functional class, operating weight
class, and actual number of axles. Columns are facility class,
functional class, ownership, declared weight class, declared number

if they paid weight-mile tax. The ‘as-if‘ revenue is to determine the
considered alternative fee-paying vehicles. Columns are declared
weight class, declared number of axles, log revenue, as-if log
revenue, dump revenue, as-if dump revenue, chip revenue, and as-if

MissingPavementFactors.log

N/A

makeVMTMaster()

N/A

Lists any errors encountered while attempting to make pavement
factors by facility class, declared weight class, and declared number
of axles from raw pavement factors, which are by functional class,
operating weight class, and actual number of axles.

VMTMaster.txt

self.VMTMaster

makeVMTMaster()

Annual vehiclemiles traveled

Contains annual VMT. Columns are functional class, ownership,
declared weight class, declared number of axles, and vehicle-miles

SubsidiesbyVehClass.txt

ffRevenue, regRevenue,
ruafRevenue,
wmtRevenue,
gasTaxRevenue,
dieselTaxRevenue,
asifWMTRevenue

allocateCosts()

Biennial dollars

Contains calculated subsidies by subsidy type for WMT, Farm
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and E-Plate Registration for each weight class, and actual number of
axles.

description of Model cAlcUlAtion operAtions

DESCRIPTION OF MODEL CALCULATION
OPERATIONS
The following describes what happens when the Python HCAS model,
HCASModule.py, is run. Figure 1 on page E3 illustrates the overarching
HCAS Inputs Excel workbook, performs calculations in Python, and then
populates tabs with the results into the HCAS Outputs Excel workbook and

SEND BASE-YEAR VMT DATA AND RETRIEVE MODEL-YEAR VMT
DATA
Growth rates, from the VMT Growth tab, tell the model how fast VMT in
each weight class is expected to grow between the base year (the most
recent calendar year for which data are available) and the model year (the
VMT by functional class, from the VMT by FC tab, provides control totals
for base-year VMT in each functional class. Base VMT, from the Base VMT
tab, provides base-year VMT by weight class and tax class.
Evasion rates, from the General tab, tell the model what evasion and
avoidance rates to assume. Evasion and avoidance are combined.
The call to makeVMTMaster() tells the model to do its VMT calculations.
The call to makeVMTByVehicles() tells the model to calculate model-year
VMT by weight and tax class and populate the Model VMT tab in the
outputs workbook.
SEND COSTS TO ALLOCATE AND RETRIEVE ALLOCATED COSTS
Policy
applied to each work type. Each work type may have up to two allocators.
If there are two, the proportion of costs in that work type to which each will
The model obtains costs to allocate from the Project Costs, Non-Project
Costs, and Local Costs tabs. Items (rows) in the lists of costs to allocate
include information about the funding source, work type, functional class,
and dollar amount. Project costs also include the bridge type, which is zero
if the project is not a bridge project.

The model obtains studded-tire adjustments from the Studded Tires table
in the General tab. These move costs from their original combination of
funding source and work type into the studded tire work type with the same
funding source.
The model obtains bridge factors from the Bridge Splits table in the
General tab. These factors are used to reassign bridge costs from their
original work types to incremental cost work types so that incremental
allocators may be applied. There will be a set of factors for each bridge
type.
The model obtains the information necessary for the proper treatment of
the expenditure of bond revenues from the General tab.
The Codes tab allows the model to tabulate allocated costs by summary
work type and summary weight class for the report tables. These
tabulations are done in the model, rather than in workbook, since it is faster,
more reliable, and keeps the workbook size reasonable.
The allocateCosts() method allocates costs and returns the allocated costs
by weight class and funding source, which then populate the Allocated
Costs tab in the outputs workbook.
SEND REVENUES AND RATES AND RETRIEVE ATTRIBUTED
REVENUES
The model obtains revenue totals that are the control totals by instrument
from the budget. Revenues are located in the Revenue Forecast tab in the
inputs workbook. Rates are located in the Rates tab in the inputs workbook.
Rates are for instruments that vary by weight class (e.g., weight-mile
tax rates) or not at all (e.g., fuel taxes). The two other types of rates have
different dimensions, so are sent separately. RUAF rates extend to a much
longer list of weight classes. Flat-fee rates are by commodity and include
information about the average miles per month for each weight class and
the distribution of VMT in each weight class to numbers of axles for weights
over 80,000 pounds. The model obtains estimated miles per gallon by
operating weight class from the MPG tab in the inputs workbook.
The attributeRevenues() method attributes revenues and returns the
attributed revenues by weight class and revenue instrument, which then
populate the Attributed Revenues tab in the outputs workbook.
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Methods to loAd dAtA
The call to getAdjustedMPG() tells the model to return the adjusted
miles per gallon (already calculated as part of the revenue attribution
calculations), which then populate the MPG tab of the outputs workbook to
the right of the initial MPG estimates. The initial estimates are adjusted to
allow fuel tax revenues to add up the revenue control totals for fuel taxes.
RETRIEVE SUMMARY TABULATIONS FOR REPORT TABLES
The getAllocatedCostsByWorkType() method gets allocated costs by
summary work type, funding source, and summary weight class, which
then populate Allocated Costs by SWT tab in the outputs workbook.
The getCostsToAllocate() method returns costs to allocate by summary
work type and funding source, which then populate the Costs to Allocate
by SWT tab in the outputs workbook.
SEND ALTERNATIVE RATES AND RETRIEVE ATTRIBUTED
ALTERNATIVE REVENUES
The model obtains alternative rates from the Alt Rates tab. These alternative
rates are used for policy analysis to test the effect on equity of proposed
changes to revenue instruments. They do not require changes to revenue
control totals, because they use the calibrated miles per gallon and miles
per registration from the original revenue attribution calculations, which
were calculated from the control totals and rates provided there.
The attributeAltRevenues() method attributes revenues using alternative
rate schedules and returns results by weight class and revenue instrument,
which populate the Alt. Attributed Revenues tab in the outputs workbook.

DESCRIPTION OF MODEL CLASS METHODS
The following sections of the documentation serve two purposes: they
describe in detail how the model does what it does and they provides a
guide for following the source code. The class methods are described
in the order they appear in the source code, which is the order in which
methods that load the input data into the model. The subsequent sections
describe the way the model analyzes VMT, allocates costs, and attributes
revenues. Line numbers from the version of the code included with the
2015 model distribution are included to facilitate following the source code.
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METHODS TO LOAD DATA
The class methods described in this section serve to get data into the HCAS
model. Data that are not expected to be changed by the user are read in
likely to want to change between model runs are loaded from the HCAS
Inputs Excel workbook. Other class methods, described in later sections,
make use of the data and return results to the HCAS Outputs Excel
Note that variables beginning with “self.” belong to the class object and are
available to any class method to which the self reference has been passed.
Other variables are available only within the method that creates them.
LOAD TEXT INPUT DATA
The readData() method (line 99) imports the following data sets from
AxleShares.txt is read into self.shares and contains the shares of
vehicles weighing more than 105,500 pounds by number of axles (5 to
9+) by weight class. These data are developed from Special Weighings
data to describe the share of each weight class with each possible
number of axles (nine or more axles are coded as nine-plus). There are
BasicSharePeak.txt is read into self.peakShares and contains the
basic-vehicle share of peak-hour VMT for each functional class. These

DeclaredOperating.txt is read into self.declaredOperating and
contains shares of vehicles in each declared weight class operating
at each operating weight class. These data were developed from the

DeclaredRegistered.txt is read into self.declaredRegistered and
contains shares of vehicles in each declared weight class that are
registered in each registered weight class. These data were developed
from Motor Carrier and DMV registration data. There are three columns:

Methods to loAd dAtA
PaveFactors.txt is read into self.paveFactors and contains cost
responsibility factors (by weight class, functional class, and number of

AllVMT, BasicVMT, Over10VMT, Over26VMT, Over50VMT, Under26VMT,
rest are allocators.

factors are produced by the NAPHCAS-OR model (the Oregon version
of the National Pavement Cost Model for Highway Cost Allocation

PCEFactors.txt is read into self.pceFactors and contains passenger
car equivalents (PCEs) by weight class, functional class, and number
of axles for vehicles on regular, uphill, and congested roadways. These
factors represent the amount of roadway capacity a single vehicle
of a particular weight class takes up as a proportion of the capacity
consumed by a basic vehicle. These factors were developed from a
study conducted as a part of the 1997 Federal Highway Cost Allocation
Study. There are six columns: facility class (combines functional class
and ownership), weight class, axles, regularPCE, uphillPCE, and
SeedData.txt is read into self.seedData and used to populate a
(see below). Any seed values (except zeros) could be used to generate
the relative proportions of different vehicle types on different functional
classes, and so will produce a distribution that not only adds up to the
correct totals for each weight class and each combination of functional
classes carry higher proportions of heavy vehicles than others.
ownership), functional class, ownership, weight class, axles, and VMT.
SimpleFactors.txt is read into self.simpleFactors and contains vectors
of factors to be multiplied by VMT for simple allocators (different weight

all weight classes up to 26,000 pounds and zero for all weight classes
over 26,000 pounds. There are twelve columns: weight class, axles,

LOAD EXCEL INPUT DATA
Input data from the HCAS Inputs Excel workbook are loaded from the
workbook using loadExcelInputData() method. This function takes
the model expects the HCAS Inputs Excel workbook to be in the inputs
explanation of the inputs workbook setup is provided in Appendix D.
Load Data for VMT Analysis
The following class methods process the loaded data for the VMT
calculations. The HCAS model calls these methods to process data for the
model before it calls the makeVMTMaster() method.
simpleSetup (line 124) sets up data (in this case, self.growthRates and
self.VMTbyFC) that has a shared format.
Captures VMT growth rates by weight class and puts them into self.
growthRates. The key is weight class and values are annual growth
rates for VMT.
Captures base-year VMT by functional class and ownership and
puts them into self.VMTbyFC. The key is facility class (combination of
functional class and ownership) and the values are base-year VMT.
These data are developed from the state’s HPMS submission and
FHWA Highway Statistics reports.
setBaseVMT() (line 131) captures base-year VMT by weight class and
tax class and puts them into self.baseVMT. self.baseVMT is a nested
of the second and greater rows of the input data). The inner keys
are vehicle tax classes from the contents of the second and greater
of weight class and tax class. These data are typically developed from
a variety of sources, including the ODOT Revenue Forecast, DMV
registrations data, Motor Carrier registrations data, weight-mile tax
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Methods to loAd dAtA
setEvasion() (line 145) captures evasion and avoidance rates, along
with some other assumptions used in revenue attribution. These
assumptions into:
self.emptyLogWeight (the assumed declared weight of an empty log truck
with its trailer decked)
self.emptyLogPercent (the assumed share of log-truck VMT that are driven
while empty and with the trailer decked)
self.ruafReg104 (the assumed share of RUAF VMT by trucks with a
registered weight of 104,001 to 105,500 pounds)
self.ruafReg96 (the assumed share of RUAF VMT by trucks with a registered
weight of 96,001 to 98,000 pounds)
self.ruafReg78 (the assumed share of RUAF VMT by trucks with a registered
weight of 78,001 to 80,000 pounds)
self.ruafRegRate (the assumed per-mile registration fee paid by trucks that
pay the RUAF)
self.basicDiesel (the assumed proportion of basic VMT by diesel-powered
cars and light trucks)
self.wmtEvasion (the assumed percent of total miles traveled by WMT
vehicles upon which taxes are not paid)
self.dieselEvasion (the assumed percent of VMT by use-fuel-tax-paying
vehicles for which the use-fuel tax was not paid; includes evasion and
avoidance)
self.gasEvasion (the assumed percent of VMT by gas-tax-paying vehicles for
which the gas tax was not paid; probably is entirely avoidance)

Load Data for Cost Allocation
The following class methods capture data from the inputs workbook for
the cost allocation calculations and are called before the model calls the
allocateCosts() method.
setPath() (line 160) captures allocation rules to be applied to each
expenditure category (work type) and puts them into self.path. self.path
is a nested dictionary. Outer keys are work-type codes and inner keys
are allocator names. Values are shares of costs in that work type to
by the analyst in conformance with the approach agreed upon by the
Study Review Team.
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setProjectOrLocalCosts() (line 179) sets up data (e.g., self.
projectCosts and self.localCosts) that has a shared format.
Captures project costs to be allocated and puts them into self.
projectCosts. The key is a tuple consisting of funding source, work
type, facility class (combination of functional class and ownership), and
bridge type. The values are biennial dollars of costs to allocate. These
are typically derived from the ODOT Cash Flow Model and Project
Control System.
Captures local government costs to be allocated and puts them into self.
localCosts. The key is a tuple consisting of funding source, work type,
facility class (combination of functional class and ownership), and bridge
type. The values are biennial dollars of costs to allocate. These are
typically derived primarily from Local Roads and Streets Survey reports.
setNonProjectOrStuddedTire() (line 188) sets up data (e.g., self.
nonProjectCosts and self.studdedTire) that has a shared format.
Captures non-project costs to be allocated and puts them into self.
nonProjectCosts. The key is a tuple consisting of funding source, work
type, facility class (combination of functional class and ownership), and
bridge type (always zero). The values are biennial dollars of costs to
allocate. These are typically derived from the Agency Request Budget.
Captures studded tire costs to be allocated and puts them into self.
studdedTire. The key is a tuple consisting of funding source, work
type, facility class (combination of functional class and ownership), and
bridge type (always zero). The values are biennial dollars of costs to
into the work type for studded tire damage. These assumptions are
supplied by the analyst.
setBridgeFactors() (line 170) captures cost shares used to distribute
bridge expenditures for incremental cost allocation and puts them into
self.bridgeFactors, a nested dictionary. The outer key is the bridge type
shares of costs for that bridge type to be allocated according to that
work type. Shares for each bridge type must add up to one. The default
values for these assumptions were developed from the 2002 OBEC
Bridge Cost Allocation Study.

Methods to loAd dAtA
self.bondFactor
expenditures that will be repaid in a single biennium. This assumption is
a proportion of the principal amount.
self.biennium

revenue control totals. For the alternative implementation, these are
setRUAFRates() (line 220) captures current-law (or alternative)
road-use assessment fee rates and puts them into self.RUAFRates
(or self.altRUAFRates). The key is a tuple consisting of weight class
and number of axles and values are dollars per mile. For the standard

Load Data for Revenue Attribution
The following class methods capture data from the inputs workbook for the
revenue attribution calculations. The HCASModule calls these methods
to give data to the model before calling the standard implementation
attributeRevenues() method or the alternative implementation
attributeAltRevenues()
analyst to test changes in policy.
setRevenueTotals() (line 198) captures revenue control totals and
puts them into self.revenueTotals. The key is the name of the revenue
instrument and the value is biennial dollars of revenue to attribute. These
are typically derived from the Agency Request Budget and must be
consistent with current-law rates and the VMT data and assumptions
simpleSetup (line 124) sets up data (in this case, self.MPG) that has a
shared format.
Captures initial MPG assumptions by weight class and puts them into
self.MPG. The key is operating weight class and values are miles per
gallon. The default values for these assumptions were derived from a
regression analysis of Vehicle Inventory and Use Statistics (VIUS) data.
setRates() (line 208) captures current-law (or alternative) rates for each
of gas tax, use-fuel tax, VMT tax, weight mile tax, normal registration,
e-plate registration, light-trailer registration, heavy-trailer registration, and
title fees and puts them into self.rates (or self.altRates). self.rates (or self.
altRates) is a nested dictionary. The outer keys are revenue instruments
and the inner keys are tuples of weight class and number of axles.
Values are rates in dollars per VMT, gallon, or year, as appropriate. For

test proposed changes to rates.
setFFRates() (line 227) captures current-law (or alternative) monthly

Rate’, ‘Chip Rate’, ‘Log VMT’, ‘Dump VMT’, ‘Chip VMT’, ‘Log Axles’,
‘Dump Axles’, or ‘Chip Axles’ and the values are rates in dollars per
month, average miles per month, or shares of VMT in that weight class
accounted for by trucks with that number of axles, as appropriate. For
on current law and the assumptions about average miles per month
and distribution of miles among numbers of axles are derived from

Load Data for Summary Tables
The following class methods capture data from the inputs workbook and
use it to tabulate summary tables of allocated costs and costs to allocate.
The HCASModule calls these methods to give data to the model before
calling the getAllocatedCostsByWorkType() and getCostsToAllocate()
methods.
setSummaryTypesClasses() (line 240)
summaryWorkTypes. The key is the work type and the value is the
summary work type.
summaryWeightClasses. The key is the weight class and the value is the
summary weight class.

on current law and must match the assumptions used to develop the
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vMt AnAlysis Methods

VMT ANALYSIS METHODS
The makeVMTMaster() method (line 434) returns VMT by functional class,
ownership, weight class, and number of axles for the model year. It uses
VMT by weight class and number of axles (VCTotals, obtained from self.
baseVMT), VMT by functional class and ownership (FCTotals, obtained
from self.VMTbyFC), and the seed data from self.seedData to create a VMT
Master table.
data until each row sums to its corresponding VC total and each column

METHODS WITHIN MAKEVMTMASTER()
makeVMTMaster()
class method:
(line 449) sums VMTData by functional class and
ownership across weight classes and numbers of axles.
(line 457) sums VMTData by weight class and number of
axles across functional class and ownership.
scaleToFC() (line 465) multiplies each value in VMTData by the ratio of
its FCTotal control total to its current FCSum.
scaleToVC() (line 472) multiplies each value in the VMTData by the ratio
of its VCTotal control total to its current VCSum.
(line 479) calculates the sum of squared errors for the
FCSums. (The SSE for VCSums will equal zero because the scaling
process for VCSums runs after scaling for FCSums.) The “errors” are
differences between the sums of VMT by individual facility class and
the control total for that facility class. They are squared (multiplied by
themselves) before adding up over facility classes for two reasons:
positive and negative differences can’t cancel each other out and a
large difference in an individual facility class will be given greater weight
than several small differences that add up to the large difference. It is
important that none be off by a lot, but it is acceptable for many to be off
by a tiny amount each.
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HOW MAKEVMTMASTER() WORKS
VMTMaster is a matrix of vehicle-miles traveled (VMT) by vehicle classes
and by road classes. Vehicle classes are combinations of 2,000-pound
weight increments and numbers of axles. Road classes are combinations
ownership.
We start with base-year VMT by declared weight class by tax class to
develop the row totals. Vehicles weighing 80,000 pounds and under
vehicles between 80,000 and 105,500 pounds are available by numbers of
axles because the tax rate varies with the number of axles. Other vehicles
in this range (e.g., farm, publicly-owned, or road-use assessment fee) are
assumed to have the same distribution of miles by number of axles within
each weight class as weight-mile tax vehicles.
Base-year VMT by road-use-assessment-fee vehicles weighing more than
105,500 pounds are distributed among numbers of axles according to the
keyed by weight class and number of axles, is built to contain the row totals
for the VMT Master matrix.
The column totals are copied from self.VMTbyFC and scaled to add up to exactly
the same total as the row totals. The individual cells of the VMT Master matrix are
initialized with the proportions from self.seedData. The columns initially sum to one.

1. Scale each column so that it adds up to its column control total
(scaleToFC())

3. Scale each row so that it adds up to its row control total (scaleToVC())

5. Find the sum of squared differences between column totals and
The threshold value is arbitrarily set to 48, meaning that if each of the 48
facility classes was off by less than one vehicle mile traveled (out of a
6. If the sum of squared errors is less than the threshold, stop. Otherwise,
return to Step 1.

cost AllocAtion Methods

COST ALLOCATION METHODS
VMT data to bring it to the model year (the middle 12 months of the study
biennium).
Three additional, summary facility classes are then added to the matrix. FC
0 is all state-owned roads, FC -1 is all roads, and FC -2 is all locally owned
roads.
VMTMaster is copied to self.VMTMaster for use by other methods, is written
to disk, and selected portions (FC -2 to FC 0, and all combinations of state
ownership and functional class) are returned to the Model VMT tab in the
outputs workbook.
The key in self.VMTMaster is a tuple consisting of facility class, declared
weight class, and declared number of axles. Values are model-year VMT.
Once VMTMaster is built, it is used to convert self.paveFactors, which
are by operating weight, actual number of axles, and functional class,
into factors by declared weight class, declared number of axles (zero
if declared weight under 80,000 pounds and nine if nine or more), and
facility class (combinations of functional class and ownership, including
the aggregate facility classes for all roads, all state-owned roads, and
all locally owned roads), which are stored in self.pavement and used in
allocateCosts() to allocate pavement costs to declared weight classes. The
factors in self.pavement are VMT-weighted averages of the factors in self.
The structure of self.pavement is a nested dictionary. The outer key is the
pavement type (Flex or Rigid) and the inner key is a tuple consisting of
facility class, declared weight class, and declared number of axles. The
code for preparing the pavement factors is intermingled with the code
for building VMTMaster to save repeated looping over the same data
structures.
The makeVMTByVehicles() method (line 658) multiplies VMT values in
self.baseVMT by the appropriate compounded growth rates to produce
self.vmtByVehicles, which contains model-year VMT by weight class
and tax class. These are returned to the HCAS Outputs workbook. self.
vmtByVehicles is a nested dictionary. The outer key is the tax class and the
inner key is the weight class.

The allocateCosts() method (line 686) performs the following processes:
Combine local costs data from self.localCosts with project costs data
from self.projectCosts into self.projectCosts (line 690).
Do bridge splits on project costs (line 694). For projects in work types
13, 14, 15, 19, 67, 68, 113, 114, 115, 119, 167, and 168 (bridge and
the project’s cost is split into multiple work types (60-65) using the
bridge factors appropriate to the bridge type. Costs in the original work
types are removed from self.projectCosts and the aggregated, split
costs in work types 60-65 are inserted into self.projectCosts. Bridge
projects that add capacity (work types 67, 68, 167, and 168) get their
type 65, so the portion of their costs that would go to work type 60
workbook is instead assigned to work type 65.
Separate bond projects and apply the bond factor (line 709). Projects
multiplied by the bond factor, and they are removed from self.
projectCosts and inserted into bondsToAllocate.
Do studded tire adjustment (line 716). For each work type and
corresponding dollar amount in self.studdedTire, the dollar amount
is divided proportionally among all projects in that work type in self.
projectCosts and moved out of those projects and into work type 39 or
139 (if the original work type was over 100, indicating work on locally
owned roads).
Set up allocation vector data structure (allocators) and build allocation
vectors (line 739). There are allocation vectors for each combination of
allocator, functional class, and ownership. Within each allocation vector,
there is an element for each combination of weight class and number of
axles.
Build allocation vectors with the vector of allocation factors appropriate
to the allocator. The allocation factors are proportional to costs imposed
per VMT and come from self.simpleFactors, self.pavement, and self.
pceFactors. Each allocation factor is then multiplied by the VMT in that
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cost AllocAtion Methods
combination of weight class and number of axles for the combination of
functional class and ownership for which the allocation vector is being
prepared, which come from self.VMTMaster. The VMT multiplied by the
allocation factors for Congested PCE are adjusted using the shares from
self.peakShares so that they represent VMT during the peak hour for
that functional class.
Scale allocation vectors so that the elements of each vector sum to one
(line 793). The resulting allocation vectors may then be multiplied by a
project cost and the result will be a vector of allocated costs with each
element containing the dollar amount for that combination of weight
class and number of axles. All the elements in the allocated costs
vector sum to the original amount to be allocated. For this to work, it is
necessary that there be non-zero VMT in the combination of functional
class and ownership associated with the project. Incorrectly recorded
functional classes (e.g., locally owned interstates) can cause costs to
disappear during allocation.
Apply allocation vectors to project costs to allocate (except for “other
construction” and “other bridge” costs) as described above to generate
allocated project costs (line 800).
Make Other Bridge and Other Construction allocators (line 814). Once
bridge project costs other than “other bridge” have been allocated, a
special allocation vector is built to allocate these costs in proportion to
all previously allocated bridge project costs. The same is done to create
a special allocation vector to allocate “other construction” costs in
proportion to all previously allocated construction project costs.
Apply Other Bridge and Other Construction allocators to “other bridge”
and “other construction” costs (line 858).
Apply allocators to non-project costs (line 872). Any bond-funded
projects found in self.nonProjectCosts are removed, multiplied by self.
bondFactor, and added to bondsToAllocate. Remaining non-project
costs have the appropriate allocation factors applied to them and are
added to allocatedCosts.
Apply allocation vectors to bonded costs to allocate (line 894).
Applies the allocators to bondstoAllocate and stores the result in
allocatedBonds.
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bond costs (allocatedBonds) for use in future studies. (Future model

current payments due on bonds issued for projects in previous biennia
(priorBonds).
Add current and prior allocated bonded costs to allocatedCosts (line
947).
each funding source (line 959). These are named AllocatedCosts_
federal.txt, AllocatedCosts_state.txt, etc.
Copy allocators to self.allocators and allocatedCosts to self.
fullAllocatedCosts (line 974).
Prepare a summary table of allocated costs and that is returned to the
HCAS Outputs workbook (line 978). Columns are funding sources and rows
are combinations of declared weight class and declared number of axles.
Cells contain allocated biennial dollars.
The getAllocationVectors() method (line 999) gets the allocation vectors
from self.allocators. Columns are allocators and rows are combinations of
facility class, declared weight class, and declared number of axles.
The getAllocatedCostsByWorkType() method (line 1030) gets allocated
costs from self.fullAllocatedCosts and aggregates them by summary work
type from self.summaryWorkTypes and by summary weight class from
self.summaryWeightClasses and returns the aggregated allocated costs
to the Allocated Costs by SWT tab in the outputs workbook. Columns are
summary weight classes and rows are combinations of funding source and
summary work type. Cells contain allocated biennial dollars.
The getCostsToAllocate() method (line 1066) gets costs to allocate from
self.projectCosts (which now includes local costs and excludes bonded
costs), self.nonProjectCosts (which now excludes bonded costs), self.
bondCosts, and self.priorBondAmount and aggregates them by summary
work type from self.summaryWorkTypes. It returns the aggregated costs
to allocate to Costs to Allocate tab in the outputs workbook. Note that prior
bond amounts do not contain information about their original work type

revenUe AttribUtion Methods
and are put into their own summary work type (21). Columns are funding
sources and rows are summary work types. Cells contain biennial dollars.

REVENUE ATTRIBUTION METHODS

dump, and chip), for each combination of weight class and number
of axles, divide the model-year VMT by the average VMT per month
for that commodity and weight, and multiply the resulting number of

The attributeRevenue() method (line 1103) performs the following
processes:
Attribute road-use assessment fee (RUAF) revenue (line 1105). RUAF
revenues are attributed to weight classes by multiplying their model-year
VMT in each combination of weight class and number of axles by the
appropriate RUAF rate from self.RUAFRates. RUAF VMT are the total
VMT in that combination of weight class and number of axles from self.
VMTMaster times the ratio of RUAF VMT in that weight class to all VMT
in that weight class from self.vmtByVehicles. This assumes that axle
shares for RUAF vehicles under 105,500 pounds will be the same as
for weight-mile tax vehicles in the same weight class, which has been
determined to be a reasonable assumption. The resulting revenues are
doubled to make them biennial. It is assumed that there is no evasion
of road-use assessment fees. Attributed RUAF revenues are put into
ruafRevenue, where the key is a tuple consisting of weight class and
number of axles and the value is biennial dollars.
Attribute weight-mile tax (WMT) revenue and as-if WMT revenue (line
1117). WMT revenues are attributed to weight classes by multiplying
their model-year VMT in each combination of weight class and number
of axles form self.vmtByVehicles by the appropriate WMT rate from
self.rates. The base-year VMT from which the model-year VMT were
derived were adjusted upward from base-year WMT reports to account
for assumed evasion, so the reverse adjustment must be applied to
estimate WMT revenue. This is accomplished by multiplying revenues
by (1.0 - self.wmtEvasion). The resulting revenues are doubled to make
them biennial and stored in wmtRevenue. For all VMT by vehicles in
weight classes to which WMT rates apply, but do not pay the WMT,
the WMT are calculated and stored in asifWmtRevenue. As-if WMT

a tuple consisting of declared weight class and declared axles.

as-if WMT revenues. When paying the WMT, log trucks can declare a
lower weight when empty and traveling with their trailer decked. When
weight class are multiplied by (1.0 - self.emptyLogPercent) and then
by the WMT rate appropriate to that weight class. The VMT then are
multiplied by self.emptyLogPercent and the WMT rate appropriate to
to make them biennial and stored in ffRevenue and asifWmtRevenue,

Attribute registration and title revenues (line 1173). Budgeted total DMV
registration, Motor Carrier Apportioned, Motor Carrier Non-Apportioned,
and title fee revenues are attributed to vehicle classes using
fee-weighted VMT. VMT for vehicles over 26,000 pounds are adjusted
using the declared-to-registered factors. VMT by tax class and
weight class are multiplied by the registration fee that applies to that
combination and the resulting amounts are scaled so that they add up
to the total expected registration fee revenue. For vehicles over 26,000
pounds, registration fee revenues by registered weight are converted
back to revenues by declared weight class using the same declared-toregistered factors. A further adjustment is made to give RUAF vehicles
credit for the registration fees they pay.
This method eliminates the need for forecasting vehicle counts and
automatically accounts for the substantial registration revenues that
are produced by fees other than the regular registration fee (e.g.,
temporary registrations, duplicates, etc.). It also eliminates the need for
directly forecasting the number of titles that will be issued. There is an
implicit assumption that vehicles in the different weight classes of heavy
vehicles all travel the same number of miles per title issuance. “As-if”
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revenUe AttribUtion Methods
registration fees are estimated for alternative-fee-paying vehicles. As
of the 2011 Study, Flat Fee vehicles are no longer treated as alternative
fee-paying vehicles.
The method loops over the rows (combinations of declared weight class
and declared number of axles) in self.rates, which are the current-law
rates entered in the General tab of the HCAS Inputs workbook. It
multiplies the fee per year by the VMT per year by the vehicles subject
to that fee (as if the rate were per VMT). It then adds up those (large)
numbers for each instrument and divides the biennial revenue control
total for that instrument by the sum of annual miles times annual fee for
that instrument. It applies that ratio to the annual miles times annual fee
for each combination of declared weight class and declared number of
axles to get biennial revenues for that combination and instrument.
For vehicles over 26,000 pounds, an individual vehicle will have one
registered weight, but may have multiple declared weights, depending
self.declaredRegistered, which contains the proportion of VMT for each
declared weight class that is in each registered weight class, is used.
For vehicles over 80,000 pounds, the revenues are attributed to vehicles
shares for each weight class are calculated and used to spread the
registration revenues (which vary only with weight) among the numbers
of axles for each weight class.

Attribute fuel tax and VMT tax revenues (line 1350). Gasoline and diesel
fuel tax revenues are attributed separately because the model allows for
different tax rates and different evasion/avoidance assumptions. VMT by
fuel type and weight class for fuel-tax paying vehicles are assembled
and adjusted for evasion/avoidance. A preliminary attribution is made by
dividing the adjusted VMT in each combination of weight class and fuel
type by the assumed miles per gallon for that weight class from the MPG
data set and multiplying the resulting number of gallons by the per-gallon
rate for that fuel type. The attribution to vehicles between 10,001 and
26,000 pounds is then adjusted to bring those weight classes, as a
group, to equity (before considering subsidies). The attribution to basic
vehicles (those 10,000 pounds and under) is adjusted to make the total
revenues attributed add up to the forecast revenues from the budget.
The implied miles per gallon after adjustment for each weight class is
calculated and returned to the MPG tab in the outputs workbook where
it may be examined for reasonableness. The reasons for using this
approach are detailed in Issue Paper 6 from the 2005 study.
weight class for the gas tax and for the use-fuel (diesel, etc.) tax, taking
into account avoidance, evasion, the portion of basic vehicles that do
not burn gasoline, and the fact that publicly owned vehicles such as
transit and school buses do not have to pay the use-fuel tax.

Make an adjustment to registration revenues to give RUAF vehicles
some credit (line 1329). When a vehicle pays the road-use assessment
fee, it is often operating at a weight above the maximum allowed
declared or registered weight of 105,500 pounds. These vehicles do
pay registration fees, but at a weight that does not correspond to the

The taxed VMT for each weight class is divided by the assumed miles
per gallon from self.MPG and multiplied by the tax rate per gallon to get
revenues by weight class. The assumed miles per gallon for vehicles
between 10,001 and 26,000 pounds are then adjusted to force those
weight classes into perfect equity (before the subsidy adjustment) and
their attributed fuel-tax revenues are recalculated. The sum of attributed
non-basic (over 10,001 pounds) fuel taxes are subtracted from their
revenue control totals, leaving the amount from basic vehicles. The
assumed average basic-vehicle is then recalculated so that basic
vehicles will produce this amount of revenue and that amount is
attributed to basic vehicles. The calibrated miles-per-gallon assumptions
are stored in self.adjustedMPG.

Revenues tab of the workbook that allow RUAF vehicles to be credited with
registration fees by transferring attributed fees from lower weight classes.

Attribute other motor carrier revenue (line 1455). Budgeted other motor
carrier revenue is attributed to heavy vehicle weight classes on the basis
of all RUAF and WMT VMT.

At the same time that registration revenues are attributed for “alternative”
“as-if” registration fees are calculated as if they paid the “normal”
registration rate for their weight. Those are used later to calculate the
“subsidy” amount.
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AlternAtive revenUe AttribUtion Methods
Determine subsidy amount for each weight class (line 1488). These are
calculated for each tax class by subtracting what they do pay in each
revenue category from what they would pay if they paid the “regular” tax
or fee. Subsidy amounts may be negative.
Prepare a table of attributed revenues and subsidy amounts to save to a
tab in the outputs workbook (line 1522).
Attributed revenues are saved in the Attributed Revenues tab of the outputs
workbook. getAdjustedMPG() (line 1534) returns the calibrated miles-pergallon assumptions from self.adjustedMPG to the MPG tab in the outputs
workbook.

ALTERNATIVE REVENUE ATTRIBUTION
METHODS
The attributeAltRevenues() (line 1550) method repeats the revenue
Alt.
Rates tab of the inputs workbook.
The process for alternative revenue attribution is essentially the same as for
the primary revenue attribution, but there are important differences:
When attributing registration and title fee revenues, assume that the
revenues per VMT for each combination of instrument and weight class
will change by the ratio of alternative rate to original rate. This allows
estimating revenues from alternative registration and title fees without
specifying the total revenue they will produce in advance.
When attributing fuel-tax revenues, use the calibrated miles per gallon
from the original revenue attribution. This allows estimating revenues
from alternative fuel-tax rates without specifying the total revenue they
will produce in advance.
Alternate attributed revenues are saved in the Alt. Attributed Revenues tab of
the outputs workbook.
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MODEL ASSUMPTIONS AND DATA SOURCES
the HCAS model for the 2015 Highway Cost Allocation Study. Data used in

Table 1 through Table 6 list assumptions in the HCAS Inputs Excel
Table 1 and Table 2
the assumption name or brief description.
Like prior HCAS inputs workbooks, this workbook includes a Base VMT
tab. Table 1 lists the assumptions used to develop the Base VMT tab in
the 2015 inputs workbook. These assumptions are yellow-shaded cells in
their respective workbook tabs. The key tabs that are linked to and build
up the Base VMT tab are the VMT Growth, DMV VMT, MCTD VMT, Federal
VMT, and Bus VMT tabs. This setup of the Base VMT tab differs from prior
HCASs. In prior HCASs, the data in the Base VMT tab in the HCAS Inputs
Excel workbook were built up in a separate “Base VMT.xlsx” workbook.

Table 6 contains the assumed initial MPG, created from regression of the
2002 Vehicle Inventory and User Survey published by the U.S. Census
Bureau. The Vehicle Inventory and Use Survey was discontinued after 2002.
Table 7
model run.
Table 1. Base VMT Worksheet Assumptions
Tab

Assumption

Value

DMV VMT

Commercial Trucks & Buses Annual VMT
per vehicle (10,001 to 26,000 weight class)

19,000

DMV VMT

Tow Truck Annual VMT per vehicle

15,000

DMV VMT

Farm Vehicle Annual VMT per vehicle (by weight class)

Table 2 lists the assumptions in the HCAS inputs workbook. Most of the
assumptions listed in Table 2 correspond to yellow-shaded cells in their
respective workbook tab.
Table 3 through Table 6 display the assumptions for studded tires, motor
home weight classes, bridge splits, and initial mpg because these
assumptions are tables or ranges, not single values.

DMV VMT

Table 5 displays the assumed bridge splits used to split bridge project
assumed values are from the 2002 OBEC Bridge Allocation Report.

3,000

20,001 to 40,000 lbs

3,500

40,001 to 50,000 lbs

4,000

50,001 to 70,000 lbs

4,500

70,001 to 80,000 lbs

5,000

80,001 to 90,000 lbs

6,000

90,001 to 100,000 lbs

7,000

100,001 to 104,000 lbs

7,500

104,001 lbs and up

8,000

State & Local Annual VMT per vehicle (by weight class)

Table 3 displays expenditures related to studded tires. It shows biennium
expenditures by funding source, work type and facility class.
Table 4 displays the assumed weight classes by motor home length used
to assign motor home VMT to weight classes in the DMV VMT tab in the
HCAS Inputs workbook.

less than 20,001 lbs

less than 20,001 lbs

13,000

10,001 to 26,000 lbs

12,000

26,001 lbs and up

11,000

DMV VMT

10,000
vehicle

DMV VMT

Motorhome Annual VMT per vehicle

DMV VMT

Motorhome length/weight class
assumptions (from Winnebago vehicle
spec. information)

3,988
See Table 4

See: DMV VMT tab, HCAS Inputs 2015.xlsx
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Table 2.
Tab

Assumption

General
General

Base Year

Value
See Table 5

2002 OBEC Bridge Allocation Study

2013

Ch. 2, pg. 9

General

Biennium

2015

Ch. 2, pg. 9

General

BondFactor

0.1605

Ch. 3, pgs. 21-22

General

Forecast Year (also, Model Year)

2016

Ch. 2, pg. 9

General

Percent of basic gallons that are diesel

5%

NA

General

Percent of RV gallons that are diesel

40%

NA

General

Percent of taxed gallons that are basic

94%

NA

MPG

MPG (initial) by weight class

See Table 6

Regression on 2002 VIUS data

Policy

Preliminary and Construction Engineering (and etc.) Share 1

55.95%

Ch. 3, pg. 17

Policy

Right of Way (and Utilities) Share 1

73.75%

Ch. 3, pg. 17

Policy

New Pavements-Rigid Allocator/Share 1

3.99%

Ch. 3, pg. 17

Policy

New Pavements-Flexible Allocator/Share 1

5.43%

Ch. 3, pg. 17

Policy

Pavement and Shoulder Reconstruction-Rigid Allocator/Share 1

3.99%

Ch. 3, pg. 17

Policy

Pavement and Shoulder Reconstruction-Flexible Allocator/Share 1

5.43%

Ch. 3, pg. 17

Policy

Pavement and Shoulder Rehab-Rigid Allocator/Share 1

3.99%

Ch. 3, pg. 17

Policy

Pavement and Shoulder Rehab-Flexible Allocator/Share 1

5.43%

Ch. 3, pg. 17

Policy

Surface and Shoulder Maintenance-Rigid Allocator/Share 1

3.99%

Ch. 3, pg. 17

Policy

Surface and Shoulder Maintenance-Flexible Allocator/Share 1

5.43%

Ch. 3, pg. 17

Policy

Local Gov: Preliminary and Construction Engineering (and etc.) Share 1

55.92%

Ch. 3, pg. 19

Policy

Local Gov: Right of Way (and Utilities) Share 1

55.92%

Ch. 3, pg. 19

Policy

Local Gov: New Pavements-Rigid Allocator/Share 1

3.99%

Ch. 3, pg. 19

Policy

Local Gov: New Pavements-Flexible Allocator/Share 1

5.43%

Ch. 3, pg. 19

Policy

Local Gov: Pavement and Shoulder Reconstruction-Rigid Allocator/Share 1

3.99%

Ch. 3, pg. 19

Policy

Local Gov: Pavement and Shoulder Reconstruction-Flexible Allocator/Share 1

5.43%

Ch. 3, pg. 19

Policy

Local Gov: Pavement and Shoulder Rehab-Flexible Allocator/Share 1

3.99%

Ch. 3, pg. 19

Policy

Local Gov: Pavement and Shoulder Rehab-Flexible Allocator/Share 1

5.43%

Ch. 3, pg. 19

Policy

Local Gov: Surface and Shoulder-Rigid Allocator/Share 1

3.99%

Ch. 3, pg. 19

Policy

Local Gov: Surface and Shoulder-Flexible Allocator/Share 1

5.43%

Ch. 3, pg. 19

Policy

All other Allocators Shares for work types not PE, ROW, or Pavement

100%

Ch. 3, pgs. 17-20

General

Gas Tax Avoidance Rate

3.53%

Ch. 3, pg. 23
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Tab

Assumption

Value

General

Diesel Tax Evasion & Avoidance Rate

4.53%

Ch. 3, pg. 23

General

WMT Evasion Rate

5%

Ch. 3, pg. 23

General

Basic Diesel (percent of basic VMT by diesel vehicles)

5%

General

Taxed Diesel (percent of taxed gallons that are diesel)

9.47%

General

RUAF Registration Adjustment

4.5%

NA

General

RUAF Reg. from 78001

14%

NA

General

RUAF Reg. from 96001

15%

NA

General

RUAF Reg. from 104001

71%

NA

General

Log truck miles empty

50%

Ch. 7, pg. 63

General

Empty log truck declared weight (lbs)

42,001

Ch. 7, pg. 63

General

E-Plate Registration, annualized

40%

One-time registration fee of $2 divided by 5 yrs.

General

Split of studded tire expenditures across funding sources and work types

See Table 3

NA

General

State/Local-State split (speed adjustment factor)

General

11%

NA

3%

NA

See: HCAS Report; General, Policy and MPG tabs, HCAS Inputs 2015.xlsx

Table 4. Motorhome Length to Weight Class
Assumptions

Table 3. Studded Tire Assumptions

Min. Length
(feet)

Max. Length
(feet)

100%

0

22

1

24

10,001

Funding

Work Type

Facility
Class

Biennium
Expenditures ($)

Distribution by
Work Type

state

-

0

8,570,7791

state

1

0

407,453

5%

23

state

11

0

6,790,885

79%

25

26

12,001

state

26

0

1,372,441

16%

27

30

14,001
16,001

local-state

-

-2

942,786

100%

31

32

local-state

101

-2

44,820

5%

33

34

18,001

35

22,001

2

local-state

111

-2

746,997

79%

35

local-state

126

-2

150,968

16%

36

36

24,001

37

37

26,001

38

38

28,001

39

50

30,001

See: General tab, HCAS Inputs 2015.xlsx
Figure 5.5, Review of Studded Tires in Oregon, Final Report, SPR 304-671, December 20, 2014, ODOT Research Section

1
2

Weight
Class

See: DMV VMT tab (Motorhomes Table), HCAS Inputs 2015.xlsx
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Table 5. Bridge Split Assumptions

Table 6. MPG Assumptions (Initial MPG)

Declared

MPG

Declared
(cont.)

0.6849

1

20.00

0.2520

10,001

10.85

62

0.0000

12,001

0

63

0.0000

0

64

0.0631

1

60

1

61

1

62

1

Table 6 (continued): MPG Assumptions
(Initial MPG)

MPG
(cont.)

Declared

110,001

5.07

66,001

5.78

164,001

4.42

112,001

5.04

68,001

5.73

166,001

4.40

10.27

114,001

5.01

70,001

5.69

168,001

4.38

14,001

9.77

116,001

4.99

72,001

5.65

170,001

4.36

16,001

9.33

118,001

4.96

74,001

5.61

172,001

4.34

0.6666

18,001

8.94

120,001

4.93

76,001

5.57

174,001

4.33

0.2999

20,001

8.59

122,001

4.91

78,001

5.53

176,001

4.31

0.0000

22,001

8.27

124,001

4.88

80,001

5.49

178,001

4.29

63

0.0000

24,001

7.98

126,001

4.86

82,001

5.45

180,001

4.28

1

64

0.0335

26,001

7.15

128,001

4.83

84,001

5.42

182,001

4.26

2

60

0.6849

28,001

7.04

130,001

4.81

86,001

5.38

184,001

4.24

2

61

0.2520

30,001

6.94

132,001

4.79

88,001

5.35

186,001

4.23

2

62

0.0000

32,001

6.85

134,001

4.76

90,001

5.31

188,001

4.21

2

63

0.0000

34,001

6.76

106,001

4.74

92,001

5.28

190,001

4.19

2

64

0.0631

36,001

6.67

108,001

4.72

94,001

5.25

192,001

4.18

3

60

0.7221

38,001

6.59

136,001

4.70

96,001

5.22

194,001

4.16

3

61

0.1697

40,001

6.52

138,001

4.67

98,001

5.19

196,001

4.15

3

62

0.0000

42,001

6.45

140,001

4.65

100,001

5.16

198,001

4.13

3

63

0.0514

44,001

6.38

142,001

4.63

102,001

5.13

200,001

4.12

3

64

0.0568

46,001

6.31

144,001

4.61

4

60

0.8713

48,001

6.25

146,001

4.59

4

61

0.1029

50,001

6.19

148,001

4.57

4

62

0.0000

52,001

6.13

150,001

4.55

4

63

0.0000

54,001

6.07

152,001

4.53

4

64

0.0258

56,001

6.02

154,001

4.51

Bridge Type

Work Type

Share

0

60

0

61

0

See: General tab (Bridge Splits table), HCAS
Inputs 2015.xls
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58,001

5.97

156,001

4.49

60,001

5.92

158,001

4.47

62,001

5.87

160,001

4.45

64,001

5.82

162,001

4.43

MPG

Declared
(cont.)

See: MPG tab, HCAS Inputs 2015.xlsx

MPG
(cont.)

Table 7. 2015 HCAS Data Files and Sources

Data

Source

File Name

Bridge Project Information

ODOT

Project Costs - Final Rpt Sep 2014 (b)with br numbers.xlsx, 2015_HCAS_BR_
Length.xlsx

DMV Registration Data

ODOT/DMV

2011-2013 VMT by type.xlsx, dmv_plates.xlsx, dropTag.docx, HCAS_
DMV_2013_12_all.csv, HCAS_DMV_2013_12.csv

Federal Fleet Report

http://www.gsa.gov/portal/category/102859

2013 Federal Fleet Report. US General Services Administration (GSA).

FHWA Highway Statistics-Table MV7

FHWA Highway Statistics-Table MV7 (2012): mv7.xls

FHWA Highway Statistics-Table VM2

FHWA Highway Statistics-Table VM2 (2012): vm2.xls (http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/
policyinformation/statistics/2012/vm2.cfm)

Flat Fee Collections Reports

ODOT

LOGS_100pc_95pc_90pc_85pc_80pc_2013.xlsx, SAND&GRAVEL_2013.xlsx,
FINAL_2013_FLAT_FEE_STUDY.docx

OR HPMS Submittal Data

ODOT

Sample_Details.zip, Submit_2013_41_Metadata.csv, Submit_2013_41_
NAAQS_Summaries.csv, Submit_2013_41_Sample_Sections_Details.csv,
Submit_2013_41_Sample_Sections.csv, Submit_2013_41_Summaries.csv,
Submit_2013_41_Urban_Summary.csv, Submit_2013_41_Vehicle_Summaries.csv

Local Costs: Local Roads and Streets
Survey

ODOT

2013 Survey Form Combined City County_summary.xls

Motor Carrier Registrations

ODOT/MCTD

BKPLTS_YR2013.TXT, HUS_2013_WM.csv, Or_plates_2013.csv

Non-Project Costs

ODOT

Costs to Allocate Report_2014_Final.xlsx

Pavement Factors

Roger Mingo, Mingo and Assoc.

Calc Pave Shrs 2014 v3f.xlsm, gwdist.xlsx, relative_shares.xlsx

Project Costs

ODOT

Project Costs - Final Rpt Sep 2014 (b).xlsx, Project Costs - Final Rpt Sep 2014 (c).
xlsx, Project worktypes.xlsx

Studded Tire Expenditures

ODOT

Figure 5.5, Review of Studded Tires in Oregon, Final Report, SPR 304-671,
December 20, 2014, ODOT Research Section

VMT Forecast

ODOT

VMT Forecast for HCAS_2015.xls

Revenue Forecast

ODOT

Transactions & Revenues 2013-15.xls, Transactions & Revenues 2015-17 v2.xlsx

RUAF Collection reports

ODOT/MCTD

RUAFRPT.TXT

Transit VMT: Salem-Keizer Transit

Gregg Thompson, Salem-Keizer Transit

Transit VMT: TriMet

Steve Callas, TriMet

Weigh-In-Motion Data

Portland State University/ODOT

wimdata_2013.csv, wim_tags.csv, transponders.csv

WMT Collection Reports

ODOT/MCTD

WM_HUS_2013.csv, wmt.csv
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